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ABSTRACT 
With substantial molecular mobility and segment dynamics relative to metals and 
ceramics, all polymeric materials, to some extent, are stimuli-responsive by exhibiting 
pronounced chemical and physical changes in the backbone, side chains, segments, or end 
groups induced by changes in the local environment. Thus, the push to incorporate 
polymeric materials as sensing/responsive nanoscale layers into next-generation miniaturized 
sensor applications is a natural progression. The significance and impact of this research is 
wide-ranging because it offers design considerations and presents results in perhaps two of 
the most critical broad areas of nanotechnology: ultrathin multifunctional polymer coatings 
and miniaturized sensors. In this work, direct evidence is given showing that polymer 
coatings comprised of deliberately selected molecular segments with very different chemistry 
can have switchable properties, and that the surface composition can be precisely controlled, 
and thus properties can be tuned: all in films on the order of 20 nm and less. Furthermore, 
active sensing layers in the form of plasma-polymerized polymers are successfully 
incorporated into actual silicon based microsensors resulting in a novel hybrid 
organic/inorganic materials platform for microfabricated MEMS sensors with record 
performance far beyond contemporary sensors in terms of detection sensitivity to various 
environments. The results produced in this research show thermal sensors with more than 
two orders of magnitude better sensitivity than what is attainable currently. In addition, a 
humidity response on the order of parts per trillion, which is four orders of magnitude more 
sensitive than current designs is achieved. Molecular interactions and forces for organic 
molecules are characterized at the picoscale to optimize polymeric nanoscale layer design 
that in turn optimize and lead to microscale hybrid sensors with unprecedented sensitivities. 
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Chapter 1 
Sensors and the Dynamic Nature of Polymers 
1.1 Polymers in Sensors 
Sensors, a field of global research in which, over the last decade, there has been an 
exponential increase in development and an astronomical augmentation in ideas that 
promises to incite the work of, and affect scientists from all disciplines. Seemingly, every 
major breakthrough in nanoscale science is directly funded by a proposal with the word 
"sensor" somewhere in the title, or can be indirectly applied to a possible "sensor 
application".1 Sensors, sensing, sensor design, sensing materials; so much work being done 
in so many directions, but how does one make sense of all this sensor work? Especially at 
the nanoscale, sensor development is very intricate in that specific designs and materials are 
implemented to detect even single molecules in chemical and biological sensors. Because of 
this, not only a deep knowledge of the "database" of specific interactions is required, but 
there also is a need for a deep, full understanding of the fundamentals of molecular scale 
interactions that will lead to future sensor development and enhance this "database". The 
subject of this work is designing polymer based assemblies made of polymeric, or more 
generally, organic nanocomposite materials as active sensing nanolayers and engineering 
them into hybrid organic-inorganic, next generation sensors. To do this requires a few major 
components: 1) Designing nanolayers for a specific intended sensing purpose, or desired 
response. This involves asking the questions of what physical information do we want to 
obtain from our environment (physical, chemical, biological), why we want this information 
or response (who really cares!), and how we get this information (what are the fundamental 
interactions that allow this). 2) Implementing highly controllable polymer surfaces into 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS and now NEMS), thereby facilitating these 
sensing/response layers into real sensors that can be feasibly batch-processed through 
established micro fabrication. 3) Characterization. Proof of principal in terms of their 
response because after all, it has to work. 
2 
Cvclc: 1 
Figure 1-1. Process overview of sensor research. 
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In carrying out this research project, it was of primary importance to recognize what 
potential new insights can ultimately be achieved to make this work significant. To do this, 
several considerations must be made which will be outlined and described in this chapter. 
The first step is to understand the current state of sensor research, and what improvements 
can be made in terms of sensor materials, sensor size/feasible integration into microdevices, 
and of course sensitivity. As stated above, the overall theme of this research is to understand 
and successfully design organic and polymeric active sensing layers and develop working 
hybrid sensors incorporating these new materials. Thus, one aspect of the design is set in 
concrete: the use of these materials to develop ultrasensitive hybrid sensors. 
Why Hybrids? Because we want to crossbreed the best of both worlds: inorganic 
ceramics (such as silicon) are well established in microdevices and micro fabrication, and this 
foundation is not likely to change anytime soon. On the other hand, polymers are the best 
active sensing materials but do not always supply the best miniaturized platform. Thus, by 
definition, hybrid sensors will consist of two very diverse components to advance sensor 
science. Semiconductors and semiconducting metal oxides have been the traditional active 
sensing materials in sensing applications. However, especially in the last five years, 
polymers have gained a tremendous footing in the field of artificial sensors based on the 
principal of mimicking natural sensing structures in organisms.2 These traditional materials 
are not dynamic enough for suitable response selectivity. For example sensors are required 
to analyze specific proteins in vitro or ultratrace levels of environmental pollutants, and 
traditional materials cannot do this because of intrinsic limitations in sensitivity.3 Moreover, 
multifunctional sensors are required today that require surfaces with very different chemistry 
in a single material, and traditional materials are limited in this regard as well. Additionally, 
polymeric based sensors bring a desirable diversity in signal transduction principals that 
traditional materials cannot offer.4 
For advanced sensing, polymeric materials are the clear-cut best choice for these 
applications not only because of ease and versatility of synthesis, fabrication, and 
processability, but because to some extent, flexible polymer chains will always respond to 
the local environment or an applied stimuli by exhibiting pronounced structural changes in 
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the backbone, side chains, segments, or end groups relative to each other.5 This is because 
polymers have segmental dynamics and substantial molecular mobility compared to ceramics 
or metals, and all materials have a fundamental tendency to always try to reorganize their 
surface to minimize the interfacial free energy with the local environment, hi fact, the term 
"polymer materials" may be suitably described as "Stimuli responsive materials", or SRMs.67 
SRMs are defined as polymers that undergo relatively large and abrupt physical, chemical, 
or structural changes in response to small external changes in the local environmental 
conditions.8 The push to incorporate polymeric materials into next-generation sensor 
applications is, literally, a natural progression.9 
On one hand, response to stimuli is a natural process of living, and many synthetic 
polymers are currently being designed to mimic important biomaterials that perform vital 
sensing functions in living organisms (in fact, as you will see later, the design approach for 
the sensors in this thesis is a bioinspired design). Put simply, nature has selected 
(bio)polymers as building blocks for cells and tissues, and these cells and tissues are 
champions in terms of complex sensing capabilities. On the other hand, synthetic polymers 
are like a child's (or curious adult) Lego blocks; through endless interchangeable building, 
they offer a wealth of opportunities (by changing chemical groups) to design responsive 
materials triggered by external stimuli. Additionally, polymeric materials, because they can 
be designed with a virtually endless combination of length and branching, can possess unique 
topologies10 (overall architecture) leading to never before seen physical properties11, or be 
rendered biodegradable12 for biomedical and drug-delivery mechanisms.13 
This nature of polymers is translated into many commonplace items in our lives. 
Thin organic or polymeric coatings are often applied to the surfaces of these objects to better 
control their interaction with the environment, or in a more intuitive way, allow better "sense 
and respond" mechanisms. Such thinking has been empirically acknowledged by 
civilizations for thousands of years, and the coating industry of today is a healthy multi-
billion dollar business.14 But what if the band-aide could "sense" when we wanted to remove 
it, and it instantly switched from a sticky surface to a repellant surface to prevent the 
infamous ripping of body hair? Similarly, it would be very convenient if the outside surface 
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of the windows in our homes could "sense" the temperature and amount of sunlight, and 
"respond" by adjusting the tint accordingly. The concept of fabricating sensing or responsive 
surfaces has stimulated intense research in polymer interface science towards the design of 
such materials.15'16'17 The need for increased selectivity, faster response speed, and enhanced 
sensitivity in sensors is now, more than ever, of great interest. Most assuredly, novel 
polymer based sensing layers especially when hybridized into inorganic MEMS structures, 
will provide dramatic benefits for nanoscience, and in particular, the growing sensor field.14 
1.2 Polymers in various sensors 
There are numerous examples of thermal, gas, chemical, and biosensors based on 
exploiting specific interactions with organic materials, with selected cases given in Tables 1-
1 - 1.4.17 For example, polyacetylene, which is actually known to be the first organic 
conducting polymer (OCP), experiences a change in conductivity of eleven orders of 
magnitude when exposed to iodine vapor.18 Other heterocyclic polymers, which retain the ic-
system of polyacetylene, were later developed. Such heterocyclic OCPs include polyfuran, 
polythiophene, and polypyrrole.19,20 The intrinsic mechanism in these polymers allowing this 
is the ^-conjugated macromolecules show strong changes in electrical and optical properties 
when they are exposed to a flux (negative or positive) of some chemical analyte. These 
property changes can be observed at room temperature when they are exposed to very low 
concentrations (a few parts per million (ppm)), which make them ideal candidates for 
materials in gas sensors.21 
In terms of pH sensing in aqueous media, sensors employing thin films of polyaniline 
have been very effective.22 These films possess excellent stability (can be stored in air for 
months) and show rapid reversible color change upon pH change due to varying degrees of 
protonation of the imine nitrogen atoms in the polymer.23,24 Advanced applications also 
include potential sensors in micro - fluidic systems such as pH sensitive gates, 
oxidoreduction sensitive gates, and photocontrolled chemical gates to regulate flow through 
membranes.25,26,27,28 Humidity sensors (Table 1-4) based on polymer materials have been 
developed that work on the principal that ion conducting polymer systems undergo variation 
of the electrical conductivity with water vapor.29 
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Table 1-1: Polymer based biological sensors (from Ref. 17) 
Sensor type Polymer used Fields of applications Special features 
Biosensor Cellulose membrane 
of bacterial origin 
Glucose sensor Improvement in the long-term 
stability of the amperometric sensor 
Biosensor FVC Analysis of 
creatinine in urine 
Ftoly mer membrane w ith natural 
electrically neutral lipids as plasticizer 
Biosensor Fblyaniline Estimation of glucose, Ftoly mer deposition and enzyme 
urea, triglycerides immobilization done electrochemically 
Biosensor Ftoly (o-arrinophenol) Glucose biosensors Immobilization on platinized GCE 
Biosensor Ftolypyrrole Estimation of glucose Electrode immobilization of an enzyme by 
electropolymerisation of pyrrole 
Biosensor Fblytyrarrine Estimation of 
L-arrino acids 
Enzyme immobilization by 
electropolymerisation 
Biosensor Ftoly (o-aminophenol) Detection of uric acid Ftoly mer modified bienzyme carbon 
paste electrode used for detection 
Biosensor Nafion Estimation of glucose Sensor based on polymer modified electrodes 
optimized by chemometrics method 
Biosensor Cross-linkable redox 
polymer 
Enzyme biosensors Cross-linkable polymers used in 
construction of enzyme biosensors 
Biosensor Rolysiloxane Blood glucose 
determination 
Composite membrane was formed 
by condensation polymerisation of 
dimethyldichlorosilane at the surface of a host 
porous alumina membrane 
Biosensor Ftolypyrrole, Fbly 
(2-hydroxy ethyl 
methacrylate) 
Estimation of glucose Ftolypyrrole and enzyme is entrapped 
in poly(2-hydroxy ethylmethacrylate) 
Biosensor Fbly [3-(1-pyrrolyl) propionic 
acid, Ftoly (o-phenylene 
diarrine)PPD, Nafion 
Estimation of glucose PPD and Nafion forms inner films 
Carbodiirride forms covalent linkage 
betw een GOD and polypyrrole derivatives 
Ftolypyrrole derivative 
Biosensor containing phosphatidyl 
choline, Nafion or poly (o-
phenylenediamine) 
Estimation of glucose Hemocompatible glucose sensor 
Biosensor Ftoly ( 1,2-diarrinobenzene) Sensing glucose Insulating poly (1,2-diarrinobenzene) w as 
Polyaniline grow n on polyaniline film to vary sensitivity 
Biosensor Fblyaniline Sensing glucose Sensor w as constructed in bread/butter/jam 
configuration 
Biosensor FVC-NH2 membrane Glucose and urea 
detection 
Enzyme immobilized on solid-state contact 
FVC-NH2 membrane 
Biosensor Ftolypyrrole Can sense fructose Enzyme entrapped in membrane show s 
sharp increase in catalytic activity 
Biosensor Ftoly pyrrole Can sense H202 Pyrrole oligomers can act as mediator 
Biosensor Ferrocene modified pyrrole Estimation of Ferrocene - pyrrole conjugate efficient 
polymer glucose. oxidant of reduced GOD 
Biosensor Ftoly merized phenols and its derivatives Estimation of glucose 
Bectrocherrical immobilization of enzymes 
Biosensor Polypyrrole Estimation of glucose 
GOD w as covalently attached to polypyrrole at 
N-(2-carboxyethyl) group 
Biosensor Redox polymer Detection of glucose, 
lactate, pyruvate 
Glucose, lactate, pyruvate biosensor 
array based on enzyme - polymer 
nanocomposite film 
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Table 1-2: Polymer based chemical sensors (from Ref. 17). 
Estimation of pethidine Pethidine - phosphate tungstate ion association 
Chemical sensor Poly (vinyl chloride) hydrochloride in injections and 
tablets as electroactive material 
Chemical sensor Divinyl styrene polymer 
and isoprene polymer 
Environmental control of trace 
organic contaminants 
Piezoelectric 
Chemical sensor Methyl and butyl aery late 
copolymer 
Measurement of Cu ion 
concentrations 
Polymer paste used to produce ion-sensitive 
membranes 
Chemical sensor Hydrophobic polymers To detect organic pollutants in 
drinking water 
Fbly mer and macrocyclic calixarene forms the 
sensitive layer 
Chemical sensor Nafion Detection of dissolved 02 in 
water 
Gold-solid polymer-electrolyte sensor 
Chemical sensor FVC Determine phenterrrine FVC with tris(2-ethylhexyl)phosphate as 
solvent mediator and NaHFPB as 
ion-exchanger 
Polyaniline (emeraldine Can sense humidity, NH3, Nanocomposite ultra-thin films of polyaniline and 
Chemical sensor N02. Can be used to fabricate 
base) other molecular 
devices 
is opoly rroly bd ic acid 
Glassy carbon and graphite/polyester 
Chemical sensor Polyester Determination of H202 composite electrode modified by vanadium-
doped -zirconia 
Chemical sensor Polyaniline and its 
derivatives 
Sensing aliphatic alcohols Extent of change governed by chain length of 
alcohol and its chemical 
Chemical sensor Cross-linked FVA Sensing chemicals Polymer used for immobilizing indicators 
Chemical sensor Epoxy resin Lithium ion detection L-Mi02-based graphite-epoxy electrode 
Chemical sensor FVC Used for detection of 
phosphate ions 
Plasticised FVC membrane containing uranyl 
salophene derivative 
Carbon black polyethylene Composite gives reversible change in 
Chemical sensor co-vinyl acetate) and poly 
(caprolactone) composite 
Vapor detector 
resistance on sorption of vapor 
Chemical sensor : Poly (dimethyl siloxane) Sensing chemicals Support membrane is coated w ith polymer 
Chemical sensor Polyaniline Measure pH of body fluids 
and low ionic 
strength water 
Fbly mer thin film electrodeposited onto ion-beam 
etched carbon fiber 
Chemical sensor Polyaniline pH sensing Optical method 
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Table 1-3: Polymer based gas sensors (from Ref. 17). 
Gas sensor Copolymers of poly 
(EDMA-co-MAA) 
Detection of terpene 
in atmosphere 
Piezoelectric sensor coated 
with molecular imprinted polymer 
Gas sensor Fbly ethylmethacry late, 
chlorinated polyisoprene, 
polypropylene (isotactic, 
chlorinated), 
styrene/butadiene, 
aba block copolymer, 
styrene/ethylene/butylene 
aba block copolymer, 
polyepichlorohydrin 
Identify gases and 
gas mixtures 
Polymer -carbon black 
composite films used 
Gas sensor Nafion Detection of ethanol 
gas concentration 
Fuel cell with polymer 
electrolyte membrane w ere used 
Gas sensor Fblyaniline (PANI), 
polyaniline 
and acetic acid mixed film 
PANI-polystyrenesulfonic 
acid composite film 
N02 w as detected Layers of polymer films 
formed by Langmuir-Blodgett 
and self-assembly techniques 
Gas sensor Fbly [3-(butylthio)thiophene] Gas Sensor films of polymer prepared 
via LB deposition and casting 
Gas sensor FVC Detection of gaseous 
N02 in air 
A solid polymer electrode 
of 10% FVC is present in the sensor 
Gas sensor Fblypyrrole nanocomposite Sensing C02,N2,CH4 
gases at varying 
pressures 
Nanocomposite of iron oxide 
polypyrrole were prepared 
by simultaneous gelation 
and polymerisation process 
Gas sensor A-opylene - butyl 
copolymer 
Detection of toluene, Fbly mer film coated quartz 
xylene gas resonator balance 
Table 1-4: Polymer based humidity sensors (from Ref. 17). 
Humidity sensor FVA Optical humidity 
sensing 
Crystal violet and Methylene 
blue are incorporated in FVA/H3P04 
Humidity sensor Fbly (o-phenylene 
diamine), Sensing change h this sensor various polymer 
poly (o-amino phenol), poly in humidity composites used 
(m-phenylene diamine) or 
poly (o-toluidine) and FVA 
Humidity sensor Poly (ethylene oxide) Humidity sensing Alkali salt doped poly 
(ethylene oxide) hybrid films used 
Humidity sensor Perfluorosulfonate 
ionomer (PFSI) 
Humidity sensing Incorporation of H3P04 
improves sensitivity 
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While most of these sensors have performance, in terms of sensitivity, that surpass 
that of sensors made of traditional inorganic materials, they still have several drawbacks, and 
are not optimal for advanced sensing applications. The primary negative aspect of most of 
these sensors is the thickness of the sensing layer, which is usually several microns thick. 
For implementation into microsensors with nanoscale dimensions, this is simply not feasible, 
and the main purpose of the research in this project is to design and develop nanoscale 
responsive/sensing coatings for microsensors. Even the labeled "ultrathin" sensors in the 
above tables incorporate 100 nm thick films in the best (thinnest) cases.30,31 However, these 
nanoscale coatings are commonly applied to electrodes31 by a photopatterning process 
involving complicated photolithography and elaborate substrate design or even porous 
substrates.32 Unfortunately, all of this implies many extra fabrication steps. 
To this end, for most of these listed sensors, the active sensing layer is deposited by 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) techniques33, layer-by-layer growth30, or casting34. Not only are 
these coating methods impossible to integrate in microfabrication techniques, but they also 
provide for very poor adhesion to any substrate. In fact, when reading through the individual 
articles cited in the above tables, most of the lifetimes of the sensors were within a few 
months.17 Another aspect of these coating techniques to consider is the conformation of the 
flexible polymer chains in the film. While it is true that dynamic, flexible polymer chains 
will always react to their environment, as will be shown below, the most optimal 
conformation of a polymer chain in terms of response/sensing is in the non-equilibrium 
"brush" conformation in which only one end is covalently grafted to the surface (see section 
1.4). Thus, there is a strong need to improve upon these sensors and design sensing layers 
that are covalently grafted to the surface or adhered very strongly. 
Besides the size, construction, and quality issues, the sensors listed in the above tables 
are engineered to sense one specific analyte or mode (either pH, or humidity), and it is 
unclear whether they can be made to diversify. Mainly, these are "niche" sensors and are 
only useful if one specific response must be determined. However, in real-life applications, 
this is not practical. For example, weapons or threat sensing applications require a sensor to 
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sense several different gases or chemicals. It is useless if a sensor reads "all clear" to VX 
nerve gas because it does not sense the necessary thiolate group, but the user drops dead to 
mustard gas because the sulfonium salt that attacks the skin could not be detected. Clearly, 
sensors must be as dynamic as possible, capable of responding to many environments. One 
way to do this is by incorporating several different chemistries in a single sensor that can be 
exposed at the surface simultaneously, or at least change the surface properties of the sensor 
through a large, dynamic range. Another possible way is to have novel design considerations 
that incorporate a tuned amount of residual stresses (mechanical strain) or charged ions and 
radicals trapped within the sensing layer. Such considerations have yet to be incorporated 
into real sensors, and as will be seen, these approaches will be used in this work. 
Another major drawback of the sensors listed here is their complexity in detection. 
Due to the design, the signal transduction is typically represented by a change in resistance, 
capacitance, or conductivity, which requires additional electronics integrated into the sensor. 
As will be seen with the work in this thesis, a much simpler method is monitoring a signal 
requiring no additional interconnects. 
Finally, one last comment should be made about sensor types. As can be seen from 
these tables, overall, the literature is lacking in thermal/IR sensors designed from polymeric 
materials. A major undertaking in this project was to design this type of sensor. It was 
immediately clear that this type of sensor incorporating polymeric or organic materials has 
yet to be realized, and thus the work in this thesis is truly novel as the development of hybrid 
organic/inorganic thermal sensors has yet to be achieved. 
1.3 Thermal IR sensors 
While a portion of this project aims to develop SRMs for potential sensor applications, 
there was an additional project undertaking with a private company (Agiltron, INC) to 
immediately develop and incorporate SRM into actual working sensors. Thus, to focus on an 
actual application of practical significance incorporating these materials, I will design and 
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implement an optimal polymer or nanocomposite polymer coating to enhance the detection 
sensitivity of a MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) based infrared (IR) sensor. Such 
an application will require polymer layers that sense temperature and/or IR radiation changes. 
Infrared sensors and imagers are critical for many civilian security applications such as gas 
detection and environmental surveys, and human or weapons sensing/tracking for defense 
related purposes can be potentially improved with more sensitive IR technology. To be 
practical for these applications, the IR device needs to possess high sensitivity, along with 
being small, compact, and batch processed for cost reduction. 
IR detectors can be sorted into two general classifications based on their detection 
type: photon detection and thermal detection (Table 1-5). Typical IR sensors employing 
cooled photon detectors (usually cryogenic cooling to around 80 K) to reduce thermal noise 
have typical sensitivities (measured as the noise-equivalent temperature difference, or NETD, 
and this will be defined later) of 5 - 20 mK.35'36 
Table 1-5: Classification of the IR detector technology (From Ref. 38) 
*** 
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However, the bulky cooling unit drives up the cost of IR devices and severely limits 
portability but is necessary since thermal noise increases exponentially with temperature in 
photonic IR detectors. On the other hand, for IR sensors with thermal detectors, the noise 
varies as V(kyT) so cooling does not significantly enhance performance.35 Thus, great effort 
is being devoted to the development of uncooled IR sensors over the past two decades.37 In 
fact, the development of uncooled IR technology that is based on optical MEMS structures 
for imaging and detection at room temperature is seen as a relatively recent revolution in this 
field, with initial reports emerging around 1995.38 According to the literature, optimal NETD 
values of uncooled IR sensors today ranges from 100 - 200 mK.36'38'39 
A general theory is that the low sensitivity of thermal detectors as compared to cooled 
photon detectors can be compensated by having a large number of sensing elements arranged 
in a focal plane array (FPA). In this platform, each sensor represents a "pixel", and thus the 
push for incorporating many pixels into MEMS devices has become the norm in IR 
technology. In a few instances, lower values have been reported for MEMS based uncooled 
IR sensor FPAs. For example, 320 x 240 pixel FPAs have demonstrated NETD values of 35, 
23, and 5 mK under various circumstances.38'40'41'42 Theoretical studies based on current 
technological limitations predict that the sensitivities of uncooled thermal based detection 
can approach that of cooled photonic detection.43'44 Furthermore, the average cost of cooled 
IR detectors is around $50,000 (plus operating costs of the cryogenic cooling system), while 
uncooled units can have prices less than $5,000, making them an even more attractive 
alternative.38 
Future uncooled IR sensors and imagers consistently need to have NETD values of 10 
- 20 mK to be competitive, and research directions need to be focused on reducing the size of 
the pixels in FPAs, increasing the packing density in FPAs, and enhancing the design of the 
pixels in the FPA, which consists of optimal shapes and choice of optimal materials. This is 
the key to increased sensitivity in uncooled IR sensor and imaging technology. 
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As stated previously, a new class of IR detector based on optical MEMS has recently 
been developed resulting in unprecedented opportunities for IR imaging technology.45 The 
most promising design choice is microbeams or microcantilevers (MCs) similar to those used 
in atomic force microscopy (AFM) arranged in the FPA. This is because they are easily 
batch-processed using the well-developed semiconductor micromachining process which also 
provides great flexibility in design shape and materials that are compatible with the CMOS 
process, while substantially driving down costs. Micromachining processes are routinely 
used to produce MEMS devices including actuators, gears, and sensors, in a wide range of 
sizes with critical dimension capabilities in the tens of nanometers when combined with 
lithography steps.46'47 
The main principal behind the operation of these uncooled IR detectors is that the 
incident radiation is absorbed to change the material temperature, and the resultant change in 
some physical property is outputted and detected. Uncooled arrays are based on several 
different types of thermal detection. Currently, changes in electrical conductivity/resistance 
(bolometer), by gas expansion (Golay cell), or pyroelectricity (pyroelectric detectors) are 
used (Figure 1.2) in various versions of IR detectors.38 An alternative approach based upon 
optical-mechanical IR detection (Figure 1.2) adopting the well - known principle behind 
AFM: mechanical deformations of a cantilever beam can be detected optically down to 
tenths of angstroms of deflection. Compared to other detection methods, the optical route is 
optimal combining low noise with the lowest fabrication costs. This relatively simple type of 
detection has the main advantage over the others because it eliminates the complicated 
installation of microelectronics and circuits, reducing fabrication costs.39'48 Furthermore, the 
electronic based detection schemes, such as those listed above, all suffer from Johnson noise 
and non-uniformity in electrical resistance over the pixels.43 On the other hand, the NETD 
associated with the optical lever scheme is only limited by noise inherent in the optics, which 
can be controlled externally, as well as thermal noise of the cantilever beam, which can be 
controlled by varying the shape and stiffness of the beam. With the simple, compact, and 
extremely low cost optical - detection approach, it is anticipated that uncooled IR sensors 
can reach NETD values below 3 mK,35,45 and potentially revolutionize this technology. 
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IR-Radiation 
bolometer 
Bias Current 
A Bolometer consists of the absorber element made of a material that upon 
temperature change due to IR flux, undergoes a strong change in resistivity. The 
material is part of a circuit under bias, and the temperature change is measured as 
a voltage change, which produces the electric signal. 
The pyroelectric detector consists of a 
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6 00000 
Top-metal 
electrode 
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material that exhibits a spontaneous 
electric polarization. Opposite faces of 
certain crystallographic orientations 
exhibit opposite electrical charges in 
response to temperature changes. Thus, 
a change in temperature produces a 
transient change in the surface charge 
causing a displacement current (Is) to 
flow in an external circuit connected to 
the pyroelectric material. 
The Golay cell absorbs IR radiation through an IR transparent 
window causing the gas to heat/cool and expand/contract. The 
membrane on the other side (typically a silicon derivative in 
current designs) deflects, and this deflection is monitored by 
capacitive or optical means. 
Bimaterial cantilever is deformed due 
to IR flux, and the deflection is easily 
monitored by optical means. 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of common uncooled IR detectors platforms. 
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Another critical issue is the choice of materials for the FPA so that the thermal-
mechanical response of each pixel (cantilever beam) in the FPA is maximized. The design 
that we will propose is based on the recently exploited bimaterial or bimorph approach 
(Figure 1-2, 1-3).49'50 This widely used method allows for the bending of a cantilever upon 
incident IR radiation due to a mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients (a) of the 
materials.51'52 This approach was pioneered by Barnes and Gimzewski when they coated 
microfabricated cantilevers with a metal to form the bimorph.51 Later, Datskos et al. made 
the point that 2D arrays of these heat sensitive cantilevers can serve as thermal imaging 
devices.53 '54 The bimaterial requirements include: large mismatch of a and thermal 
conductivity (X) between the two materials, one of the materials needs to have extremely low 
X, there must be low residual stresses to eliminate non-thermal bending, and one of the 
materials may have to absorb in the infrared depending upon the design. 
This is an intense area of development with large research efforts in both industry and 
academia racing to commercialize this type of IR detector. Quate et al. used silicon 
cantilevers exotically shaped in a fiat spiral with an aluminum coating to complete the 
bimorph.55 Datskos et al. developed a microcantilever bimorph with silicon as substrate and 
a 150 nm gold layer coating as the high a component that exhibited temperature sensitivity of 
0.4 K.56 Majumdar et al. applied bimaterial cantilevers of silicon nitride and gold into a 
complicated comb-like MEMS structure, which resulted in sensitivity of 3 - 5 K.35 Sarcon 
Microsystems in combination with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) have developed 
bimaterial cantilevers with sensitivity approaching 5 mK, which is the lowest value reported 
for uncooled IR detectors based on bimaterial cantilevers.45 In their design, SiC was the low 
a component, again being combined with gold as the high a layer. 
Figure 1-3. Schematic of a FPA (bottom), and one element (pixel) magnified to show 
that each array has a bimaterial MC. At top, the cantilever with the polymer coating 
(red) is shown to bend more then the other cantilever with just a gold coating upon 
incident IR radiation (see equations below). 
To date, nobody has incorporated highly sensitive polymer molecules as the high 
conductivity (a) component in these bimorphs, perhaps due to processing limitations. 
However, organic or polymeric layers have the potential to increase the sensitivity of IR 
detection because the thermal expansion coefficient is more than two orders of magnitude 
higher than the current high a. components in these bimaterial cantilevers (Table 1-6). This is 
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Table 1-6: Parameters for materials commonly used in bimaterial cantilevers for IR 
detection, compared to polymeric materials. 
Material Poisson's 
ratio 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(GPa) 
Thermal Expansion 
coefficient 
(106 K"1) 
Theoretical 
max ST 
(jim/K) 
Poly Si 0.2 160 2.6 NA 
Si3N4 0.25 385 0.8 NA 
Si02 0.25 100 0.4 NA 
Au 0.3 80 14.2 
Al 0.3 69 23.6 0.105 
clearly detailed in Table 1-6 where the overall thermomechanical sensitivity (ST) is more 
than an order of magnitude better than common materials used in current designs. The 
equation for deflection of a bimaterial cantilever beam as a function of temperature change 
(sensitivity) is given by51 (also see Fig 1-3): 
- 2  
ST = 
-^ = 3 (ccb l m a i-a s u b)(^)(^)  
AT K dsub 
where K is a structure parameter: K = 4 + 6 72 + 4722 + (fwV" H 
(jm 
and: n = à = 
z/ ™ r 
sub sub 
Inspection of this equation indicates that a huge a mismatch will maximize the sensitivity. 
However, elastic modulus is a factor too, with a higher modulus value being more capable of 
bending the cantilever. A tradeoff also is present with the cantilever design. For example, 
cantilever displacement increases with length, but a longer beam will decrease the spring 
constant making it more flexible causing an increase the thermal noise and lowering the 
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overall NETD. It should be noted that Table 1-6 does not list the NETD value. The reason is 
because for a given geometry, the St value is the most standard comparison parameter since 
the NETD value also takes into account the noise in the detection system, whether it be 
optical, electrical, or any other means. 
This is a perfect example to emphasize why polymers are seen as the ultimate 
material in sensing applications because of the fact that the best sensors in nature are 
essentially biopolymers. In this case, along with the equation above that governs bimaterial 
performance, additional motivation for this new direction of using polymeric materials stems 
from the fact that nature, which is the best optimizer, gives us a few exceptional examples of 
animals that use soft organic materials in their IR "eyes" that have sensitivity of 3 mK57, 
nearly the theoretical limit.38 This design approach consisting of FPAs of soft bimaterial 
cantilevers mimics what is observed in nature. Physiological studies suggest that pit organs 
located on the upper and/or lower jaws of certain snakes can function as sensitive infrared 
receptors, capable of detecting minute temperature variations and providing an additional 
imaging channel independent of ocular vision.58 Photophysical studies have confirmed the 
very high sensitivity of snake IR receptors. Here we summarize lessons learned from recent 
studies of biological IR receptors and their mechano-sensing mechanism, in conjunction with 
their nano-structural organization as follows59: 
• The multi-layered microstructure of beetle IR receptors, composed of alternating 
compliant and hard nanolayers, provides IR sensing via the thermomechanical expansion and 
contraction of micro-spherical structures. 
• A combination of low surface thermal conductivity and high compliance, along with 
the presence of a regular array of nanosized surface nanostructures (i.e., nanopits), seems to 
correlate closely to the IR sensing capacity of biological receptors. 
With this in mind, we fabricate hybrid thermal IR sensors capable of being batch 
processed into microfabricated FPA of cantilevers composed of an inorganic layer coated with 
an organic, polymeric, polymer nanocomposite, or a polymer/inorganic nanocomposite layer, 
as will be discussed later. 
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1.4 Surface Responsive Materials Through Grafted Layers 
Now that the current state of sensors has been overviewed, it is necessary to detail the 
types of polymers that will go into them, namely the surface responsive materials (SRMs). 
These nanolayers, which are lacking from contemporary sensors and is the reason the work 
in this thesis is so significant, will be designed, developed, and characterized. Developing 
surface grafted polymer layers that have multi-sensing capabilities by responding to changes 
in pH, temperature, or solvent conditions will be pursued. Advances in MEMS and NEMS 
technology now require that their surfaces be protected from wear, as well as being able to 
sense and respond to the local environment. In fact, microcantilever-based thermal sensors 
comprise just one example of an emerging, next generation class of sensors that include 
chemomechanical and biomechanical sensors60, capable of working in fluctuating "wet" 
environments that require adaptive surfaces constructed with "smart" properties that can not 
only sense or respond to environmental stimuli, but also be robust and possess tailored, on-
demand physical properties.61 
Flexible polymer chains have long been known to respond and conform to subtle 
local changes in pH, temperature, and solvent quality. Therefore, polymer surface 
modification, which inherently provides the ability to control and change surface 
composition allowing on - demand properties, is becoming increasingly significant for 
practical applications in fields like nanoscale lubrication, sensing and 
biocompatibility62'63'64'65,66'67'68'69, or the exciting advancement of functional carbon nanotube 
devices.70,71'72'73 Polymer brush layers are considered ideal choices in such applications for 
several reasons. They are chemically tethered to the surface at one end, virtually any 
chemistry can be designed into the layer depending on intended surface interactions, and the 
high grafting density combined with uniformity in composition and structure allows the 
entire surface to quickly respond to local environmental stimuli. These unique qualities have 
led to intense theoretical and experimental development of polymer brush 
systems.1^^"76'77'7* 
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The polymer brush structure can be defined as follows: Under typical equilibrium 
conditions, a polymer chain takes on the random coil conformation with a radius Rc, also 
commonly referred to as the radius of gyration (Rg) (Figure 1-4). When polymer chains are 
strongly adsorbed, or tethered at one end to a surface, or interface, with a sufficiently high 
enough grafting density, the chains act to alleviate overlapping by stretching away from the 
surface and forming a brush-like structure.16,79 Irreversible (chemical) or reversible 
(physical) grafting of polymer chains to a flat solid interface can generally result in one of 
three possible conformations depending upon grafting density of the chains.80'81 At low 
surface concentrations, the chains lie on the surface and form the "pancake" structure. In the 
case when there is a relatively medium grafting density, or d/Rm« 1, the free end of the chain 
tends to form a mushroom like structure82 with radius Rm (Fig. 1-4). However, when the 
tethering density becomes high and crosses a certain threshold in which d/Rm becomes very 
small, neighboring chains crowd one another. As a result, densely grafted chains will be 
more apt to stretch away from the grafting site, and strong deformations of the average 
dimensions will occur.83 
The resulting layer architecture is known as a polymer brush. This situation in which 
the polymer chains stretch along the surface normal is quite different from typical flexible 
polymer chain behavior in solution, where the well known, random-walk (Gaussian coil) 
configuration is found. In other words, the equilibrium conformation is a highly stretched 
conformation. Sometimes, this stretching is much farther than the typical un-stretched size 
of a chain, often more than five times, especially in the presence of a good (selective) 
solvent.84 These stretched configurations (deformations) are found under equilibrium 
conditions without the assistance of some external field or under the confinements of surface 
geometry.75 The brush structure of the polymer chains is responsible for novel behavior and 
physical properties, including strong responsive behavior, as will be shown in this thesis. 
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Figure 1-4. Model comparing the conformation of a free polymer chain (top left) 
and grafted chains as a function of the grafting density (d) on a solid surface. The 
chain conformation goes from the pancake, to the mushroom, and finally to the 
brush conformation (far right) at the highest grafting density. The model for the 
mushroom structure is over-simplified in that there is not this high amount of free 
volume within the layer underneath the chains. 
In the past four years, there has been intense research directed towards surface grafted 
binary brush layers because these systems allow for supreme interfacial control.6 An ideal 
binary system is composed of two separate incompatible polymers with very different 
chemical, structural, and mechanical properties, grafted onto an interface with the possibility 
of varying grafting densities for each polymer. Each polymer also has the ability to swell or 
collapse based on external conditions such as pH, temperature, and solvent quality (Figure 1-
5). In the case of binary brushes, the variety of surface morphologies possible greatly 
increases depending upon the chemical composition. Surface composition and hence 
properties such as surface energy, adhesion, friction, and wettability have the possibility of 
being "tuned" to the necessary state.85,86 Current theory predicts that in ideal situations, 
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either complete lateral or complete vertical (layered) segregation of the two components 
within the binary assembly.87'88,89'90 
Figure 1-5. Interplay in binary brushes leading to various top surface compositions 
To sense or to respond? While in principle all sensors do both, sometimes the 
question is what is the more primary goal? The literature is saturated with studies describing 
sensors designed to sense a particular analyte, or one specific biological species. However, 
sometimes we do not care how it senses, we just want a certain response. For example, the 
previous section dealt with applying SRMs on microcantilever sensors to induce actuation. 
Thus, the polymer is applied to enhance this bending upon sensing thermal flux, although we 
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are not necessarily concerned with the final structural and mechanical properties inside the 
polymer layer, so long as the sensor has large lifespan and low hysteresis. 
Oftentimes, SRMs show a pronounced change to many stimuli, and the goal is to not 
quantify the specific stimuli, but to end up with a desired surface that will have advantageous 
physical properties. This is especially important in next generation sensors that integrate 
mechanical, optical, fluidic, chemical gating, and biological devices into versatile 
microsystems to perform complex sensing functions where repeated actuations can cause 
mechanical damage. Such systems require "smart surfaces", but also need to possess 
superior nanomechanical and nanotribological properties that exhibit superior wear resistance 
with controllable friction and adhesion along with mechanical, structural, and thermal 
stability surpassing that of conventional SAMs and polymers. They must have capabilities of 
exhibiting both reversible elasticity to large local deformations as well as compression 
resistance, and be designed with built - in mechanisms for mechanical energy dissipation. 
All of these traits must be packed into a layer that is sufficiently thin (2-100 nm) to assure 
feasibility into intricate microsensor devices with nanoscale dimensions. 
The macroscopic responses of "smart" coatings result from the reorganization of the 
internal or surface structure with different components reversibly segregating to the surface 
depending on the environment.91 In previous work (LeMieux's MS thesis), we designed and 
developed a polymer surface with emphasis placed on response. In this case, the goal was to 
have single polymer SRM layer that in one state would be rubbery, and in another state be 
glassy; a "schizophrenic surface", i.e. a single SRM with completely opposite 'faces' 
(properties) exposed.15 An important concept demonstrated by this work is the reversible 
transformation between hard and soft surface properties. The underlying mechanism of 
concurrent chemical, topological, and mechanical transformations was demonstrated by the 
work with a binary polymer brush surface (Fig. 1-6).92 Two incompatible polymers, 
poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) and poly(styrene-co-2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorostyrene) (PSF), were 
chemically grafted sequentially onto silicon via the "grafting from" method, producing thick 
(20 - 150 nm) dense mixed brush layers (Figure 1-7). 
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The resulting layers possessed a heterogeneous surface exhibiting vertical and lateral 
microphase segregation with a characteristic lateral dimension of 100 nm (Figure 1-8). The 
lateral and vertical reordering of the binary brush layer was observed to be fast (<lmin), and 
reversible for at least 1000 "switches" between good and bad solvent states. Surface composition 
can be controlled allowing surface energy, adhesion, friction, and stiffness to be "tuned" by 
controlling a level of vertical and lateral segregation providing a means for tunable tribological 
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Figure 1-6. Scheme of the two-step synthesis of PMA (black chains) and PSF (grey chains) 
from the silicon substrate using the azo-initiator. 
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Combining hard and soft components in such coatings can provide a strong matrix or 
load-bearing skeleton for structural integrity, while the soft component is responsible for 
mobility, adhesion control, and lubrication. An active component could be in many forms, 
such as a solid lubrication phase that melts under external load to lubricate the contact area, 
porous microspheres that rupture spilling internal reactive fluid for self-healing, or weakly 
bound low-molar mass molecules that diffuse to the contact areas under external pressure to 
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reduce adhesion.95,96 Here, the goal of this binary brush surface was to design a single 
polymer nano layer that can be both sticky and slippery, hard and soft, and amphiphilic 
depending upon desired use. These features are extremely critical for controlling tribological 
behavior and surface properties in silicon based microactuators. For example, wear and 
friction protection must be combined with sensing capabilities in next generation MEMS and 
NEMS devices. Indeed, AFM force spectroscopy of corresponding surface properties indicate 
that PSF and PMA are highly mechanically dissimilar (glassy/fluorine enriched and 
rubbery/polar groups, respectively) as shown in Fig. 1-7 for elastic response. 
50 MPa 
150 nm 
30 nm RMS 
1-2 GPa 
50 nm 
1 nm RMS 
to macroscale 
Figure 1-8. The switching of morphology at the nanoscale has dramatic effects on the 
optical properties at the microscale, as well as the macroscale surface properties, which 
can be measured by contact angle. In this case, the graded substrate has varying elastic 
modulus from 2 GPa to 50 MPa. For different environment conditions, it is possible to 
create more gradual changes in the surface properties of the polymer layer. It is also 
important to note that the contact angle changes from about 95° in the glassy state to over 
120° in the rubbery state due to excessive roughness even with PMA on the surface. This 
last value is close to the ultra-hydrophobic surface regime which has long been a goal to 
create in polymer surface science92, but typically not with a rubbery material. 
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For this SRM, a model of structure reorganization combining both lateral and vertical 
microphase separations was proposed.92 The findings were compared with recent structural 
predictions of a binary brush from theoretical calculations and were found to be in agreement. 
Additionally, from the optical imaging and contact angle measurements, we show a polymer 
surface in which the switching of morphology at the nanoscale also switches properties at the 
micro and macro scale (Figure 1-8). With such a surface, the foundation has been set to 
fabricate graded surfaces in which the properties can be gradually changed based upon the 
environment. Furthermore, this is a classic example of the ability to switch a surface 
between two specific desirable responses based on exposure to general stimulus of a 
good/bad solvent. 
Moving beyond binary polymer brushes. With the research focus on engineering 
nanoscale responsive surfaces, a necessary step beyond these initial developments is multi­
functional grafted polymer layers. By having more exotic architectures than typical polymer 
brush surfaces, they can exhibit a dual (or more) stepwise (or simultaneous) controlled 
response to various environmental triggers such as pH, temperature, or radiation that have 
never before been designed into a polymer layer. While the conventional responsive surfaces 
consist of either grafted homopolymer, mixed homopolymer (binary), and di- or triblock 
copolymers in a semi-flexible, linear architecture16, a substantial modification of this 
approach is a highly branched, or semi-comb type, graft copolymer brush (Figure 1-9; 
recently theorized97). The advantages are two fold: 1) It increases the number of triggers 
that can influence the switch in properties of a single polymer layer as well as having a layer 
with a vertically graded response (i.e. the always confined interlayer is strongly 
thermosensitive, while the branched segments at the top respond to pH changes; Figure 1-9). 
2) The interplay of intramolecular interactions and confinements between the branched 
segments at the top layer can lead to a broad range of nanomechanical properties based on 
various grafting conditions and environmental stimuli. 
Rather than grafting two homopolymer brushes to create a mixed binary brush, an 
alternative route to responsive surfaces is grafting block copolymers (BCP) of two 
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chemically different blocks. These systems are attractive due to the very rich and interesting 
surface morphologies that are possible depending on block length ratios and interactions 
between the two blocks relative to each other, and with the local environment.98'99 The main 
difference between BCP brushes and binary brushes is that the phase domain structure is 
usually well ordered and periodic allowing them to be useful in applications of nano-
patteming and templates.100'101 
One type of BCP that is receiving intense interest consists of an architecture in which 
one block serves as a backbone filled with initiators from which other polymer chains can be 
attached. These are known in the literature as graft copolymers, or comb copolymers. The 
vast majority of research dealing with these molecules has been in solution where they adopt 
a worm like, cylindrical configuration, so they are labeled as bottle-brushes, or cylindrical 
brushes. We intend to build on this approach by fabricating novel polymer architectures in 
which one block is an environmentally responsive polymer (strong response to thermal or pH 
fluctuations) that is capped with a macroinitiator (macromonomer) to which other polymer 
chains can be grown from or attached (Figure 1-9). However, we intend to have a very 
asymmetrical backbone in terms of length of the surface block (very long), and the 
macroinitiator block (very short), which will result in a "palm-tree" like polymer (Figure 1-9). 
•ev 
10 - 200 nm 
Figure 1-9. Schematic of a "palm-tree" like polymer. At far left is a comb-
copolymer, which can take up the palm-tree architecture (middle). The resulting 
multilayer surface (right) can lead to novel mechanical response. 
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The majority of research involving graft or comb-type copolymers has either been in 
solution, or through physisorbed layers, with efforts focused on synthesis and structural 
characterization. Luzinov et al. have grafted binary brushes to a PGMA layer that serves as a 
"carpet" of functional epoxy grafting sites (Figure 1-10).102 However, this is an extremely 
thin layer (monolayer, 1.5 nm thick) with a lack of physical properties and response 
mechanisms. Sheiko et al. and Matyjaszewski et al. have established methods to graft side 
chains to a macroinitiator backbone with a gradient in spacing intervals along the 
backbone.103 In a series of recent papers the authors have demonstrated that they are not 
concerned with fabricating layers of these molecules as they just deposit individual 
molecules on the surface and observe their structure.104,105 A critical result illustrated how 
two different conformations could coexist within an individual comb or graft molecule.104 
Upon external forces, the portion of the molecule with a higher density of branched segments 
formed globular regions while the rest of the molecule remained in a rod-like conformation. 
Such a molecule, when confined to the surface by a single graft point, could form a layer 
with highly asymmetric density profile and nanomechanical response in the vertical direction. 
loop  ^ b 
Figure 1-10. Schematic showing 
PGMA on the surface with the 
many available epoxy groups 
(a), and the chemistry of the 
covalent attachment to the 
surface (b). At bottom shows 
the thicker, denser polymer 
layer (SRM) that forms due to 
the grafting at different levels 
that the PGMA macroinitiator 
allows. From Ref. 105. 
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One study that touched on the nanomechanical properties of covalently attached graft 
copolymers has recently been published.106 Although the grafted molecules did not form 
uniform layers (Figure 1-11), AFM was used to probe the elastic properties of the widely 
dispersed poly(HEMA-g-PEG) molecules as a function of the number of side chains (mol. 
weight), providing a rudimentary insight into the structure-properties relationship. The 
responsive properties were not tested, but the force to compress the molecules varied slightly 
with molecular weight requiring 80 pN at 120,000 g/mol, and about 30 pN at 16,000 g/mol. 
Clearly, the increased level of branched segments made the molecule more resistant upon 
compression due to enhanced intramolecular interactions. 
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Figure 1-11. At left is a schematic showing the poly(HEMA-g-PEG) molecule construction. 
Here, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) side chains are attached to the poly(2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate) (PHEMA) backbone. As depicted, the PEG chains are grafted along the 
entire length, offering no capability for density gradients. At left is the AFM topography 
image of the 'brush' grafted on a rough gold substrate. However, this is far from a brush, 
as individual clusters of the graft co-polymer are highlighted. 
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This poses several questions: 1) How much would the elasticity increase if there was 
not only intramolecular interactions, but interactions and confinements posed by neighboring 
molecules that would be more tightly packed with a higher grafting density found in the 
brush regime? 2) What segments will best optimize this effect in terms of incorporating 
stiffer branches with higher Tg, or charged branches such as Polyelectrolytes? 3) In this 
study, the molecules were branched completely down the main backbone (comb copolymer). 
What effect on structure, properties, and responsive switchable properties will a semi-comb 
(Figure 1-9) brush layer induce where a graded density profile is prevalent? Understanding 
these questions will force the introduction of a new class of phase diagrams of multi-
component polymeric systems, and novel nanoprobing techniques and models to determine 
the non-uniform nanomechanical properties of such layers with AFM based methods. Not 
only do these questions remain unanswered, but grafted brush layers of this architecture have 
yet to be exploited as the next step of focusing on multi-functional responsive polymer layers. 
This so called macromonomer approach is an efficient strategy for complex 
architectures, high functionality, multi-sensing capabilities (responding to dual and multi-
stimuli), and unique properties in polymer layers. They are less complicated and more easily 
synthesized than their dendritic or hyperbranched relatives. In fact, nearly all studies for 
these types of copolymers have been in solution, or in solution then adsorbed onto surfaces 
via casting or LB deposition, providing only weak physical adsorption. On the other hand, 
surface grown polymer layers, much less brushes, of such molecules have been largely 
unexplored. Furthermore, as in the structure of the "palm-tree" configuration, it is 
anticipated that due to the relatively high density at the top of the layer compared to the 
bottom, a multi-layer type structure can result with varying degrees of density (vertical 
gradient) in a polymer layer. Also, due to the hairy, highly dense structure at the top, a high 
degree of various non-covalent intramolecular interactions can arise (depending on chemistry, 
flexibility of the polymers) resulting in superior, never before seen nanomechanical 
properties in a polymer layer. 
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Not until recently (within the last two years) have such complex brushes been grown 
from the surface of silicon substrates due to advancements in polymerization methods such 
as ATRP and the breakthrough RAFT polymerization technique.107'108 Furthermore, dense, 
uniform layers consisting of these molecules have yet to be reported in the literature. We 
intend to not only make pioneering efforts to fabricate such layers with these polymer nano-
assemblies, but to also characterize their nanoscale properties such as adhesion and elastic 
modulus. A key polymer that will be explored here is poly-n-isopropylacrylamide 
(pNIPAAM) because it exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST).109 Only about 
5% of all polymers have LCST behavior, and pNIPAAM undergoes this transition at the 
physiological important temperature of 32°C. Below LCST, pNIPAAM is in a swollen 
conformation in the presence of water, while above LCST, the chains completely collapse, 
becoming hydrophobic. In terms of using pNIPAAM as the surface anchored block, there 
has not even been a systematic study on the copolymerization of NIPAAM with a 
macroinitiator. Then, by adding various functional, sensing polymer chains to this 
pNIPAAM copolymer, we anticipate to prepare novel sensing polymer assemblies with 
reversible, tunable modulus and nanomechanical gradients that have never before been 
designed into a SRM. 
1.5 Surface Responsive Materials Through Vapor Phase Deposition 
Because a large part of this thesis will be to implement coatings into real sensors (in 
this work, microcantilevers (MCs) for enhanced IR and thermal sensors that must be batch 
processed, applicable coatings had to be pursued. To enhance the IR detection of the MCs 
within the framework of the bimaterial approach, we intend to coat the MCs with various 
organic and polymeric materials. Typically, these coatings are applied via a "wet" deposition 
process as described in the previous section regarding grafted layers. However, due to 
repeated wetting and drying, induced mechanical stresses can result in the MCs rendering them 
defective. The overall cost of device production will be decreased if surface modification of 
the MCs is compatible with the microfabrication process. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is 
a "dry" (solvent less) process compatible with semiconductor fabrication.110 Among various 
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CVD methods, plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is a very efficient, 
inexpensive, rapid, and relatively simple method to produce homogeneous organic and 
polymeric films covalently attached on various sized substrates.111 PECVD provides excellent 
control over polymer film parameters such as density, thickness (10 nm - several micron thick 
films have been produced), and composition.112,113,114 
This work involves the use of a PECVD chamber in close collaboration with Dr. T. 
Bunning at the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL). In general, PECVD is suitable to deposit a 
wide variety of monomers and polymers by breaking down gaseous precursors into radicals, 
which deposit onto the substrate from which they were polymerized. Plasma polymers are 
different from typical "wet" grafted polymer chains because they tend to form a three-
dimensional cross-linked network.115 Therefore, the resulting films have different chemical 
and physical properties than conventional polymer films. A main advantage of these films 
over conventional films is that they can strongly adhere to several substrates (silicon, glasses, 
metals, even polymers), and contamination is virtually eliminated.116 
PECVD has been used to prepare highly conductive polyaniline films with thickness 
ranging from 30-315 nm.112 Zou et al. fabricated very sticky glycidyl methacrylate layers 
on silicon with PECVD, and they showed the films were covalently grafted to silicon.110 
One class of polymers that has been widely polymerized on surfaces with PECVD is 
fluoropolymers. Linear, cyclic, and aromatic fluoropolymers have been deposited on silicon 
substrates to produce ultra-smooth surfaces, as the AFM measured microroughness was 
around 0.4nm.117 The films showed strong IR absorption at atmospheric wavelengths, and 
exhibited thermal stability of up to 350°C. A main advantage of PECVD, especially 
considering polymeric systems, is that the deposition can be done close to room temperature. 
Additionally, since it is a volatile method compared to usual polymer film growth techniques, 
often times amazing properties will result in films such as a high degree of cross-linking 
leading to higher modulus values, as well as non-uniform composition leading to super-
hydrophobic surfaces.118 
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1.6 Surface Responsive Materials Through Top-Down Lithographie Assembly 
An entirely alternative approach to surface responsive materials is the establishment 
of a completely new design paradigm for multifunctional polymer coatings with a well-
ordered and open architecture via a top-down fabrication approach.119 While SRM are 
generally 2D structures made by self-assembly or bottom-up approaches (above examples), 
recent advances in multifunctional coatings designed, for example, for both photonics and 
sensing applications are driving the development for novel true 3D micron scale structures 
with submicron periodicity to act as coatings. It is an advantage to produce 3D 
microstructures rapidly and economically (with existing microfabrication techniques). In this 
thesis, an aim was to produce 2D and 3D structures in the form of microtrusses. Trusses are 
highly organized 2D and 3D structural systems composed of beams and nodes (joints) with excellent 
specific mechanical properties, and are very familiar to the civil engineering (see Figure 1-12) or 
home-builder.120 
Figure 1-12. Bridge with the 
lightweight truss configuration that 
is commonly used in 'macroscale' 
applications such as bridges and 
house frames that are high load-
bearing structures. From Ref. 123. 
Although they possess complex 2D and 3D structures, the microtruss coatings are 
easily fabricated in a 'one-shot' single exposure of light lasting on the order of only a few 
nanoseconds to seconds. This is done by exploiting interference lithography (IL) as a 
microfabrication tool for the design of microtruss coatings with periodic topology shaped by 
the interference light pattern within the polymer material. Holographic IL is a technique that 
allows fabrication of ID, 2D, and 3D patterns and open architectures using coherent beams 
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of light and involves the formation of spatial variation of intensity created by the interference 
of two or more beams of light (Figure 1-13).121 
Figure 1-13. Cartoon depicting the IL fabrication in which the polymer layer 
(typically 1-10 Jim thick) is subjected (exposed) to the laser interference pattern 
(top). The polymer layer can then be developed through solvent-less techniques to 
give the final structure (bottom). The inset is an actual digital image of the 
apparatus with the substrate being the bright spot in the middle. 
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As will be shown, the material used in this work is SU-8, which is chosen for several 
reasons. The original idea to use this material arose from the fact that this is a common 
photoresist material used in microfabrication procedures and can be readily polymerized.122 
Obviously, in this fabrication regime, the material must be a photoresist material (in this 
case, a negative-tone resist). Secondly, SU-8 is a tough Novolak resin123 with an average of 
eight epoxy groups and a high elastic modulus in the cured state approaching 3 GPa124, 
making it an ideal material for a tough truss structure. The third reason is because of the 
aforementioned epoxy groups, which always has some percentage remaining exposed at the 
surface of the micro frame even after development. Modification of the porous microtruss 
structure is possible without complete filling of the original skeleton, but with chemical 
modification of inner pores (Figure 1-14). Modifying the 3D structure of SU-8 may be 
accomplished via a grafting approach in which functionalized molecules can covalently 
attach to un-reacted (non-crosslinked) epoxy groups. These will still be abundant in SU8 
after curing. In this manner, high molecular weight polymers with swollen layer thicknesses 
ranging from 10 - 1000 nm can be applied to the skeleton. 
Figure 1-14. Chemical modification with responsive polymers can lead to 
controllable pore opening: closed (left) and open (right), leading to a 3D surface 
responsive structure. 
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The work conducted in this thesis was to prove the principal that these 2D and 3D 
structures could be produced intact, allowing for a suitably strong frame or platform to build 
complex SRMs and next generation multifunctional coatings. 
To summarize, there is a significant push to incorporate truly nanoscale polymeric 
SRMs into micro and macroscale sensing applications. This is because advanced sensing 
applications require the dynamic nature of polymeric/organic materials to enhance sensitivity 
several orders of magnitude better than offered by current designs and materials platforms 
with faster response times. In addition, SRMs should be made to be versatile, to respond to 
or sense different stimuli, and able to possess multifunctional surfaces with dual or more 
properties in a single nanoscale layer, and this can be engineered into the design by 
incorporating carefully selected functional groups and chemistry. Furthermore, the SRM 
should be strongly adhered and be robust over a relatively long lifetime. To accomplish this 
will be a significant step in the development of complex nanoscale sensors if such SRM 
materials can be implemented into working sensors. And finally, actual hybrid microsensors 
were designed, implemented and characterized. 
In this research ultrathin binary polymer brushes are synthesized covalently onto 
silicon substrates, and the reversible properties are characterized upon sensing of various 
chemical environments. Then, to move beyond binary polymer brushes as SRM, hybrid 
polymer brushes composed of molecules with a branched architecture that has never been 
designed into a polymer brush layer are synthesized. The novel mechanical response upon 
response to different fluidic and thermal environments was characterized. 
As an alternative to the bottom up synthesis methods of the previous techniques, 
polymer coatings with 2D and 3D truss-like structure are fabricated via a top-down 
lithographic approach, and their structural and mechanical properties are characterized. 
These microscale coatings are viewed as 'microframes' that can be modified with active 
sensing polymer layers for ultimate 3D multifunctional SRMs. 
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The last phase of the research is to implement actual active sensing coatings onto real 
MEMS microsensors to fabricate hybrid inorganic/organic sensors with unprecedented 
sensitivity to thermal fluctuations. This is done through traditional grafting techniques of 
polymer brushes and polymer nanocomposite surfaces, as well as the largely unexplored 
PECVD dry (solvent less) deposition for micro fabrication compatibility considerations. 
Furthermore, response of these hybrid sensors to other stimuli such as chemical vapors and 
humidity are explored and characterized. 
1.7 Goal 
The ultimate goal of this work is to understand and develop multi-functional sensing 
or responsive surfaces as a result from polymer based structures carefully designed for 
specific molecular interactions upon various external stimuli. The implementation of 
innovative molecular architectures into surface grafted polymer brush layers will lead to 
multi-sensing surfaces, and the goal is to understand the nanomechanical behavior upon 
response to different environmental stimuli. Additionally, the establishment of a completely 
new design paradigm for multifunctional polymer coatings with a well-ordered and open 
architecture to act as microframes for a surface-responsive structure will be developed. 
Finally, for the application of enhancing IR sensing MEMS devices, polymer coatings will be 
designed to strongly absorb and respond to thermal flux to allow for hybrid sensors with 
unmatched sensitivity. To accomplish this goal, surfaces will be fabricated pursuing "wet" 
and vapor phase methods as well as being integrated into microsensors, along with 
lithographic approaches to fabricate potential surface responsive 3D structures. An 
additional aim is to take advantage of the peculiar physical properties of plasma polymers by 
developing multifunctional hybrid sensors, along with a secondary of understanding the 
properties of these plasma nanolayers. Plasma vaporized coatings and nanocomposite (with 
incorporated inorganic nanoparticles) polymer assemblies made compliant with a MEMS 
fabrication will be implemented into real IR sensor devices and tested. The sensitivities of 
the bimaterial hybrid sensors will be characterized by measuring their bending deflections by 
simple optical detection routes. 
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1.8 Approach and Thesis Organization 
To achieve these goals and design, fabricate, and implement SRMs into hybrid 
organic-inorganic sensors, several steps must be taken. These can be organized into three 
distinct phases that were outlined earlier in Figure 1-1: Design, integrate, and characterize. 
The first phase is the Design phase, which is the most important and most complicated step. 
This phase can be broken down into several major components as a "Design Approach 
Pyramid" shown in Figure 1-15. 
Working 
sensor!! 
Dry or wet 
fabrication?' 
Fabrication 
,** 
"Sense" or "Response" 
Fundamental Foundation 
Figure 1-15: Diagram showing the "Approach Pyramid" that depicts the 
considerations involved in producing a working sensing element. 
** Here, dry or wet means through bottom - up assembly, but top down 
lithographic approach is an alternative fabrication approach explored in this work. 
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As depicted, the strong foundation is the understanding of complex molecular scale 
interactions in organic materials, and as discussed in Section 1.2, many sensors are designed 
to interact with a specific analyte or biological species. Knowing exactly what functional 
groups are necessary to optimize the desired sensing application is key, and the study of 
individual molecular units and the corresponding macroscopic response has been the driving 
force in developing SRMs and polymeric sensors.7 
This thesis is organized in a manner in which each chapter (Chapters 3 - 10) is a 
results chapter that is in fact an individual paper that is either published, accepted, or 
submitted to a refereed scientific journal. Chapter 2 gives general considerations and 
procedures of the experimental methods, while Chapter 11 is a short chapter giving general 
conclusions. 
Chapter 3. This chapter is a paper submitted to Nature Materials devoted to 
understanding the nature of molecular interactions at the smallest possible scale. Many of 
these molecular interactions have been empirically know for decades; however a major 
challenge in sensor research is a push for a broad "roadmap" for proper selection of materials 
for instant identification and improved recognition. Moreover, new sensors are becoming 
increasingly smaller to be compatible with MEMS and even scaled down to NEMS (such as 
nanoscale field-effect transistors) in which truly single molecule interactions must be fully 
characterized. There is no better example of this perhaps then carbon nanotube (CNT) based 
sensors.125 To directly characterize the interaction of single molecules with a single CNT is 
an extremely difficult experiment because of the small size. The only method in which 
forces can be measured simultaneously with an assurance of being on the nanotube by 
observing the in-situ nanoscale topography is with AFM. 126 For the polymer surface 
engineer, the AFM is the most important tool and its invention opened new perspectives for 
the characterization and manipulation of soft materials and single molecules, which has led to 
these materials being implemented into advanced applications such as nanoscale 
sensing.127'128 AFM can probe interaction forces with sub pico-Newton resolution with 
resolution of O.lnm in the vertical direction, while having positioning accuracy of lnm in the 
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X-Y plane of a surface to do force measurements at a very precise, prescribed location. The 
conclusions from such a study would have important implications for the development of 
chemical functionalization strategies for CNTs, and researchers would also need to consider 
the fundamental mechanism governing these interactions when designing nanotube based 
chemical and biological sensors. However, an encompassing ramification of such a result is 
that by studying the interactions on the smallest of scales possible in materials science, these 
results can be scaled up and applied into knowledge of building all sensors. 
Chapter 4. The next level up on the pyramid is the concept discussed earlier, which 
is the sense/respond paradox. In Chapter 4, binary polymer brushes are grafted to a silicon 
surface to make up a reversible SRM with overall thickness of only 3nm, and this is a paper 
that has been published in Langmuir (2004, 20, 10046-10054). In this paper, the focus is on 
characterizing the response of the surface to various environments. In addition to proving a 
working sensing surface at this extreme nanoscale thickness, the nanotribological properties 
were also characterized in this ultrathin SRM. 
Chapter 5. The idea of this chapter is moving beyond binary polymer brushes and 
incorporating molecules of novel architecture into a hybrid polymer brush layer SRM. This 
is a paper submitted to Langmuir that shows, with AFM, the change in nanomechanical 
response of the SRM upon exposure to fluidic environments and temperature change. Never 
before have molecules incorporated with elaborate architectures been incorporated in a 
dense, end-grafted true brush layer. 
**Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. These two chapters are very similar (same materials, 
same theme), with the only difference being that Chapter 6 deals with 2D interference 
lithography (IL) structures while Chapter 7 is work on 3D IL structures. In Chapter 6, 2D 
microtrusses are produced, and their nanomechanical properties are fully characterized, and 
this is a paper in Advanced Functional Materials (2006, 16, 1324-1330). Proof that 3D 
microtruss structures can be easily fabricated as microframes for potential 3D SRM is given 
in Chapter 7 that is a paper accepted in Advanced Materials. The mechanical properties are 
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also explored, including unique, ordered fracture for crack propagation design, as well as 
ultimate strain well beyond that for typical glassy polymers. Additionally, this represents an 
alternative fabrication to the wet or dry approach as highlighted at the top of the pyramid 
with the double asterisk (Fig. 1-15), by using a lithographic approach which is still 
compatible for micro fabrication processes. 
Chapter 8. This chapter is a paper published in Advanced Materials (2006, 18, 
1157-1161). The work here is significant for the reason that engineered SRMs, in the form 
of wet grafted brushes and nanocomposite organic/inorganic layers, are deposited and 
thereby integrated into actual microsensors. The thermal sensitivity is characterized for 
various coatings to find the optimal SRM. The focus is on the sensing capabilities of the 
SRM and the overall hybrid microsensors. One additional significant aspect of this work is 
this is proof of principal that under careful fabrication conditions, wet fabrication techniques 
can be used to build complex, nanocomposite SRMs on microsensors. While this approach 
cannot be integrated into microfabrication array techniques (for example, imaging 
applications) at this time, these results are very valuable for small scale sensor integration in 
applications such as microfluidic chambers and complex sensing in nanoscale dimensions. 
Chapter 9. This chapter is a paper submitted to Nature Nanotechnology. At the top 
of the design approach pyramid (Fig. 1-15), the final consideration to be made is regarding 
fabrication. For reasons discussed above, for practical integration of SRMs into real sensors 
that must be batch processed for large-scale micro fabrication MEMS structures, the coating 
procedure must be compatible. Thus, alternate deposition techniques for nanoscale organic 
layers were explored in this work, and the technique of PECVD was chosen due to its room 
temperature operating conditions, ease of fabrication, and the fact that nearly all monomers 
can be deposited with this equipment. The organic SRMs were deposited onto microsensors 
and integrated into real array sensors, and the resulting thermal sensitivity of the hybrid 
structures was characterized. Thermal sensitivity was found to be on the order of 2mK, 
which is manifold times better than current sensor materials platforms. Furthermore, the 
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microsensors had unprecedented response to humidity, and this will be explained in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 10. This chapter explains the unusual negative thermal expansion 
phenomenon observed in some of the plasma polymers. This is a paper submitted to 
Chemistry Materials. Negative thermal expansion is a unique phenomenon in polymeric 
materials. While this has been observed in ultrathin films in which the thickness is on the 
order of the size of individual polymers, and attributed to entropie effects, never before has 
this been observed in "thick" nanoscale films (larger than the radius of gyration). 
Furthermore, this is unexpected for highly cross-linked polymers, and a model is proposed 
taking into account the intrinsic stresses within plasma polymers related to the nature of 
deposition. 
1.9 Conclusions 
Throughout the course of this work, several important innovations and significant 
contributions were made for the understanding and development of surface responsive 
materials applied to inorganic surfaces, which can be divided into three categories: 
fabrication of nanoscale layers, understanding of nanoscale/molecular properties and, most 
importantly, design for integration into working hybrid sensors. 
In terms of fabrication, the design and synthesis of nanoscale SRMs discussed here 
represents several significant breakthroughs. With binary brush layers, the absolute goal of 
the design was to provide the capability to switch between a surface with very different 
mechanical properties and very different surface energies (amphiphilic). This is critical for 
NEMS devices with actuating parts that can have a nanomechanical switch of actuation, 
especially considering the total layer is only 3nm thick, which represents a major 
breakthrough in switchable SRMs. Such a surface can be very critical to biomedical 
applications in which protein/cell adhesion can be turned on/off specifically based on surface 
energy switching. 
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In this thesis, a step beyond conventional binary brushes was taken with the 
development of nanoscale brush layers with complex architecture. This work is 
groundbreaking in the sense that true brush layers of complex architecture have yet to be 
achieved, let alone their nanomechanical response characterized. This work is significant for 
several reasons: 1) Complex, multi-level SRM can be synthesized in a step-by-step fashion 
by one easy method of polymerization (UV-polymerization). 2) The reversible 
nanomechanical response is characterized in fluid going through a phase transition near the 
physiological important temperature (32°C). This information is absolutely imperative for 
bioengineers to access because these brushes of complex architecture mimic real biological 
structures with similar hierarchy in structure. 
To pursue a 'dry' SRM fabrication approach in order to bridge the gap between 
complex sensing polymeric nanolayers and microsensors that can potentially lead to a new 
revolution in sensor research, PECVD was carried out in this research as a novel approach to 
apply SRMs into microcantilever sensors. Plasma polymer films are, at the present time, 
stimulating great interest in advanced technologies within the nanotechnology realm. These 
materials are on the verge of widespread use because it is becoming established that plasma 
polymerization represents an unusually convenient and versatile coatings technology. There 
is strong appeal for a one-step, solvent-less process, which provides uniform, conformable 
coatings of controllable thickness and properties with a vast range of monomers. Plasma 
polymer layers were fabricated that could respond to temperature and humidity with 
unprecedented sensitivities, and when integrated into thermal and humidity sensors, they 
surpassed the performance of contemporary sensors (even similar microcantilever based 
methods) by orders of magnitude. Another major finding is the huge negative thermal 
expansion observed, which has never before been achieved in organic layers 50 - 200 nm 
thick. It is the sincere belief here that the research into plasma polymers in this thesis will 
have a major impact in sensor applications and surface responsive materials because of the 
straightforward synthesis effort to produce essentially a new class of materials, which in turn 
can be incorporated into a new class of sensors with the hybrid materials platform design. 
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A completely different coating type developed in this work is 2D and 3D microtruss 
structures instituted in polymer layers via interference lithography. The fact that the classic 
'truss' structure can be implemented into novel load-bearing microscale coatings with 
nanoscale gradients in elastic modulus all by "one-zap" laser lithography approach is truly 
remarkable. Photopattemed polymer coatings with novel load-bearing mechanisms will 
impact everything from ballistic protection to stronger automobile parts due to its large scale 
capability. 
In terms of understanding nanomechanical properties, it is the belief here that no 
other technique offers this ability with nanoscale spatial resolution in complex environments 
quite like AFM. Therefore, significant achievements were made here that polymer scientists 
can add to their repertoire to bolster their fundamental understanding of organic materials. 
Here, AFM was used for the first time ever to measure the interaction forces of a single 
molecule interacting with another single molecule using chemical force microscopy. 
Simultaneous modeling simulations verified the fact that indeed the AFM measured only a 
single electron pair of a single functional molecule interacting with the sidewall of a SWCNT. 
In addition, this allowed for the fundamental interaction principals of organic molecules with 
SWCNT was understood, and this is a major breakthrough because CNT are at the center of 
nanotechnology, and one of the prime aspects impeding their further proliferation is the lack 
of understanding in integrating them with organic materials. 
Finally, in this work, proof of principal of active organic sensing layers crossed with 
silicon based microsensors to make actual working hybrid sensors is given. The results are 
invaluable in terms of advanced sensor applications because sensitivities to temperature and 
humidity that were achieved here are orders of magnitude beyond the detection capabilities 
for sensors of today. A brief summary of significant achievements include: controlled 
deposition of coatings onto delicate microsensors, the combination of plasma polymers into 
microsensors (an ideal that has surprisingly not been exploited) for robust, strongly adhered 
active sensing layers, and working sensors with high reproducibility to universal stimuli for 
ultimate multifunctionality. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Experimental Procedures 
2.1 General Considerations 
This chapter is intended to give a general overview of the experimental technique, 
procedures, and equipment that were utilized throughout the research in this thesis. Exact 
specific details are given in each of the Results Chapters to better support the data in each. 
Overviews will be given of sample preparation and this will be divided into two major 
classifications categorized by nanolayer fabrication (deposition) approach (wet or dry), not 
substrate (silicon wafer or microcantilever). In other words, this work consisted of doing wet 
and dry depositions on both wafers and cantilevers. After explaining general sample 
preparation procedures, overviews will be given of the characterization equipment and 
procedures. 
2.2 Fabrication: "Wet Approach" Overview 
Wet fabrication involves fabrication and deposition of organic monolayers or SRMs 
onto silicon wafers and microcantilevers using a wet chemistry approach. For synthesizing 
these layers in the nanoscale regime, the utmost and extensive care in procedure must be 
taken to assure the elimination of all contaminants. All glassware was first cleaned by 
glassware soap detergent and rinsed with water. Chromic sulfuric acid solution was prepared 
by a mixing ratio of 1:10 of potassium dichromate with highly concentrated sulfuric acid. 
The glassware was submerged in Chromic sulfuric acid solution for roughly 1 hour, rinsed 
with water, and additionally rinsed with high purity water (18 MQcm, Nanopure). Then, the 
clean glassware was dried at 100° C in an oven for at least 12 hours. 
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Prior to any deposition, the wafers or microcantilevers were appropriately cleaned. 
The substrates were first placed in nanopure water and cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 10 
minutes, and placed in a hot piranha solution. Piranha solution was prepared by the mixing 
of 30% H2O2 (30% concentrated solution in water) added slowly with 70% concentrated 
sulfuric acid (97%). The substrates were placed in the 90° C heated piranha solution for 
roughly 1 hour. Then, the substrates were removed from the solution and rinsed six times 
with Nanopure water. After that, the substrates were quickly dried under a stream of dry 
nitrogen, placed into 15 ml vials, filled with nitrogen, firmly closed with Teflon caps, and 
then immediately taken into the nitrogen-filled glove box with controlled humidity. 
On the other hand, microcantilevers cannot withstand the vigorous piranha treatment 
due to their small size, causing detrimental capillary forces. Furthermore, because wet 
deposition involves multiple steps, and repeated handling is not feasible with the delicate 
microcantilevers, they were reversibly glued onto Teflon supports for handling, and piranha 
solution would have easily etched the epoxy glue, destroying the support (Figure 2-1). In 
Gold coated AFM tips glued with epoxy 
Side View 
Teflon O-ring 
Silicon substrate 
Top View Figure 2-1. Schematic of AFM tips mounted 
securely in preparation for wet fabrication. From 
the top view it is evident that the "sacrificial" 
silicon substrate takes up enough area to prevent 
beaker sidewall contact with the tips. 
Furthermore, the entire ensemble can be moved 
between solutions just by handling the substrate 
rather than individual intricate AFM tips. 
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this case, the Teflon O-ring, which is completely inert to all organic solvents, was glued onto 
the cleaned silicon wafer with a strong epoxy that was again completely inert to organic 
solvents. Then, the AFM tips were mounted onto the O-ring with the same epoxy. In this 
way, the AFM tips could be easily transported and handled between different solutions 
without the worry of breaking. 
Thus, the 
cantilevers were 
typically washed in 
chloroform for 30 
minutes, and then 
rinsed with the same 
solvent that the 
ensuing deposition 
would be carried out 
in (typically toluene 
or ethanol). This was 
typically done in glass 
beakers in which the 
entire setup could fit 
(Figure 2-2). 
Figure 2-2. Schematic showing 
the large glass tubes in which 
cleaning and surface 
functionalization had to take 
place in to accommodate the 
'sacrificial' silicon substrate 
the microcantilever sensors are 
mounted on. 
The surfaces modified with SRMs in this work were either silicon (silicon oxide) or 
gold, as these are the two most relevant materials in micro fabrication processes.1 In order to 
facilitate the strong chemical attachment of the sensing nanolayers, the substrate is modified 
with a reactive precursor acting as a coupling agent (a SAM) which has one end covalently 
reacting with the metallic or semi-conducting surface, and the other end covalently reacts 
with the end - functionalized polymer (typically it is an epoxy group or a carboxyl 
group).2'3'4'5 Chemical grafting has several advantages over physical processes including the 
ability for a high density of polymer chains attached at the exact desirable locations. 
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Additionally, covalent attachment of polymer surfaces reduces the possibility of 
delamination, and aides in long-term chemical stability of the chains. Thus, the first step in 
the design is the anchoring SAM layer to gold or silicon (Figure 2-3). 
• IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII * Silane or thiol —• TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
M Substrate > 
Figure 2-3. Wet fabrication outline for two different substrates used in this work 
(silicon and gold). Silane anchoring linkers are used for silicon, while thiol 
anchoring linkers are used for gold surfaces. A subsequent polymer layer is 
attached to the functional linker, resulting in covalently grafted polymer layers in 
both cases. 
For the grafting onto silicon, this is facilitated with a SAM known as a silane, which 
is a silicon containing molecule that reacts directly with silicon surfaces (SiOz, or Si3N4), and 
has built in functionality at the other terminus to react and bond to incoming polymer (Figure 
2-4).6,7,8 The general process of SAM formation is, as the name states, by self-assembly. 
Specifics for each chapter will be given, but the general principal is shown here with an 
example of using an epoxysilane SAM, which is the most utilized in the "grafting to" 
scheme. After the solution preparation, the clean substrates were immersed in the silane 
solution for different periods of deposition time (typically from 1 minute to 24 hours) as 
illustrated in Figure 2-5. After the deposition was completed, the modified substrates were 
removed from the solution, and rinsed four times with a suitable solvent. Additionally, the 
substrates were placed in the same solvent in the ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. The SAMs 
formed were dried under a stream of dry nitrogen inside a cleanroom 100 facility. After 
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preparation, samples were stored in desiccators to prevent moisture of air which can lead to 
contamination and undesirable surface reactions. 
Polymer brush 
Si substrate, 
A' 
CH, \ V  CHA °\ CH3 
,CH, 
OH OH OH 
HO- •Si "Q Si 0 S —LOH 
OH OH OH 
HOOC 
+ 
HO 
HO 
HQ Si 0 Si 0 si —OH 
HO—Si 0—Si 0—Si-4-OH 
OH OH OH 
Figure 2-4. Top: structural diagram of the resulting SRM (in the form of a polymer 
brush) specifically showing grafting to the epoxy - terminated SAM on a silicon 
wafer. Bottom: Actual silanazation chemistry of the process.6 
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Silicon substrate 
Solution of — 
epoxysilane in 
Toluene solvent 
Self-assembled 
epoxysilane 
monolayer 
Figure 2-5. Self - assembly mechanism onto the silicon wafer. 
For attachment to gold surfaces, there are a couple of different options explored in 
this work. The most widely used approach is using thiol containing SAMs, and the thiol-
gold chemistry has been known since the 80s.9 We utilized three schemes outlined in Figure 
Grafted functionalized polymer 
Linker 
Gold-coated AFM tip 
Figure 2-6. Various grafting schemes for fabricating SRMs on gold surfaces. In 
scheme 1 (top left), polymers are covalently grafted via the functional thiol linker. In 
scheme 2 (top right), polymers are covalently grafted through a PEI "carpet" linker. 
PEI has a high density of amino groups with can bond to both gold, with residual 
groups available for polymer grafting ('grafting through'). Scheme 3 (bottom) simply 
involves pre formed thiol-functionalized polymers grafting directly to gold. 
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2-6: The first is similar to the silane approach in which thiols are used as a coupling agent. 
The second approach involves using a "carpet" linker. In this case, high molecular 
polyethylene imine (PEI) (Mn - 25,000 g/mol) is deposited on the surface. PEI offers 
abundant primary and secondary amino groups that bond strongly to gold, and covalently 
attach to functionalized polymers. The third approach is the most direct in which thiol-
functionalized polymers are directly grafted to gold. While this approach is the simplest, not 
many polymers can be modified with a thiol group, thus the method is far from universal. 
Since a general background of the wet approach was given, how this is applied to 
each specific chapter in this thesis will now be given. Although detailed experimental 
information is supplied in each chapter, these are still abridged, and the following sections 
can be viewed as "supplemental information" to give a full idea of conditions unique to each 
specific sample. On the other hand, some chapters require no further explanation than what 
is already detailed in that particular chapter, and this will be noted. 
2.3 Fabrication: "Wet Approach" In Chapter 3 
A separate, special case involves grafting precise SAM layers directly onto cantilever 
tips (Figure 2-6) for using modified AFM tips directly in AFM operation, and this procedure 
Figure 2-6. Schematic of a 
silane monolayer on AN 
AFM tip interacting with 
CNT in solvent. 
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was relevant only for Chapter 3. Chemical modification of the AFM tips with specific 
functional groups, known as chemical force microscopy (CFM), provides a general route for 
measuring specific interactions with sub-nanonewton force resolution and sub-angstrom 
distance resolution.10'11 This approach is valuable, since it allows systematic investigations 
of the very basic chemical interactions that contribute to the complex interactions involving 
organic interfaces. Such a tool is invaluable for the development of fundamental nanoscale 
interactions with organic materials for sensor research (see Chapter 3). In this particular 
case, the following silanes in Table 2-1 were grafted to the AFM tip. Grafting times are 
shown for 1% (in anhydrous toluene). These self-assembly times were optimized based on 
doing the fabrication simultaneously, and measuring properties with AFM, ellipsometry, and 
contact angle. 
Table 2-1: Silanes used in chemical force microscopy with name, grafting conditions, 
and structure. 
Name Grafting Structure 
1 
(3-glycidoxypropyl) 
trimethoxysilane 
2 hours 
(1% solution) 
> 
—epoxysilane— 4 
2 
(3-aminopropyl) 
trimethoxysilane 
—aminosilane— 
30 minutes 
(1% solution) 
x NHz 
_/ 
3 
Octadecyltrichlorosilane 3 hours (1% solution) 
--OTS-
4 
(3-cyanopropyl) 
trimethoxysilane 
2 hours 
(1 % solution) 
/ 
—cyanosilane— 
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Because the coating procedure involves multiple steps and several rinsings, the tips 
are immobilized by wedging them into pipette tips with one end cut off with a razor blade 
(Figure 2-7). 
The tips are cleaned and rinsed in chloroform and, and the entire ensemble is placed 
into the coating solution, which is contained within small glass vials that are cleaned as 
described above. All of this is carried out inside a nitrogen glovebox with less than 1% 
humidity. All solutions are 1% in anhydrous toluene. Once modified, the tips are stored in 
toluene until the experiment. 
Nanotube growth was carried out on freshly cleaned silicon wafers by CVD of 
pyrolyzed ethylene as a carbon source (Figure 2-8).12 The catalyst was wet deposited by 
immersing the clean, dry silicon wafers in a solution of iron(III) nitrate (5 % in 2-propanol) 
for 30 seconds while in a sonication bath, then rinsing in 2-proponal, followed by a rinsing in 
hexane, followed by drying with a N2 gun. The modified wafers were placed in the CVD 
oven (Fig. 2-8), and baked at 850°C for 10 minutes under only an Argon and Hydrogen gas 
flow. After this 10 minutes, the precursor gas (ethylene) was turned on for 2-10 minutes 
(depending on what desired length of nanotube was to be), and then the system was allowed 
to cool to room temperature, and the samples were removed. 
Figure 2-7. Placing the 
AFM tip into a plastic 
pipette tip that can be 
safely transferred into 
multiple solutions. Notice 
the end of the pipette tip is 
cutoff to enable better 
fluid flow of the solutions. 
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-» 2' 
X X  X X  
600 
seem 
• 
400 
seem 
1000 
seem 
(thin film 
catalyst) 
"• 5.5 
5 seem 
(colloidal 
catalyst) 
850°C 
Figure 2-8. Schematic of 
the CVD process for 
growing single walled 
carbon nanotubes. 
2.4 Fabrication: "Wet Approach" with Grafting To 
This involves the 'grafting to' approach of fabricating binary polymer brush layers as 
SRMs on silicon wafers. Full detailed sample preparation along with chemical formulas and 
structures are given in Chapter 4. 
2.5 Fabrication: "Wet Approach" with Grafting From 
Chapter 4 involves the 'grafting to' and 'grafting from' approach of branched 
polymer brush layers as SRMs. These samples were fabricated via UV-initiated 
polymerization, and full detailed sample preparation along with chemical formulas and 
structures are given in Chapter 5. However, the actual setup of the UV chamber is shown in 
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Figure 2-9. As shown, the wafer is placed inside the rectangular quartz test tube sealed with 
the rubber septum. Once the monomer solution is injected via syringe, the wafer is exposed 
to the UV lamp, and the SRM is fabricated on the silicon wafer. 
Figure 2-9. At top is a digital image of the overall setup for UV-polymerization. 
The light source and sample were placed inside a sealed chamber dark chamber 
with a cooling fan (to keep sample at constant temperature). The sample was 
coupled to a stand that could be moved along a marked slider for precise 
distance positioning of the sample from source (bottom left). At bottom right is 
a close up digital image of the sample (silicon wafer) in-situ during UV-initiated 
polymerization. 
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2.6 Fabrication: "Wet Approach" with Grafting To Nanocomposites 
The work in Chapter 7 involves the wet fabrication of active sensing composite 
nanolayers on metallic (gold) coated cantilevers. For this, the cantilevers were mounted on 
supports as shown in Fig. 2.1. The grafting scheme employed in this chapter mimics Scheme 
1 in Fig. 2-6 in which the composite SRM was covalently grafted via a linker thiol-SAM. In 
this case, the SAM was Cysteamine because this particular molecule is thiol (-SH) terminated 
at one end for attachment to gold, and amino (-NH2) terminated at the other end to facilitate 
grafting of polymer. The formula for Cysteamine is SH-CH2-CH2-NH2. The composite 
layers where then fabricated as depicted in Figure 2-10. Di-thiol functionalized polystyrene 
(PS) was attached to the linker via the NH2 - SH reaction. Then, the other end of the di-thiol 
PS was covalently attached to NH2 terminated nanoparticles, or -COOH terminated carbon 
nanotubes. Finally, in some cases, a topmost polymer layer of Poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) is 
added. PAN had terminal COOH groups that could react and bond with residual 
nanoparticles/nanotubes or di-thiol PS (Fig. 2-10). All other specific molecular weights and 
structures are given in Chapter 6. 
HS CH2W*CH2-CH—SH 
\/ 
SH-PS-SH 
CHo—COOH 
C=N 
PAN-COOH 
Figure 2-10. Schematic of nanocomposite SRMs fabricated on microcantilever sensors 
(see Chapter 6). The nanocomposites are functionalized polymer and nanoparticles 
(shown) or nanotubes. The functionalized polymers used (right) are di-thiol-PS and 
COOH terminated PAN. 
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2.7 Fabrication: Interference Lithography 
This fabrication including all materials and the laser interference setup, took place at 
MIT's Institute for Soldier Nanotechnology (ISN) Center. All procedures, schematics, 
chemical structures, and formulas are given in Chapter 6 (for 2D structures) and Chapter 7 
(for 3D structures). 
2.8 Fabrication: "Dry Approach" with PECVD 
In order to be compatible with microfabrication processes, a "dry approach" (solvent 
less) was used to deposit the SRM as active sensing nanolayers. For this work, plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) was used to deposit gas phase organic 
monomers on suitable substrates and cantilevers sensors. The PECVD chamber was built 
and housed at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. All procedures, schematics, 
chemical structures, and formulas are given in Chapter 8. 
2.9 Characterization Methods 
2.9.1 Contact Angle Measurement 
One of the most sensitive methods that provides information on the outermost 
polymer surface (top molecular layer) is the contact angle technique (Figure 2-11). The 
measurement supplies the properties characteristic of polymer surfaces such as wettability, 
roughness, heterogeneity, composition, relative surface energy, and surface mobility.13 It is a 
relatively simple, inexpensive, and popular technique for characterizing surfaces. There are 
two types of the contact angle; static and dynamic. A static angle, which is determined by 
the equilibrium of interfacial tension, is formed at a stationary liquid front. A dynamic 
contact angle, which is determined by the balance of the interfacial driving force and the 
viscous retarding force, is formed at a moving liquid front. Hence dynamic contact angles 
are rate-dependent. Static contact angle was used in this project and can be analyzed in the 
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terms of "apparent" surface coverage or the fraction of silicon surface screened by a film, (3. 
The Cassie equation assumes a simple "two-phase" model of surface structure and provides 
the relationship.14 
cos (8m) = p Cos (6l) + (1- p) COS (0si) 
Where 0m is measured contact angle, 0l is contact angle for a complete layer, and 6Si is 
contact angle of bare silicon. 
Figure 2-11. Picture depicting how the contact angle is captured and measured on a 
polymer modified silicon surface. 
In this work, film surfaces are examined by static contact angle (sessile droplet) 
measurements using a custom-designed optical microscopic system. Droplets (4-10 jo.1) of 
Nanopure water droplets are placed randomly over the surface. Contact angles were 
determined within one minute after droplet deposition. All reported values were an average 
of at least six measurements. The shape of the drop is observed with a microscope equipped 
with a digital camera (Figure 2-12), and the contact angle was measured using image analysis 
software. Syringe 
Camera A 
Contact Angle Stage 
Figure 2-12. The contact angle setup. 
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2.9.2 Ellipsometry 
Ellipsometry (COMPEL Automatic Ellipsometer from InOm Tech, Inc.) was used to 
measure the dry thickness of polymer brush layers. Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical 
technique, which deals with the measurement and interpretation of changes of the 
polarization state of polarized light undergoing oblique reflection from a sample surface. 
The quantities measured by an ellipsometer are ellipsometric angles 4* and A which are 
related to the complex ratio of the Fresnel reflection coefficients Rp and Rs for light polarized 
parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence such as 
p = Rp / Rs = tan ¥ exp(i A) (10) 
The complex reflectance ratio p is completely determined by an amplitude (tan Y) 
and a phase A and characterizes the differential changes in amplitude and phase. These 
changes are related to a transformation of a shape and orientation of the ellipse of 
polarization, respectively. 
Figure 2-13 illustrates the schematic diagram of ellipsometry and sample structure 
model. In order to deduce unknown parameters of a sample under investigation, a model for 
the sample structure is first constructed with initial estimates of the parameters. These 
parameters (e.g. thickness and refractive index) are then varied to generate a set of calculated 
^Fexp and Aexp. The initial parameters of the model parameters are transformed finally into 
true parameters of the sample, such as thickness and optical constants. 
In this project, the film thickness was determined by ellipsometry with an angle of 
incidence of 70 . The silicon oxide thickness was measured for each silicon wafer after the 
piranha solution treatment and before film deposition. The thickness of the silicon oxide layer 
was determined to be within 0.8 - 1.2 nm for different wafers. The index of refraction of the 
silicon oxide was considered to be equal to the "bulk" value of 1.429.15 Refractive index for 
all other materials used in this work are given in individual Results chapters (3-8). All 
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reported thickness values were averaged over six measurements from different areas of the 
substrate. 
Light Source 
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Linearly Elliptically 
/ Polarized Light 
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Detector 
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Switcher 
Figure 2-13. Schematic 
of the ellipsometry set up 
(a) and an example 
model of a typical 
surface measured that is 
specific to the work in 
this thesis (b). 
Polymer layer 
Epoxysilane 
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Si02 
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2.9.2.2 Thermal Expansion with Ellipsometry 
Because of the supreme accuracy of ellipsometry to measure thin film thickness 
(within ±0.1 nm from the same location), this technique can be used to measure the linear 
thermal expansion coefficient of organic SRMs. In this case, the sample is mounted on a 
heating stage that is placed on the Ellipsometer stage (Fig. 2-13). The sample is heated, 
allowed to equilibrate for 10-20 minutes, and the thickness is measured, and this is repeated 
at each temperature interval. The expansion coefficient (a) is then obtained with the usual 
formula: a = LqAT/AT. Each value of a obtained by this method was obtained from 
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averaging three cycles together, only after the sample was annealed for 24 hours at 50° -
100°C in a vacuum oven. 
2.9.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Determining the morphology, nanotribological, and nanomechanical properties of the 
polymer brush surfaces with nanometer resolution will be done using both the Dimension 
3000 and the Multimode microscopes (Veeco Inc., Santa Barbara) (Figure 2-14). The heart 
of the AFM is a cantilever with a micro-fabricated tip that deflects a focused laser when 
interacting with the sample surface. This deflection is detected by optical methods onto a 
photodiode position sensor that can translate both normal and lateral deflection signal. 
Figure 2-14. The Dimension 3000 
AFM (center, left picture) with 
controller and other hardware. 
At right is a labeled drawing of 
the complete multimode AFM 
(including head and scanner), 
which is about 12 inches tall 
(www.veeco.com) 
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A feedback loop is maintained by a controller that regulates, collects, and processes 
the data (signal), and drives (or adjusts) the scanner according to pre-set conditions (Figure 
2-15). The feedback loop maintains a constant force on the sample by adjusting the height of 
the cantilever to compensate for topographical features. The result is a three-dimensional 
map of the sample surface with nanometer resolution allowing for quantitative analysis of the 
surface roughness.16 There are two basic modes of operation with the AFM: contact mode 
and tapping mode. 
In contact mode AFM, the tip is dragged across the surface with constant velocity and 
normal load, always remaining in intimate contact. As the tip is scanned across the features, 
it encounters hills and valleys that will vertically deflect the cantilever up and down. 
Photodiode Array 
Photodiode "B 
* 
Photodiode "A"\ 
A-B(Vertical Deflection) , Reflected 
v:,,!,Laser Beam 
Volts 
AD 
Converter 
Setnoint 
Voltage 
Computer 
Mirror 
Laser beam 
Scanner 
lube 
Figure 2-15. Left: The feedback loop of the AFM with the optical detection scheme. 
Inset is an SEM image of an AFM cantilever (backside and tip) and a schematic 
demonstrating how the laser is deflected off the backside of the cantilever onto the 
photodiode detector. 
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The feedback system attempts to maintain a constant level of cantilever deflection, and this 
difference gives rise to features in the image (Figure 2-16). The horizontal deflection in 
contact mode is used to monitor the friction signal in lateral force microscopy (LFM). 
Figure D Figure E 
Figure 2-16. Contact AFM Concept, (a) The 
tip scans a flat position, maintaining the laser 
beam at the center of the photodiode array, 
(b) As the tip encounters a raised feature, the 
cantilever is pushed up, deflecting the laser 
beam upward, (c) The Z piezo retracts, the 
cantilever re-centers the laser beam onto the 
photodiode array, (d) Tip encounters a 
decline in the sample topology, the cantilever 
is pushed down, deflecting the laser beam 
downward, (e) The tip is pushed down until 
the laser beam re-centers on the photodiode 
array (A=B). 
Contact mode allows for mapping of the surface features with high precision, and 
atomic scale resolution can be easily achieved. However, since the tip is dragged across the 
surface, even at very light loads, damage is inflicted upon soft polymer surfaces and the tip 
also becomes contaminated. Thus, contact mode is rarely used for imaging of polymer 
surfaces, unless in fluid conditions where forces are minimized. 
Tapping mode AFM allows for the high resolution imaging of soft polymeric and 
biological samples without damage to tip or sample since contact with the surface is 
minimized. This is achieved by using specially designed probes that oscillate above the 
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surface at their resonant frequencies of 100 - 500 kHz. The oscillating tip is then moved 
toward the surface until it begins to lightly touch, or "tap" the surface. During scanning, the 
vertically oscillating tip alternately contacts the surface and lifts off, generally at a frequency 
of 100,000 to 500,000 cycles per second. As the oscillating cantilever begins to 
intermittently contact the surface, the cantilever oscillation is necessarily reduced (Figure 2-
17) due to energy loss caused by the tip contacting the surface. The reduction in oscillation 
amplitude is used to identify and measure surface features. During tapping mode operation, 
the feedback loop attempts to keep the cantilever oscillation amplitude constant by adjusting 
the tip height to achieve the pre-set amplitude. This amplitude setpoint is adjusted before the 
scan by the user. 
Tree" Amplitude 
Fluid layer 
Tapping 
Amplitude reduced 
L 
Figure 2-17. Tapping mode cantilever oscillation in free air (top) and near the surface 
(bottom). 
Another imaging mode is possible with tapping mode AFM due to the fact that the 
phase angle with respect to the cantilever amplitude can change based on interactions with 
the sample. Although tip-sample interaction is very brief in tapping mode, energy is still 
dissipated into the sample. Since different materials will dissipate energy differently, phase 
imaging is used to map out different phases in a sample surface.17 Major factors 
contributing to the phase contrast are adhesion, stiffness, and viscoelasticity. The 
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interpretation of phase images depends upon the amplitude setpoint, and is quite 
complicated.18 Briefly, constituents in the surface with varying compliance, adhesion, and 
viscoelasticity will produce phase contrast. Phase imaging also is able to identify sub-surface 
domains.19 For practical scanning, the setpoint ratio (rsp), defined as the ratio of operating 
setpoint (amplitude) to the free oscillating amplitude of the cantilever, must be taken into 
account for correct interpretation of phase images as was proposed by Magonov et al. in the 
terms of two regimes.56 The attractive regime, or light tapping, is characterized by an rsp of 
0.9-1, while the repulsive regime, or hard tapping, has rsp of 0.4 - 0.7. In light tapping, the 
tip sample interaction is strongly influenced by adhesion and the phase shift is greater on the 
surface with areas of higher attractive forces whereas in the hard tapping regime the elastic 
response becomes predominant.20 
A major advantage of AFM is that scanning can be conducted in the ambient, under 
vacuum, and in a fluid environment. In this work, scanning was done both in ambient and 
fluid conditions (for scanning in fluid, contact and tapping mode AFM was used). Scanning 
in fluid gives the advantage of imaging polymer brush layers in their native state while 
exposed to organic solvents of different quality. Scanning in fluid minimizes forces exerted 
on the sample by the tip, as well as eliminating capillary and adhesion forces at the 
tip/sample joint. However, this is not an easy scanning method, and several steps must be 
followed for quality images to be obtained. In this work, fluid scanning was only done with 
the Dimension 3000 AFM. 
• The tip is inserted into the clean fluid holder and the sample is securely mounted. 
Double scotch tape can be used to hold the sample if it is assured that no solvent will 
come in contact with it. In some cases, since small samples were used, the sample 
had to be clamped down due to solvent spilling over the sides of the sample and 
underneath it, thus dissolving the scotch tape. All surfaces should be clean since even 
small contamination will dramatically affect results. The fluid holder should be 
cleaned with detergent as organic solvents will destroy it. The AFM tip should be 
immersed beforehand into the pure solvent that scanning will be conducted in. 
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• After the laser is focused on the cantilever, the surface should be brought into focus. 
The position of the AFM head should be noted at this point because upon adding the 
fluid, the surface cannot be seen anymore. 
• The tip is carefully lowered to a height of about 1 mm above the surface, and at this 
point, the fluid is added my using a micro pipette. Usually, about 20 - 40 |j.L of fluid 
should be adequate. When adding the fluid, care should be taken not to hit the sample 
or the tip holder with the end of the pipette. The fluid is held in place between the tip 
and the sample due to the capillary forces creating a meniscus between the two 
(Figure 2-18.) 
• The photodiode will need to be readjusted after adding the fluid as the organic solvent 
changes the reflected path of the laser. After this, return the AFM head to the 
position noted in which the sample was in focus, and engage. 
Figure 2-18. The liquid meniscus between tip and sample in contact mode AFM in 
fluid. From Veeco Tech Support note "Fluid Imaging". 
• Additionally, as is the case in Chapter 5, scanning can be done both in fluid while 
simultaneously at temperatures other than ambient if the sample is placed on a Peltier 
Stage (Figure 2-19). Special precautions must be taken at higher temperatures as it 
should be understood that scanning time will be shorter due to faster evaporation of 
the fluid. 
Fluid cell 
Sample 
Sample puck 
Scanner 
Figure 2-19. Diagram of the setup for doing AFM in fluid while being able to vary the 
temperature as well. 
Previously, it was stated that thickness measurement of polymer layers can me 
executed with ellipsometry or AFM. The ellipsometry approach was described above. For 
thickness evaluation from AFM data, a "scratch" test is used. Scratches were produced with a 
sharp steel needle at different loads or by scanning multiple times with a stiff tip at high 
normal loads (several (J.N) in the contact mode. A 1 x 1 (im area of the surface is scanned in 
contact mode to remove the polymer layer, then a zoomed out tapping mode is executed and 
section analysis is done on this image to extract the thickness of the layer (Figure 2-20). This 
approach is used frequently for AFM scanning of organic and polymeric layers, and produces 
reasonable results comparable with ellipsometry.21 
Force Volume is another capability of AFM and will be used significantly in this 
research to map the nanomechanical properties of the sample. A subdivision of contact mode 
AFM commonly denoted as Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM), it has been shown to be a 
valuable tool for quantifying adhesion and elastic properties of heterogeneous surfaces of 
polymer layers on the nanoscale.22,23 This mode utilizes the force distance curve (FDC) 
(Figure 2-21) of the SFM.24 A single FDC records the forces felt by the tip as it approaches 
to and retracts from a point on the sample surface. SFM allows a 16 x 16, a 32 x 32, or a 64 
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x 64 array of FDCs at unique XY coordinates over a pre-set sample area (Figure 2-22).25 
Thus, it essentially is a series of nano-indentations into the polymer layer. This allows for 
mapping of the mechanical properties (adhesion, elastic modulus) of polymer surfaces with 
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Figure 2-20. Actual raw data showing how the thickness of a SRM can be measured 
independently with AFM, as long as a portion of the substrate can be scanned as 
well in the same image as the reference depth. 
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Position 
Figure 2-21. Components of an FDC (from Ref. 25). During segment (a), the tip 
approaches the surface; segment (b) is the jump to contact on the surface; during segment 
(c), the upward deflection of the tip is occurring from pressing on the surface; withdrawal 
of the tip takes place during (d). If both (c) and (d) are not straight, plastic and elastic 
deformation behavior can be arrived at. Finally, at segment (f), the tip snaps out of 
contact with the surface when the restoring forces of the cantilever exceed the adhesion 
between tip and sample. Note: in AFM the red curve is commonly referred to as the 
approaching cycle, while the blue curve is the retracting cycle. 
Figure 2-22. Force volume 
imaging can be regarded as 
simply obtaining a distribution 
of force distance curves (from 
Ref. 25). 
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nanometer scale resolution, while obtaining topographical information simultaneously. The 
applied normal load and speed of the nano - indentations are critical parameters to control in 
force volume. SFM will be done at ambient and elevated temperature using a Digital 
Instruments thermal stage or thermal controller. The elevated temperature range was up to 
120°C, which is limited as the safe working temperature for the AFM piezo. A problem that 
was encountered with force volume at high temperatures was sample stability. Originally, 
the brush layer was secured with double scotch tape, which lost resistance at the higher 
temperature resulting in sample movement and erroneous force volume data. Thus, the 
sample was tied down with Teflon tape over the heating element of the thermal stage. This 
practice alleviated the sample movement problem. Force volume also took place in fluid of 
which will be either a good or a bad solvent for the brush sample of interest. 
Data collected were processed using a micromechanical analysis (MMA) software 
package developed in our lab which provides means for calculation of localized elastic 
modulus, depth profiling of the elastic modulus, reduced adhesive forces, and surface 
histograms of elastic moduli and adhesive forces from experimental images as described 
elsewhere.26 The MMA utilized Hertzian, JKR, and Sneddon models of solid contacting 
bodies to derive this data. For absolute quantitative results of the adhesion and elastic 
modulus from force volume data, the normal spring constant of the tip as well as the radius 
had to be known with high precision, which is an extremely cumbersome task. Spring 
constants of cantilevers were determined from the resonant frequencies and the tip-on-tip 
method according to the procedures described earlier.27'28 Tip radii were evaluated with 
scanning of reference gold nanoparticle specimens in combination with a deconvolution 
procedure.29'30 
It should be noted that tips used in AFM are made of either silicon or silicon nitride. 
For contact mode and imaging in fluid, tips should be very soft with spring constant less than 
0.5 N/m. Fluid imaging tips are usually gold coated for high reflectivity to assure the signal 
of the laser of the photodiode is large enough. Force volume tip selection is a very critical 
and the stiffness of the tip used depends upon the expected mechanical response of the 
surface. It has been determined that only a small range of cantilevers, in terms of spring 
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constant and, hence, local pressure, are applicable to probe the surface nanomechanical 
properties of a given polymer (Figure 2-23).31 In general tips for MMA had radius of 15 - 60 
nm, and spring constants ranging from 0.5 to 10 N/m. Tapping mode AFM tips had spring 
constants ranging from 20 - 50 N/m. Typical tapping mode scans are 1 x 1 jam to 50 x 50 
jam with scan rates of 0.8 - 3 Hz and data are. The image is put together with either 256 x 
256 or 512 x 512 pixel points. For high resolution tapping mode image, 900 x 900 nm to 100 
x 100 nm scans were taken at 512 x 512 pixel resolution, with scan rates of 0.5 - 1.0 Hz. 
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Figure 2-23. The plot shows the relationship of sample stiffness versus tip stiffness 
for micromechanical mapping. Such a plot is used for tip selection in force 
volume probing. 
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Before any quantitative force measurements can be considered respectable and 
accepted, there is a rigorous process of calibrating all tip parameters including tip geometry 
and normal spring constant of the cantilever. Unfortunately, many researchers 'accept' the 
manufacturer's specifications of the tip including tip radius and normal spring constant. 
However, in reality, these values are not only different, but sometimes can be more than 
100% inaccurate, yet many results using this bad practice are published. 
The first to do is calibrate the entire system (tip, scanner, photodiode) in terms of 
nanometers of deflection per voltage applied to the feedback loop. This is done by 
calibrating the sensitivity of the tip. To do this, a force-distance curve is acquired from bare 
silicon in air (if you are doing your measurements in fluid, then calibrate sensitivity with bare 
silicon while in the respective fluid). The forces should be kept minimal, thus the lowest 
relative trigger possible to get a legitimate force distance curve should be used (usually 3-5 
nm for tips with kn <1, and usually lnm for tips with kn >1). A typical force curve on silicon 
appears in Figure 2-24, and to calculate the sensitivity, as it says in the figure, click and drag 
a line overlapping, or parallel to the curve. 
Click — - -d— L^-J — - J- - J— —L ». - L — • S mo drag ime parallel to plot 
Figure 2-24. Sensitivity calibration procedure, which will give a value in nm/volts, or the 
inverse depending on the software version. Taken from Veeco manual. 
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The next step is to calculate the tip radius. While this should be done for all 
scanning, it is especially important in force mode for correct application of contact 
mechanics models. The tip radius and geometry is calculated by scanning a reference gold 
nanoparticle sample (at lxl/mi2) as described above, and deconvolution of the results in the 
MMA software program (Figure 2-25). 29,30 
Figure 2-25. At left is an 
AFM image of the gold 
nanoparticle surface opened 
in the MMA program. A line 
is drawn (in red here) to get 
the line profile section 
analysis, and the results are 
given (below). 
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It is common for the tip to become completely destroyed or deformed from the 
sensitivity measurements, especially with a higher nominal tip spring constant, and if the 
success rate is better than 30%, the user may consider themselves very lucky. To this end, 
typically force measurements are conducted with S13N4 tips as these are tougher than bare 
silicon. However, even with these tips, success rate still hovers around 40-50%. 
For quantitative values of modulus and adhesion with force imaging, the last step is to 
calibrate the spring constant. This is done with the tip on tip method in our lab (Figure 2-
Figure 2-26. The bottom cantilevers is of 'known' spring constant, while the tip one 
is the one we are trying to calibrate. Taken from our MMA manual. 
The tip with known constant (usually purchased from NTMDT at $50/tip, and they are 
rectangular in shape) is mounted in an extra AFM tip holder upside down, and the unknown 
cantilever with which force measurements are to be done with is brought into contact on the 
backside of the known cantilever. Force-distance curves are obtained and the processed in 
the MMA software, and the slope of the resulting load penetration (dhtest/dh) curves is 
needed. This value is multiplied by the known spring constant (equation below) to get the 
spring constant. 
26)/: 
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2.9.4 Thermal sensitivities with Atomic Force Microscopy and Optical Imaging 
The thermal sensitivities of the microcantilever sensors were measured by 
determining their deflection per one degree temperature change (nm/°C). Sensitivities were 
measured over a small range and a large temperature range. The small range measurements 
were used to determine the extreme resolution of the sensors over a range of AT = 1 or 2°C. 
Typically, this change in temperature corresponded to deflections anywhere from lOOnm to 
2fim, and while relatively large, this scale of deflection could be monitored by the 
photodiode in an AFM, which can measure deflections of a few angstroms with a 
straightforward optical detection scheme. In this case, the tip to be tested was placed in the 
AFM tip holder in the normal fashion with the laser aligned on the end of the tip. To 
calibrate the deflection of the system, the sensitivity of the modified cantilever (sensor) is 
measured on clean, bare silicon to get the calibration in nm/volt applied to the piezo. 
For uniform thermal response, the cantilever was brought into a groove so that it 
would get an equal thermal flux from all sides. The groove was carved into the same mass of 
highly thermal conducting epoxy that was used to irreversibly adhere the thermistor to the 
Peltier temperature stage (Figure 2-27). The entire Peltier stage was then enclosed in a clear 
plastic chamber, along with the AFM piezo tube, in order to shield out all vibrations from air 
currents and noise (Fig. 2-27). 
The thermistor was calibrated per manufacturer specifications33, and the Peltier 
(Melcor) was fine tuned for the small temperature increments so that changes of 0.05 °C 
could be made in less than one second with minimal temperature overshoot and quick settling 
time. At each temperature, the deflection of the cantilever was captured in force - distance 
mode. To ensure minimal artifacts from the instrument, the force-distance size was kept to 
1nm with all triggering turned off. Z-rate was kept constant at 1 Hz for all measurements, 
data center was always kept at zero, and the force setpoint was always zeroed out before any 
data captures took place. 
Figure 2-27. The 
homebuilt system 
used to measure the 
thermal sensitivities 
of the microsensors. 
The sensor is 
mounted as a usual 
AFM cantilever and 
brought very close 
to the Peltier-
thermistor assembly 
with epoxy groove 
(top). The Peltier 
and thermistor are 
interfaced with the 
thermal controller 
(top). The entire 
ensemble is enclosed 
with a plastic 
chamber (bottom). 
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The response of the sensors to large scale temperature differences also needed to be 
determined. The deflections associated with this regime were too large for AFM, and were 
determined with a 400x optical microscope with a large focal length. In this case, the 
Front View 
Top View 
Peltier 
To thermal controller 
Figure 2-28. Front view (left) and top view (right) of the setup for optically recording 
the bending sensitivity of the microsensors to thermal response over large temperature 
range. The cantilever (mounted on the Peltier) motion is recorded by the optical 
microscope (top) and the signal is digitally recorded. Heat sink is mandatory for the 
wide temperature range or else Peltier will fail. 
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thermal setup (same thermistor, Peltier, and thermal controller) was mounted to a heat sink, 
and the tips were taped onto the end of the Peltier (Figure 2-28). Deflections at each 
temperature where digitally captured from the optical microscope, and converted into movies 
via Adobe Premier 1.5 software package. The scale bars were added by determining the 
number of pixels//xm of our homebuilt monitoring system. 
2.9.5 Humidity Sensing 
To test the response of the microcantilever sensors to water vapor, the sensors were 
placed inside an environmental chamber (Figure 2-29) in which humidity content could be 
controlled within 0.1% ('control' sensor mounted inside the humidity box, Fig. 2-29) and the 
setup for humidity monitoring is shown schematically in Figure 2-29. At the bottom of the 
Plexiglas chamber, an inlet valve allowed the controlled flow of water vapor by bubbling dry 
nitrogen through a glass bubbler containing roughly 50 mL of distilled water. The humidity 
sensor inside the chamber constantly monitored humidity, and the optical microscope 
recorded images at different humidity ranging from 5 - 70% Relative Humidity (RH). 
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One-way flow 
drying 
To thermal controller ^ H20 in 
Figure 2-29. Front view (left) and top view (right) of the setup for optically 
recording the bending sensitivity of the microsensors to relative humidity response 
over large ranges. The cantilever (mounted on the Peltier) motion is recorded by 
the optical microscope (top) and the signal is digitally recorded. 
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2.9.6 Electric Field Testing 
Response of SRM coated cantilevers to an electrical field was tested using AFM and 
custom built electrodes resembling parallel plate geometry (Figure 2-30). A copper substrate 
mounted on an insulating plastic platform was used as one of the electrodes, while the 
cantilever coated with the SRM forms the other electrode (as shown in the Fig. 2-30). The 
copper substrate was connected to a variable positive potential (Ominitron Electronics, XP-
4A 0-15V) while the cantilever was grounded. The voltage applied was independently 
measured by a digital voltmeter connected in parallel across the cantilever and the copper 
plate. The copper plate under positive bias resulted in an electrical field equal to E - ^  
where v is the applied voltage and d is the distance between the cantilever and substrate. The 
distance of separation between the cantilever and copper substrate was controlled by the 
AFM Z-motor controls to be within 5/zm. The deflection of cantilevers under various 
electrical fields was measured using force - distance mode, similar to the method described 
earlier for high resolution thermal sensitivity measurements with AFM. 
To ground 
Plasti 
To power s 
Figure 2-30. Diagram of the electric field testing of the microsensors. The entire 
ensemble was placed inside the MultiMode AFM, directly on the piezo tube as 
indicated. 
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Electrostatic force of interaction between two charges q% and q2 is given by 
coulomb's inverse square law: 
where k coulomb's constant (= 9.0x109 N-m2C"2). The electrostatic force was established 
using an uncoated cantilever (bare silicon) as a control. In the case of the polymer coated 
cantilevers the charged groups (if any) in the polymer layer are expected to contribute to 
additional forces thus leading to enhanced deflections. Furthermore, the électrostriction 
effects (conversion of the electrical energy to mechanical energy) in the polymer due to the 
electrical field also might lead to additional forces. It is important to note that the 
électrostriction effects become dominant in elastomers. Cantilevers coated with different 
polymers were tested to identify the presence of the charged groups. 
2.9.7 n-Raman mapping for stress distribution 
The stress distribution along the length of the cantilever can be directly obtained 
by micro Raman mapping of the Silicon absorption peak at 521 cm"1. Custom designed 
Raman setup based on a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM-Aurora-3 by Digital 
Instruments) was used for performing Raman mapping along the length of the cantilevers 
with resolution of lOOnm. Excitation light from a Nd:Yag laser (532 nm) passes through 
variable attenuator and beam expander, and after reflecting off a 50:50 beam splitter is fed 
into the Aurora-3 NSOM. It is focused onto the sample surface by a high numerical aperture 
microscope objective (0.65NA). The final laser spot on the sample had a diameter of only 
400 nm. The signal collected from the same objective passes through a notch filter and is 
focused on the entrance slit of an imaging spectrograph (SpectraPro SP-2558-W, Roper 
Scientific). The CCD camera (Spec-10:2KB, Roper Scientific) collects the spectra at every 
point of the sample. High-resolution spectra (0.32 cm"1 / pixel for 1800 mm-1 grating) were 
obtained from the Si surface of the cantilever along the length. The system was calibrated 
using a Neon lamp standard. 
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Raman spectroscopy is a unique technique for probing the stress in a material in a 
nondestructive manner as the lattice vibrations are sensitive to strain. The technique has 
been widely used for mapping internal stresses in materials such as silicon, carbon 
nanotubes.34'35 It is well known that the Silicon peak occurs at 521 cm"1 which is sensitive to 
internal stress. The relation between stress and the Raman frequency is complicated, and a 
full explanation is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, as a rule of thumb, all non-zero 
strain tensor components influence the position of the Raman peak. A shift of 0.02 cm"1 in 
the Raman frequency equals a stress of 10 MPa for silicon. Compressive stress in the silicon 
results in up shift and a tensile stress results in a down shift of the Raman frequency. For 
each measurement, internal calibration (on the chip portion of the sensor with zero polymer 
and zero stresses) and spectrum for Si (100) material were obtained. The spectra were 
obtained along the length of the cantilever with a step of ~30jj.m and the spectra were 
recorded. 
2.9.8 Other Techniques 
Other supplemental techniques were used in this work outside of our research lab. 
These included FTIR, XPS, SEM, and Auger, and these techniques are explained in depth, 
were applicable, in the following chapters. Additionally, Finite Element Analysis was used 
in our lab (Comsol), and the details are explained in Chapters 8 and 9 were FEA was utilized. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Carbon nanotubes1 display a consummate blend of geometry, material strength and 
electronic properties that impact a variety of applications ranging from nanoelectronic 
circuits2'3 and biosensors4, to field emitters5, membrane filters6, and reinforcing fibers for 
composite materials7"9. A majority of these applications rely on non-covalent forces between 
the nanotubes and other materials10; yet we still lack understanding and molecular level 
control of these interactions that is vital for an efficient design of functional nanotube devices 
and composites. We have used chemical force microscopy11 to measure the strength of the 
* M.C.L.: Primary researcher, carried out all experiments, writer of all drafts 
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interactions of single chemical functional groups with the sidewalls of dispersed, vapor-
grown individual single-wall carbon nanotubes. Surprisingly, the interaction strength does 
not follow conventional trends of increasing polarity, or hydrophobicity of the group; instead, 
we find that the interaction strength depends on the chemical nature of the group and in 
particular on the presence of lone pairs or -H atoms as terminal entities. Ab-initio 
calculations of the forces between single individual functional groups and single wall 
nanotubes confirm the experimentally observed trends and match the force distributions 
measured in the experiment. The calculations also demonstrate an unexpectedly strong 
sensitivity of the predicted adhesion force to the electronic charge of the nanotube and 
indicate that the external medium, e.g. a solvent, may play a key role in determining 
interaction forces through charge transfer mechanisms to or from the nanotube. These 
findings have wide-ranging implications for the design of carbon nanotube composites, 
devices, and functional materials. 
Understanding the nature of the interaction forces between carbon nanotubes (CNT) 
and functional groups is an important step in the development of CNT devices. In principle, 
this goal can be accomplished by a direct measurement of the adhesion force experienced by 
an individual molecule at a SWCNT interface. However, the small size of the nanotubes 
makes such measurements challenging; therefore most researchers have relied either on 
theoretical models12, indirect measurements involving large sample volumes13, or large 
microscale tests14. 
Modern force spectroscopy, which use an atomic force microscope (AFM) tips 
covalently functionalized with specific functional groups11, enables direct characterization of 
the interaction forces in nanoscale assemblies down to molecular levels. Still, very few 
experimental studies have attempted to measure interaction forces involving a single 
nanotube, and the nature of the interaction at a CNT/organic interface, which is crucial for 
practical CNT-based materials, remains largely unexplored. 
Wagner et al. attached nanotubes to AFM tips and measured the pullout force from a 
polymer matrix after indentation15. However, the interpretation of these measurements was 
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complicated by the possibility of the nanotube buckling upon indentation and the chemical 
modification of carbon nanotubes required for tip attachment. Bottomley and coworkers 
measured the adhesion between thiol-modified AFM tips and nanotube filter "paper" 
composed of bundles of SWCNT16'17. Those measurements were performed in atmosphere, 
rather than in a fluid, and this environment typically increases the contribution of capillary 
forces to the measured interaction strength, even at low humidity18. Moreover, randomly 
oriented nanotube "paper" samples interacting with relatively large gold-coated AFM tips 
generated large, uncontrollable variations in the tip-sample contact area as well as multiple 
probe-nanotube contacts. 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
In order to measure specific adhesion forces of individual functional groups 
interacting with the sidewalls of non-bundled, isolated SWCNT, we have designed a force 
spectroscopy experiment that minimizes tip-sample contact area (Fig. la). To eliminate 
capillary loads we have performed all measurement in fluid environment using an inert 
organic solvent (toluene). We have also used silane modification of the probe tips (Fig. la) 
that typically produces robust functionalization. Silane modification also does not degrade 
the probe sharpness as much as the gold/thiol modification, where a thicker gold layer is 
evaporated onto an AFM probe19' 20. A small probe radius is indeed the key to keeping the 
tip-sample area of contact small. Finally, our samples contained individual isolated carbon 
nanotubes instead of nanotube bundles. We used a catalytic CVD growth process yielding 
separated individual clean single-wall carbon nanotubes on the silicon wafer surface (Fig. lb) 
with a relatively narrow distribution of sizes centered at 1.3 nm (Fig lc). Consistent probe 
tip size21 used in our measurements ensured tight control and reproducibility of the tip-
sample contact area (and hence the number of the interacting groups) from one experiment to 
another. 
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Figure 3-1. Measurement setup and nanotube characterization, (a) Schematics of 
carbon nanotube synthesis and AFM tip functionalization. (b) A tapping mode AFM 
image of the as-grown sample surface showing dense coverage of the isolated individual 
nanotubes. (c) Histogram of the diameters of carbon nanotubes measured from the 
AFM images. Solid line corresponds to the Gaussian fit of the histogram. The average 
diameter of the nanotubes is 1.3±0.5 nm. 
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Obtaining statistically-significant measurements of individual AFM force-distance 
curves on the tiny surface area of a SWCNT is challenging. A force volume approach could 
automate this task16; however, the overwhelming percentage of adhesion measurements 
would correspond to the "empty space" around the SWCNT; as an alternative we used 
closed-loop positioning capability of a modern AFM to position the probe tip repeatedly over 
the carbon nanotube22 and measure the pull-off forces between the tip and the nanotube (Fig. 
2). The adhesion forces collected on the carbon nanotube surface (Fig. 2c) are clearly 
distinct from the forces collected on the silicon oxide surface (Fig. 2b); these data 
demonstrate that we can perform site-specific force measurements on carbon nanotubes. 
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Figure 3-2. Site-specific force spectroscopy on carbon nanotubes. (a) Tapping mode 
image of a Y-junction of two single-wall carbon nanotube recorded under toluene using 
an -NHz-terminated tip. (b) A histogram of adhesion forces collected at the area 
corresponding to the surface of the silicon substrate, (c) A histogram of adhesion forces 
collected on the carbon nanotube surface with the NHi-terminated AFM tip. 
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We have used Hertzian mechanics to estimate the contact area for our measurements, 
which we modeled as a half-sphere (AFM tip) on a cylinder (nanotube) contact mating 
normal to each other23' 24. For this model, we assumed the value of the nanotube 
compression axial modulus of the nanotube to be approximately 150 GPa25. With this high 
in-plane strength, any compression of the nanotube will be negligible even under the highest 
load of 1.2 nN (corresponding to local pressures below 4GPa) used in our work. High 
compression strength also ensures that mechanical indentations do not induce any 
deformation and thus do not alter the electronic properties and overall structure of the 
SWCNT significantly in the course of the measurement. 
Small probe radii and narrow carbon nanotube size distribution used in our 
experiments ensured nearly constant contact areas of the order of 0.33±0.03 nm2. If we 
assume that a silane molecule at the end of the AFM tip keeps the same density as in a close-
packed monolayer on the flat surface26, we can estimate that the contact area in our 
experiments corresponds to the interactions of only a single functional group. While 
researchers have measured interaction forces between single biological molecules27, 
measurements of the interactions between single functional groups in condensed phases have 
not been reported. Such a small number of the interaction groups has profound consequences 
for the interpretation of our results. Force microscopy measurements in fluid environments 
are often dominated by entropie barriers arising from solvent-surface and solvent-solvent 
interactions28"30. These effects should disappear when the tip-sample contact area shrinks 
down to a few molecular contacts28. Our experiments operate in this regime, giving us the 
ability to measure with unprecedented precision the interaction of a single functional group 
on the AFM tip with the SWCNT sidewall. 
Histograms of adhesion forces between carbon nanotubes and chemically-modified 
AFM tips show that interaction forces vary significantly from one functionality to the next 
(Fig. 3 and Table 1). Surprisingly, the interaction strengths observed for different functional 
groups do not follow any obvious trend, such as increasing functional group hydrophobicity 
or polarity. 
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Table 3-1. Adhesion force and contact area for the interactions of chemical 
functionalities with the carbon nanotube sidewalls. 
Functional Group Contact Area (nm2) Mean Adhesion Force (pN) 
-CN 0.34 12±21 
-CH3 0.36 46±41 
-NH2 0.31 205±47 
In order to explore the origin of the measured interaction forces, we have performed 
ab-initio simulations of the interactions of functional groups with the sidewall of a (14x0) 
ziz-zag carbon nanotube, which has a diameter d - 1.1 nm. We chose this nanotube because 
its size is close to the diameter of the nanotubes in our samples (Fig 1), and because it is 
semiconducting, similar to most of the nanotubes in our CVD-produced sample31. We 
modeled the AFM tip by a SiH3CH2-X molecule, where X- represents the terminal chemical 
functional group32. We simulated the pull-off experiments by slowly increasing the NT-
silicon atom distance, while simultaneously optimizing the full structure of the nanotube and 
the functional group33. The structural simplicity of the attached molecules allowed us to 
fully explore functional group orientation and tip/NT alignment in our calculations, and to 
obtain an accurate potential energy curve for each functional group. From these curves we 
have also calculated the equilibrium distance and the interaction energy (minimum in energy 
curve) for each functional group (Table 2). For a neutral (uncharged) nanotube, our 
calculated interaction energies, show a different relative ordering compared to experiment 
(left column of Table 2). The -NH2 tip has the largest energy, followed by the -CN, and then 
by the -CH3 group. For the -NH2 group the difference between exposing the lone-pair or the 
-H atom to the NT wall was negligible (Table 2). 
To understand the discrepancy between experiment and theory we need to analyze the 
electronic structure of the interacting molecule/NT system. Note that the CN group is the 
only species that does not have H-atoms, and therefore can only interact with the CNT 
through a lone electron pair. Fig. 4 shows the electron density difference between 
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Figure 3-3. Comparison of the measured and calculated binding strength for the 
interactions of chemical functional groups with carbon nanotubes. Histograms of 
binding forces measured between individual carbon nanotubes and AFM tips 
functionalized with (a) NH2, (b) CH3, and (c) CN functionalities under toluene. 
Vertical dashed lines indicate the position of the "ideal force", corresponding to the 
maximum of the first derivative of the calculated interaction potentials with negatively 
charged carbon nanotubes. Solid blue lines correspond to the binding force 
distributions predicted by Equation 1 using the calculated interaction potentials. Insets 
show calculated interaction energies as a function of the tip distance (O) and Morse 
potential fits (solid black lines) for each system. 
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Table 3-2: Interaction energies (AE) and equilibrium distances (deq) for the AFM tips 
interacting with neutral (left), positively (center) and negatively (right) charged 
SWCNT. For the -NH2 functionalized tip the interaction through their lone pair (LP) 
is explicitly indicated. 
Functional 
group 
Neutral SWNT 
Positively 
Charged SWNT 
Negatively Charged 
SWNT 
AE (eV) d«q (A) AE (eV) deq (A) AE(eV) deq (A) 
-CN -0.15 2.9 -0.21 2.9 -0.06 2.9 
-CH3 -0.09 2.5 -0.06 2.5 -0.09 2.4 
-NH2 -0.15 2.1 -0.09 2.1 -0.21 2.1 
-NH2 (LP) -0.19 2.8 -0.25 2.8 -0.11 2.8 
the interacting and isolated tip/NT systems in the case of the -NH2 functionalization for two 
different orientations of the amino-group. The red and blue isosurfaces represent 
respectively charge depletion and accumulation when the tip is in 'contact' with the 
nanotube. In both cases the interaction has a strong electrostatic contribution, although the 
charge polarization depends on the -NH2 group orientation. In particular, when a species 
with a lone-pair approaches the tube, a positive polarization charge appears in the NT : the 
interaction through the lone ë-pair induces a depletion charge in the underlying carbon ring, 
which in turn gives rise to an attractive force between the negatively charged lone-pair and 
the nanotube (right panel of Fig. 4). The opposite situation occurs when the tip interacts 
through the hydrogen atom, which is partially positively charged (Fig. 4 left panel). 
This analysis suggests that small charge transfers from the functional group to the 
nanotube and thus electronic deviation of the CNT from perfect neutrality may be the key to 
understanding the results of the force spectroscopy measurements. An increase in the 
number of electrons per nanotube will discourage the interaction that leads to the localization 
of a positive polarization charge at the nanotube sidewall, as it is in case of the (-CN, -NH2) 
groups interacting through the lone pairs. In these cases we expect to observe the weaker 
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interaction with the partially negatively charged nanotube than with the perfectly neutral 
nanotube. Interestingly, we will see the opposite effect if the functional groups interact 
through the hydrogen atom. The order of binding forces measured in our experiments argues 
against the possibility of having positive charges on the nanotube surface, since it would lead 
to an increasing of the interaction energy of the tips containing lone pairs, and, in particular, 
would not explain the very low binding forces measured for the -CN group. 
Figure 3-4. Electron density analysis of the -NH2 functionalized tip interacting with a 
CNT sidewall. Ball and stick model of the equilibrium structure for the -NH2 
functionalized tip interacting through the lone-pair (left panel) and the H atom (right 
panel). Grey spheres correspond to C atoms, dark blue (light blue) correspond to 
nitrogen (silicon) atoms and white sphere to hydrogen. The iso-surfaces represent the 
electron density difference between the interacting and non interacting tip/NT system: 
blue (red) surfaces correspond to charge density increase (decrease). 
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To investigate the influence of the partial charge on the interaction strength we 
simulated interactions between functional groups and a negatively charged nanotube33. For 
the functional groups interacting through the lone electron pair the calculated binding 
energies were smaller than in the case of the neutral nanotube. However, when the 
functional groups interacted through the hydrogen atoms, the interaction energy increased 
slightly and the trend in the calculated forces matched the experimental results (Table 2). 
The calculated interaction potentials provide a direct comparison between simulations 
and experiment (Figure 3). The naïve approach is to compute binding forces as maximum 
gradients of the interaction potentials (we call this value the "ideal force"). Evans showed34 
that thermal fluctuations cause the bond to break at forces below the "ideal force"; these 
kinetic effects also lead to the broadening of binding force distributions35. Recently Dudko 
et al. have developed a rigorous formalism that predicts the full rupture force distribution 
based on the shape of the interaction energy profile along the pulling coordinate36. 
Here k and v are respectively the cantilever spring constant and pulling velocity and • is the 
damping coefficient of the system37. The parameters Uc, Fc, and Dc respectively denote the 
energy, force, and oscillation frequency at the critical point along the reaction profile; M is 
the particle mass, 0=1- Fmax/Fc is the reduced bias relative to the critical force, and P0 is a 
normalization constant. To compute the bond dynamics parameters for this model we follow 
Dudko et al.36 and fit the interaction potentials obtained from the ab-initio simulations with a 
Morse potential function (Figure 3, Insets). We note that all parameters in Equation 1 except 
for the damping constant • could be determined either directly from experiment or from the 
calculated interaction potentials. To determine the damping constant we fit the measured 
rupture force distributions to Equation 1 . Remarkably, the damping constant values that 
provide the best fits to the data all fall within one order of magnitude (Table 3), and match 
the damping constant values measured for an AFM cantilever in very close proximity to the 
surface38,39. Even more remarkable is the close fit of the calculated distributions for the 
negatively charged CNTs case to the experimental data: the calculated distributions closely 
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reproduce the experimental data for all functional groups (Figure 3). We note that this 
comparison provides additional evidence for the conclusion reached from our contact area 
analysis: our measurements are indeed probing the interactions of a single functional group 
with the nanotube sidewall. 
Table 3-3. Interaction parameters for binding of functional groups to a negatively 
charged carbon nanotube sidewall. Theoretical parameters used in Eq 1 are calculated 
through a fit of the Morse potential U(x) = U0[l - exp(-2b(x-Rc)/Rc)]2 to the simulated 
interaction profiles. 
Functional 
Group 
Rupture 
Force 
(pN) 
Morse Potential Parameters Damping 
Constant, • 
kg/s 
u„ 
(kBT) 
b Rc, (m) 
NH2 189.8±79.5 7.60 1.60 x 1CT4 1.78 x 10"14 4.85 ±0.47 x 10"4 
CH3 36.5=1=31.6 4.19 1.84 x 10'2 2.47 x 10"12 4.33 ±0.28 x 10"5 
CN 9.0±15.1 1.56 4.00 x 10"4 2.79 x 10'14 2.49 ±0.74 x 10"4 
A possible reason for a negative charge on the CNT is the solvent presence (toluene). 
In fact, recent experimental studies have shown that both the capacitance and the 
conductance of a SWNT network is sensitive to the presence of dilute concentrations of a 
wide range of vapors, and in specific cases n-doping has been reported40' 41. To study the 
effect of toluene on the nanotube electronic properties, we have analyzed the interaction of a 
single solvent molecule with the nanotube walls; we used the same ab-initio scheme 
discussed above. The toluene molecule can bind to a NT surface and the calculated 
interaction energy for the lowest energy configuration is 0.34 eV. The molecule resides flat at 
the NT wall; indeed, in this configuration, a ti-tt interaction between the delocalized n orbital 
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on the nanotubes and benzene ring takes place, and this stabilizes the complex. Analysis of 
the electronic structure of this complex shows that a small hybridization between the highest 
occupied molecular states of the nanotube and the toluene occurs (no hybridization was 
found when the molecule was at a non interacting distance of about 6 Â from the NT wall). 
The NT charge is thus affected by the presence of the solvent and polarization charges appear 
at the NT wall. While the qualitative effect of the solvent is clear, a quantitative conclusion 
on the final charge state of the NT as induced by the solvent is difficult to make, at this point, 
since the charge difference depends on the molecule orientation, which may continuously 
evolve and change in a liquid environment. 
Our results strongly suggest that unlike most conventional materials, the interactions 
of carbon nanotubes with chemical functionalities strongly depend on exact electronic 
structure and partial charges at the molecule/nanotube interface. This conclusion is not 
entirely surprising, as electronic effects often determine the chemical reactivity of carbon 
nanotubes42'43 ,u and are also responsible for the unusual sensitivity of the carbon nanotube 
conductance to the nature of the surface adsorbates45. In addition, our simulations show that 
a solvent can influence the electronic structure of the nanotube; therefore different solvents 
can in principle modulate the efficiency and selectivity of carbon nanotube functionalization 
reactions. This conclusion could have important implications for the development of 
chemical functionalization strategies for carbon nanotubes as well as for the design of new 
generations of nanotube-reinforced composite materials and nanotube-based chemical and 
biological sensors. 
3.3 Methods 
Clean silicon AFM probes (sharpened microlevers, model MSCT from Veeco, Inc. 
(cantilever "A") were cleaned in piranha solution for 45 minutes and then incubated in 
anhydrous toluene solutions of (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane, octadecyltrichlorosilane, 
and (3-cyanopropyl) trimethoxysilane under the nitrogen-purged glovebox to obtain-NH^, -
CH3, and -CN functionalization. All silanes were distilled before use to ensure purity. The 
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probes were stored in anhydrous toluene and prior to mounting were rinsed with toluene and 
ethanol and dried under a nitrogen stream. Carbon nanotubes were synthesized using a 1-inch 
CVD system46. Briefly, we dip-coated colloidal iron catalyst particles onto piranha cleaned 
silicon wafers and grew carbon nanotubes at 850°C in a tube furnace using a 
600sccm:400sccm:5sccm flow mixture of feedstock gases. Immediately after 
the nanotube growth the samples were mounted into the fluid cell of an atomic force 
microscope (MFP-3D, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara) for force spectroscopy 
measurements. 
To ensure accurate probe positioning during force spectroscopy measurements we 
first we performed progressively smaller tapping mode scans of the area of interest (typically 
until we reach lOOnm x 100 nm scan size). We then switched the microscope to contact 
mode and collected force-distance curves at pre-positioned points along the nanotube. 
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4.1 Abstract 
Polymer surface layers comprised of mixed chains grafted to a functionalized silicon 
surface with total layer thickness only 1-3 nm are shown to exhibit reversible switching of 
their structure. Carboxylic acid terminated polystyrene (PS) and poly (butyl acrylate) (PBA) 
were chemically attached to a silicon surface that was modified with an epoxysilane self-
assembled monolayer by a "grafting to" routine. While one - step grafting resulted in large, 
submicron microstructures, a refined, two - step sequential grafting procedure allowed for 
extremely small spatial dimensions of PS and PBA domains. By adjusting the grafting 
parameters such as concentration of each phase and molecular weight, very finely structured 
surfaces resulted with roughly 10 nm phase domains and less than 0.5 nm roughness. 
Combining the glassy PS and the rubbery PBA, we implemented a design approach to fabricate 
* Reprinted with permission of Langmuir 
* M.C.L.: Primary researcher, carried out sample prep and AFM experiments, writer of all drafts 
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a mixed brush from two immiscible polymers so that switching of the surface nanomechanical 
properties is possible. Post - grafting hydrolysis converted PBA to poly (acrylic acid) to 
amplify this switching in surface wettability. Preliminary tribological studies showed a 
difference in wear behavior of glassy and rubbery surface layers. Such switchable coatings 
have practical applications as surface modifications of complex nanoscale electronic devices 
and sensors, which is why we restricted total thickness for potential nanoscale gaps. 
4.2 Introduction 
Flexible polymer chains have long been known to respond and conform to subtle 
local changes in pH, temperature, and solvent quality. Thus, polymer surface modification, 
which inherently provides the ability to control and change surface composition allowing on 
- demand properties, is becoming increasingly significant for practical applications in fields 
like nanoscale lubrication, sensing and biocompatibility1'2'3'4'5,6'7'8, or the exciting 
advancement of functional carbon nanotube devices.9,10,11,12 Polymer brush layers are 
considered ideal choices in such applications for several reasons. They are chemically 
tethered to the surface at one end, virtually any chemistry can be designed into the layer 
depending on intended surface interactions, and the high grafting density combined with 
uniformity in composition and structure allows the entire surface to quickly respond to local 
environmental stimuli. These unique qualities have led to intense theoretical and 
experimental development of polymer brush systems.13,14,15,16,17 
Aside from responsive coatings, a parallel approach is the development of 
nanocomposite polymer layers with heterogeneous surface properties. The design of 
molecular coatings with controllable size and shape of novel nanostructures is an important 
topic for nanotemplates and microelectronics.18,19 Other approaches have used immiscible 
polymer blends and physisorbed layers, but dewetting is a prevalent problem in thin 
homopolymer blend films, and only chemisorbed layers possess practical robustness and 
stability. Chemically attached block copolymers have been widely exploited for this purpose 
as the periodicity and control of domains is well understood in these systems.20,21 Recent 
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work has focused on using block copolymer systems as protective, or lubricating coatings for 
surfaces with repeated nanoscale contacts. It has been shown that triblock copolymers of 
poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-styrene] (SEBS) formed fine domains of 
mechanically stiff PS and rubbery PEB chains with 30 nm interdomain spacing in a thin (9 
nm) polymer film.22 When this reinforced rubber layer was capped with a hard top layer, the 
resulting triplex coating provided an effective means of energy dissipation due to the large 
reversible elastic deformation possible, along with preventing penetration of sharp contacts to 
the surface via the hard top layer.23 The main drawback with this coating is that it was 
relatively thick (within 20-50 nm), although it displayed exceptional surface nanomechanical 
heterogeneity and tribological properties.24,25 Building on this approach, PS homopolymer 
was blended with SEBS to form a mechanically heterogeneous, non-dewetting film with the 
thinnest film still being around 10 nm thick. 
Merging the responsive and sensing properties of grafted homopolymer brushes with 
the vast array of nanostructures and phase separations capable in block copolymer systems 
into a single polymer film is possible in binary (mixed) polymer brush layers.26 In the case 
of binary brushes, the variety of surface morphologies possible greatly increases depending 
upon the chemical composition. Surface composition and hence properties such as surface 
energy, adhesion, friction, and wettability have the possibility of being "tuned" to the 
necessary state.27'28 Current theory predicts, ideally, either complete lateral or complete 
vertical (layered) segregation of the two components within the binary assembly.29,30,31,32 
Synthesis of binary brushes is a challenging issue with several factors considered. 
First, each homopolymer brush must be chemically attached to the substrate either with a 
grafting to or a grafting from approach. In general, grafting to is a more simple process 
although kinetically limited.22 On the other hand, brushes grown from the surface (grafting 
from) are more dense and thicker, with the major drawbacks of having complicated synthesis 
and characterization procedures.33'34'35 Secondly, to produce smaller, intriguing phases, two 
incompatible polymers should be immobilized randomly on the surface, which should be 
done in a two - step (sequential) grafting scheme to avoid agglomeration and dewetting. 
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Zhao reported synthesis of randomly mixed brushes by having mixed SAMs (co-
adsorbed from one solution) on the surface, but the phase separation of the mixed SAMs can 
be a serious issue.36 In another publication, to avoid preferential adsorption, a double-
branched SAM was used that was selective to each monomer with the resulting surface 
morphology of the mixed brush showing nanoscale domain structure.37 Recently, 
Julthongpiput et al. synthesized a novel Y-shape brush layer in which two incompatible 
polymer "arms" were attached at a single focal point, which in turn grafted to the surface.38,39 
The spatial constraints led to never before observed nanoscale phase separations of pinned 
micelles and crater - like structures. Poly (methyl acrylate) and fluorinated polystyrene 
(PSF) binary brushes were sequentially grown from the surface and could be completely and 
reversibly switched between the glassy, low energy PSF on the topmost layer, to the rubbery 
PMA occupying the top layer as a function of solvent exposure.40 This resulted in having a 
surface with 2 nm RMS roughness and roughly 1 GPa elastic modulus in one state, and 
switching to a surface with 30 nm RMS and 40 MPa elastic modulus with two times higher 
adhesion in a single polymer film with total thicknesses ranging from 50 - 150 nm.40,41 To 
date, this issue has not been addressed in sequentially grafted mixed brushes with total 
thickness less than 10 nm. 
In this paper, we demonstrate how ultra thin (less than 3 nm) and stable 
nanocomposite grafted surface layers can be obtained from dissimilar functionalized 
polymers (Figure 4-1). For these layers, we observed the microstructural reorganization 
upon exposure to selective solvents for each component. Post - grafting hydrolysis was 
performed to induce amphiphilicity in these binary brushes. Here we discuss how molecular 
weight and type of grafting affect the resulting surface morphology and report preliminary 
results on their surface tribological properties. 
4.3 Experimental 
Materials and methods. Carboxyl acid - terminated polystyrene (Mn: PS 1 = 4,200 
g/mol; PS 2 = 9,700 g/mol with very narrow polydispersity (Mw/Mn=1.08 for PS 1 and PS 2), 
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and carboxyl acid - terminated poly(butyl acrylate) (Mn: PBA 1 = 6,500 g/mol with 
Mw/Mn=1.06) polymers (Figure 4-1) were obtained from Polymer Source, Inc. The 
epoxysilane anchoring layer is (3-glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (Gelest Inc.), and 
Aldrich, further dried with sodium, and stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox with relative 
humidity not exceeding 2%. The silicon wafer {100} substrates were first cleaned in an 
ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes, placed in a hot (90°C) bath (3:1 concentrated sulfuric acid : 
30% hydrogen peroxide) for 1 hour, and then rinsed with nanopure water (18 M$2 cm, 
Nanopure). 
fabricated according to the established procedure.42,43 Anhydrous toluene was obtained from 
vvtCH,-CH—COOH 
| 
"vvCHg—CH—CO OH C~O VAfCHg-CH— CO OH 
•uw*CH2 C^vx/k. 
O 
CH]—C—CH3 
CM) 
PBA-COOH 
COOH 
PAA 
P8-C00H PS-COOH 
PS/PBA Binary Brush PS/PAA Binary Brush 
Figure 4-1. Chemical formulas for PBA, PS and PAA (top) along with schematics 
(bottom) of the binary brushes before and after hydrolysis. 
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Regarding the polymers solutions, we used two different approaches for grafting: 
concurrent grafting when a surface layer formed from the two mixed polymers at once, and 
sequential (one polymer after another) grafting. In the latter approach, after each grafting 
step, the sample was vigorously rinsed with toluene and additionally washed in an ultrasonic 
toluene bath to remove all ungrafted chains. The solutions were prepared in various 
concentrations of toluene ranging from 0.5 - 2.0 wt% polymer (Table 4-1), and spin coated 
onto the epoxysilane modified silicon wafers at 3000 RPM. The sample was then annealed 
to facilitate grafting between the epoxy and carboxyl acid groups 44, then spin coated with the 
second polymer (for the sequential grafting approach), then annealed again. All sample 
annealing was carried out under vacuum conditions. For the sequential approach, when PS 
was grafted as the first step (first polymer), unstable layers formed, thus, PBA was always 
grafted as the first polymer. Since PBA and PS have similar water contact angles, post -
grafting hydrolysis was conducted to completely replace the PBA polymer with poly(acrylic 
acid) (PAA), which made the binary brush amphiphilic in nature with hydrophobic PS chains 
and hydrophilic PAA chains (Figure 4-1). The brush was hydrolyzed in a mixture of 30% 
tetrahydrofuran and 70% trifluoracetic acid for 48 hours, rinsed with nanopure water and 
toluene, then sonicated. All sample preparation was done inside a Class 100 Cleanroom 
facility. 
Table 4-1. Grafting conditions for different samples. 
Sample 
Si02 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Epoxysilane 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Binary Brush 
Step 1 (PBA grafting) 
Binary Brush 
Step 2 (PS grafting) 
1 1.10 0.75 ± 0.04 
PBA 1 = 0.58 nm 
20 min at 50° C 
0.5% PBA in toluene 
PBA 1 + PS 1 = 1.95 nm 
18 hours at 150° C 
2% PS 1 in toluene 
2 1.10 0.75 ± 0.04 
PBA 1 = 0.94 nm 
20 min at 70° C 
0.5% PBA in toluene 
PBA 1 + PS 1 = 3.02 nm 
18 hours at 150° C 
2% PS 1 in toluene 
3 1.10 0.72 ± 0.04 
PBA 1 = 0.87 nm 
20 min at 50° C 
0.5% PBA in toluene 
PBA 1 + PS 2 = 2.79 nm 
18 hours at 150° C 
2% PS 2 in toluene 
4 1.10 0.72 ± 0.04 
PBA 1 = 0.90 nm 
20 min at 70° C 
0.5% PBA in toluene 
PBA 1 +PS2 = 3.56nm 
18 hours at 150° C 
2% PS 2 in toluene 
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All thickness measurements were obtained with a COMPEL Automatic Ellipsometer 
(InOm Tech, Inc.) with an incident angle of 70°.45 Thickness of the spin coated films after 
each step (before annealing) was 36 ± 3 nm. Independent epoxysilane SAMs thicknesses 
were measured before polymer grafting to be 0.75 ± 0.1 nm. Thicknesses of the grafted 
layers were averaged over several sample locations and detailed in Table 4-1. The index of 
refraction for the SiOz, epoxysilane, PBA, and PS are considered constant, and equal to the 
bulk values of 1.46, 1.429, 1.59, and 1.464, respectively.46,47,48 Contact angle was measured 
with a sessile drop method using 2 fiL droplets of nanopure water, which were captured with 
a custom-built digital microscope. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (MultiMode and 
Dimension 3000, Veeco Metrology) was used for topographical and phase imaging in air 
according to the procedures adapted in our lab.49'50 Unless otherwise noted, all AFM images 
were obtained using the light tapping regime, governed by the setpoint ratio (rsp), which is 
defined as the ratio of operating setpoint (amplitude) to the free oscillating amplitude of the 
cantilever. The attractive regime, or light tapping, is characterized by an rsp of 0.9 - 1, while 
the repulsive regime, or hard tapping, has rsp of 0.4 - 0.7. In light tapping, the tip sample 
interaction is strongly influenced by adhesion and the phase shift is greater on the surface 
with areas of higher attractive forces whereas in the, hard tapping regime the elastic response 
becomes predominant.51 AFM tips were MikroMasch (Talin, Estonia) v-shaped, noncontact 
tips with nominal spring constant ranging from 30 - 100 N/m. For the high resolution (less 
than lxl /im) AFM imaging, care was taken to use a silicon tip with radius less than 15 nm, 
which was determined by scanning a gold nanoparticle reference sample.52 
Switching of the brushes. To examine the chain reorganization and kinetics of 
reversible switching of surface properties in the binary brush, samples were exposed to 
selective solvents for each component. Selective good solvents for the PS and PBA system 
are trichloroethylene (TCE) for PS and n - butanol for PBA. After hydrolysis, for the 
PS/PAA binary brush, toluene was used as the selective solvent for PS, while water heated to 
75°C was used for PAA. Samples were immersed in solvents for varying amounts of time, 
dried quickly under dry N2, and contact angle measurements were done within 5 minutes of 
solvent drying, and the samples were quickly imaged with AFM. 
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Tribology testing. A custom-built microtribometer, an oscillating friction and wear 
tester, was used to characterize the factional characteristics of the mono and binary brush 
layers. A planar specimen with a polymer brush was mounted on a platform and oscillated 
against a stationary glass ball with a smooth surface (microroughness less than lnm as 
determined with AFM) with an applied load of 200 p,N, which corresponded to the maximum 
Hertzian pressure of 34.3 MPa. Prior to test, the glass ball was subjected to an ultrasonic 
cleaning in acetone and methanol solutions for 15 minutes each to remove organic 
contaminants and residual debris originated from the polishing process. The glass ball was 
then rinsed in de-ionized water for 5 minutes and dried by compressed nitrogen gas flow. 
The sliding speed was 330 p,m/s and the stroke length was 1.6 mm. The tests were conducted 
at 5 % and 80 % relative humidity in ambient environment. 
The chemical composition of the surface was probed with Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) on a PHI-670 instrument. AES surface analysis was performed using a 
field emission gun with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a current of 0.0185 pA. The 
working potential for depth sputtering was 1 kV using Ar-ion. Under this working condition, 
the sputtering rate was 7A°/min. when calibrated against SiOi. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
One step grafting synthesis. One - step grafting for the synthesis of the binary layer 
resultedin heterogeneous surface morphology as shown in Figure 4-2. As can be seen, such a 
procedure leads to large surface domain structures in the resulting morphology caused by 
phase separation during grafting. As known, when grafting two polymers simultaneously 
from a mixed solution, the polymers can aggregate in solution before grafting, as well as one 
being preferentially adsorbed onto the silicon, and the other dewetting the surface.53,54,55 
Typical lateral dimensions of phase separated surface areas were several hundred nanometers 
with the surface microroughness exceeding 5 ran. Considering that we are focusing on the 
fabrication of surface layers with fine surface morphology, we concentrated mainly on the 
alternative sequential approach which produces desirable surface layers. 
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Figure 4-2. 5x5 fim AFM 
images of one-step 
grafting samples showing 
topography (left) and 
phase (right) with Z scale 
of 30 nm and 50°, 
respectively, while typical 
RMS roughness is greater 
than 5 nm. The three 
different images shown 
represent binary brushes 
with different PS 
molecular weight: (a) PS1, 
(b) PS2, and (c), M„ for PS 
= 28,500 g/mol. 
: . •. ; . 
• * » * 
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_ * 
* -, 
Two step grafting 
synthesis. The key to 
fabrication of binary 
polymer surfaces is to have 
control over the first step, 
in this case PBA. 
Allowing this first reaction 
to continue for too long 
will result in the majority of the grafting sites being consumed meaning that the second 
polymer (PS) will not be able to penetrate through the absorbed PBA chains. Prematurely 
terminating the reaction will have the opposite effect in which the binary layer will be highly 
asymmetric in favor of PS. When the brush binary layer is symmetric in terms of the grafted 
amount, it enhances the switching in surface composition of the layer. 56 
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For the four samples studied here, we grafted PBA at the first step because the 
grafting of PS followed by PBA produced unstable results. The amount of PBA grafted onto 
the surface was controlled by altering the grafting (annealing) time and temperature. In a 
previous publication, we have fully characterized the kinetics of PBA layer formation.57 The 
kinetics of layer formation for PBA revealed that half of the full achievable thickness occurs 
around 20 - 30 minutes, thus we chose 20 minutes as the grafting time, and varied the 
temperature as indicated in Table 4-1.57 To compare, the theoretical maximum thickness for 
the PBA used in this work (Mn = 6,500 g/mol) is h = 3.3 nm, based upon well-known 
polymer brush models.16,57,58 Thus, we have chosen our PBA grafting conditions using this 
model. We have characterized the grafting kinetics of both PBA and PS, and observed that 
the grafting conditions are highly reproducible.57 
Surface layer properties. The parameters of the grafted layers are listed in Table 4-2. 
The grafting density (D, chains/nm"2) of the brush layers was evaluated from Mn and the 
layer thickness (d, nm) according to the formula: D = d*p*Na/(Mn*1021), where p (g/cm3) is 
density of the polymer, and Na=6.022*1023 (mol"1) is the Avogadro's number.59 The 
anticipated average distance between grafting points, 1, calculated as 1 = 2(ttD)~°'5. An 
indication of having polymer brush surfaces can be when the interchain distance is less than 
the radius of gyration of the corresponding free polymer chain.14 For PSI, PS2, and PBA, 
the radius of gyration has been calculated as 1.80 nm, 2.73 nm, and 2.24 nm, respectively.57 
We have achieved high grafting densities for all samples, and the overall interchain grafting 
distance in all cases (except sample 1, with a difference of 0.33 nm) is less than the radius of 
gyration of these PS and PBA free polymer chains in solution, indicating that the chains are 
indeed in a stretched, brushlike conformation. This is summarized in Table 4-2 where the 
overall grafting distance considers both PS and PBA chains. 
Large-scale representative AFM images of the as grafted binary surface layer 
obtained in two-step approach from toluene solutions shown in Figure 4-3 demonstrate 
overall uniformity of the surface layer without large-scale bumps and holes indicating 
dewetting, microscopic phase separation (compare with Figure 4-2), or contamination. All 
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binary surface layers have a fine nanostructured surfaces with phase sizes and interdomain 
spacing not more than a few tens of nanometers as can be seen on high-resolution AFM 
images (Figure 4-4). The surface RMS surface roughness does not exceed 0.3 nm, which is 
far less than the size of the free polymer chain indicating extremely homogeneous and 
uniform surfaces (Table 4-2). Higher molecular weight of the PS component and higher 
grafting density resulted in a slightly better defined domain morphology of binary layers. 
Table 4-2: Properties of the grafted layers. 
Sample Polymer Thickness (nm) 
RMS 
roughness 
(nm) 
Grafted 
amount 
(mg/m2) 
Graft density 
(chains/nm2) 
Interchain 
distance 
(nm) 
1 First Step 
PBA 1 + PS 1 
0.58 
1.95 ±0.2 
NA 
0.23 ± 0.02 
0.52 
1.96 
0.0483 
0.2809 
5.14 
2.13 
2 First Step 
PBA 1 + PS 1 
0.94 
3.02 ±0.2 
NA 
0.19 ±0.02 
0.84 
3.03 
0.0782 
0.4342 
4.04 
1.71 
3 First Step 
PBA 1 + PS 2 
0.87 
2.89 ± 0.2 
NA 
0.18 ±0.02 
0.78 
2.80 
0.0724 
0.2592 
4.19 
2.22 
4 First Step 
PBA 1 + PS 2 
0.9 
3.61 ± 0.3 
NA 
0.20 ± 0.02 
0.81 
3.60 
0.0749 
0.3336 
4.12 
1.95 
The binary brush layer was immersed in TCE (good selective solvent for PS) and n -
butanol (a good selective solvent for PBA) for 2 hours and rapidly dried so that the 
morphology under solvent is effectively frozen and retained in the dry state since the time for 
chain reorganization is much slower than solvent evaporation.28 Figure 4-5 shows high-
resolution AFM images of the binary brush surface after exposure to different selective 
solvents demonstrating some subtle changes in surface morphology. Change of contact angle 
went from 93° after TCE exposure to 80° after n - butanol exposure, which is very close to 
the values for pure PS and pure PBA, respectively.48 However, this contact angle change is 
small due to the modest difference in amphiphilicity of PS and PBA chains. To amplify and 
better observe the changes in surface morphology, we conducted hydrolysis of PBA chains 
and their conversion to PAA chains (Figure 4-1). 
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Figure 4-3. 10 x 10 /tm AFM images for sample 4 listed in Table 4-2 with topography 
(left, scale is 10 nm) and phase (right, scale is 20°) showing the typical clean, large scale 
uniformity of the binary brush layer using the sequential, two-step grafting. 
Treatment of PS-PAA binary brush layers in different selective solvents resulted in 
dramatic reorganization as seen in AFM images showing the switching of morphology after 
exposure to toluene and water (Figure 4-6). 
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Figure 4-4. lxl 
jim AFM images, 
topography (left, 
scale is 3 nm) and 
phase (right, scale is 
20°). Numbers 
correspond to sample 
numbers in Table 2. 
I 200 nm 
Figure 4-5. 400 
x 400 nm 
topographical 
AFM images of 
different binary 
layers after 
exposure to n -
butanol (left 
column) and TCE 
(right column). Z 
scale for 
topography is 3 
nm and 20° for 
phase. Numbers 
correspond to 
sample numbers 
in Table 2. 
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X 200.000 nm/di 
Figure 4-6. 600 x 600 nm AFM images for sample 3, (Table 2) topography (left) and 
phase (right), demonstrating switching after PBA hydrolysis to PAA. Top image is 
after exposure to toluene, middle is after water exposure, and bottom is 3D image of 
the binary layer after water exposure. Z scale for topography is 5 nm and 20° for 
phase. 
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Weakly ordered domain structure after toluene treatment is replaced with a well 
defined, dense packing of circular domains with 20 - 30 nm diameter after treatment with 
water. These lateral dimensions, much smaller than that typically observed for thick brush 
layers, result from the relatively low molecular weight and modest grafting density. The 
AFM tip instability on the top of these domains due to tip interaction with more than one 
material simultaneously resulted in apparent depletions of the tops and sharp change in phase 
contrast. This behavior indicates complex structure of the narrow domains with different 
composition in the center portion and along the edges of the domains, as was suggested for 
PS-PAA Y-shaped brushes.38,39 Reorganization of surface morphology with predominant 
surface location of either PS or PAA chains resulted in more significant changes in the 
surface wettability than recorded for PS-PBA layers with contact angle changing from 60-65° 
to 85-90° in selective solvents (Figure 4-7). These contact angle changes by 15-20° for 
different binary brushes occur within the initial 100 minutes of treatment (Figure 4-7). 
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Figure 4-7. The kinetics for switching of surface wettability after toluene (a) and 
water (b) treatments, as measured by contact angle, for the binary brush layers 
(sample numbers correspond to Table 2) after hydrolysis. The time indicates the 
time immersed in solvent before measurement. The dashed lines are guides for the 
eye. 
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Preliminary studies of tribological properties. Tribological properties are greatly 
affected by the presence of thin polymeric surface layer with different chemical compositions 
and surface functionalities as demonstrated in Figure 4-8. The friction coefficient 
determined from repeating reciprocate sliding cycles is virtually constant for the hydrophobic 
glassy PS surface layers with different molecular weight and varies within 0.2-0.3 at low 
humidity (5%) with the lowest friction coefficient observed for PS3 coating (Figure 4-8a). 
Increasing humidity resulted in lowering of the friction coefficient, especially in the initial 
stage (for number of cycles below 100) to below 0.2 that indicates an importance of the 
presence of thin water layer even on a hydrophobic glassy surface of the PS layer (Figure 4-
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Figure 4-8. Friction coefficient versus number of sliding cycles for grafted PS# 
layers of different molecular weights at low humidity of 5% (a); for grafted PS1 
layer at different humidity (b); for PS2 and PBA layers at low humidity (c); and for 
sample 1 (Table 2) of binary brush layer (d). 
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8b). The friction coefficient was higher for the rubbery surface layer of PBA reaching 0.38-
0.44 for higher number of cycles at low humidity (Figure 4-8c) and even higher for 
increasing humidity (not shown). Both values are fairly similar to that observed for glassy 
and rubbery bulk polymers in macroscopic testing, and usually related to both stronger polar 
interactions and larger contact areas for rubbery materials. 60 
However, despite higher friction 
coefficient, grafted PBA rubbery layer with 
thickness of about 3 nm is much more wear 
resistant that the corresponding glassy layer. 
In fact, the worn track is less regular in PS 
coated silicon that in corresponding PBA 
coated silicon where no deep groves have 
been observed on SEM images (Figure 4-9). 
Moreover, the Auger electron spectroscopy 
shows striking difference in the wearing 
behavior of these surface layers (Figure 4-
10). The original depth profile of all major 
chemical elements was very different for PS 
and PBA layers. Carbon concentration was 
the highest at the surface for the PS layer 
indicating a full coverage of the silicon 
surface with PS chains as was concluded 
from AFM data (Figure 4-10a). Oxygen 
concentrated mainly in the middle portion 
due to the presence of the silicon oxide 
layer of 1.1 nm as calculated from 
ellipsometry. Unlike, for the PBA layer 
significant oxygen presence was found 
directly on the surface due to the high 
Figure 4-9. SEM images of intact and worn 
surface areas (vertical track on a right side 
as indicated by arrows) for PS1 (top) and 
PBA (bottom) grafted layers. Rectangular 
shapes show selected areas for AES 
analysis. 
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Worn Track 
Original Area 
Sputter time (min.) Sputter time (min.) 
Worn Track 
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Figure 4-10. Auger analysis of an original, undamaged surface (a, b) compared to 
the worn areas (c, d) of the respective PS (a, c) and PBA (b, d) brush layers. The 
depth profile of C, O, and Si are shown in time-scale. 
concentration of carboxylic groups in PBA backbones (Figure 4-10b). Wearing down the PS 
layer resulted in dramatic changes of the chemical composition indicating significant 
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deterioration of the PS layer and presence of oxidized polymer material and the exposed 
silicon oxide layer (Figure 4-10c). In contrary, signs of oxidation or the coating removal 
could not be found for the rubbery coating: the chemical composition of the PBA layer 
within the contact areas did not change at all as can be seen from elements profiles in Figure 
4-10d. Thus, this layer demonstrated high recovery ability and restoration of its initial 
microstructure after being subjected to high normal and shear stresses due to large reversible 
elastic deformations of polymer chains below the glassy state.61 
Finally, for the binary surface layer we observed very stable friction behavior at low 
humidity with the friction coefficient being very stable and low (within 0.2-0.3) despite the 
presence of rubbery phase (Figure 4-8d). The stability of the binary coatings can be 
associated with the presence of both stiff glassy microphase bearing the normal load and the 
rubbery domains providing elastic recovery. However, increasing humidity resulted in fast 
damaging of the binary coating due to increasing capillary forces as will be further addressed 
in forthcoming studies. 
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Chapter 5 
Adaptive Nanomechanical Response of Stratified Polymer Brush 
Structures 
A paper submitted to Langmuir 
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5.1 Abstract 
We have fabricated a stratified polymer brush architecture through facile, room 
temperature UV-initiated polymerization using a UV-sensitive SAM with temperature-
sensitive pNIPAAM layer confined beneath hydrophobic layer. AFM morphology and 
ellipsometry measurements were measured at each grafting step, along with XPS 
measurements of the overall layer to verify layer growth. The strong characteristic LCST 
behavior of pNIPAAM was observed in water, with a 100% change in thickness above and 
below this transition. The AFM nanomechanical results demonstrate vertical gradients in the 
depth profiling of the elastic modulus with the elastic behavior tunable to a desired state by 
environment temperature. These temperature-sensitive, adaptive polymer layers with 
pNIPAAM layer "hidden" beneath the rubbery, hydrophobic PBA topmost layer represent 
and interesting example of the nanoengineering surfaces with their properties such as 
* M.C.L.: Primary researcher, helped with sample prep, all AFM/characterization experiments, writer of all 
drafts 
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adhesion, elastic modulus and multi-level structural reorganization responsive to fluidic and 
temperature variations which can be important when designing polymer surfaces for 
biological purposes such as implant coatings, cell-surface mimicry, or drug delivery vehicles. 
5.2 Introduction 
Highly complex biomaterials research is currently a very intense field requiring 
polymer scientists to develop synthetic replicas to mimic biological internal structures. 
Nearly all important biological structures have evolved through a bottom-up "synthesis", in 
which the final nanoscaffolds have a common feature of possessing a hierarchal structure 
with each level performing a separate, different function.1,2 Engineering new polymer 
surfaces involves designing complex architectures with features such as graded branching 
and composition that will lead to novel material properties in terms of mechanical behavior, 
adaptability, and functionality. Polymer brushes, which possess an intrinsic remarkable 
stimuli responsive nature, represent one area of intense research in polymer science regarding 
adaptive surfaces.3'4 Another area that will be key for expounding the nanotechnology 
frontier from the polymer science aspect is macromolecular architecture engineering.5,6,7,8 
The combination of the two will lead to new surfaces imperative for next generation 
nanoscale devices with novel conformations (confinements) inducing secondary 
intramolecular interactions leading to unusual nanomechanical and nanotribological 
pmperties.^'""1^'1^'16 
Nanoscale devices and their operating environments require adaptive surfaces 
constructed with "smart" properties that can not only sense or respond to environmental 
stimuli, but also be robust and possess tailored, on-demand physical properties.17'18,19,20 
Thus, polymer surface modification, which inherently provides the ability to control and 
change surface composition, allowing on - demand properties, is becoming increasingly 
significant for practical applications in fields like nanoscale lubrication, sensing and 
biocompatibility21'22'23,24'25,26,27'28, or the exciting advancement of functional carbon nanotube 
devices.29'30'31'32 Polymer brush layers are considered ideal choices in such applications for 
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several reasons. They are chemically tethered to the surface at one end, virtually any 
chemistry can be designed into the layer depending on intended surface interactions, and the 
high grafting density combined with uniformity in composition, thickness, and structure 
allows the entire surface to respond to local environmental stimuli.3'9'33'34'35'36'37,38 
On the other hand, it is recognized that the stretched conformation of brush chains 
due to overlapping is the origin of intrinsic properties such as high compression resistance 
and excellent mechanical response.35'39'40'41 Grafted multi-component (mixed) brush layers 
allow for supreme interfacial manipulation.42 Polymer brush layers with vertically graded 
branching/properties normal to the surface would be an ideal candidate in both cases. Rather 
than grafting two homopolymer brushes to create a mixed binary brush, an alternative route 
to responsive surfaces is grafting block copolymers of two chemically different blocks. 
These systems are attractive due to the very rich and interesting surface morphologies that 
are possible depending on block length ratios and interactions between the two blocks 
relative to each other, and with the local environment.43'44 The main difference between 
these brushes and binary brushes is that the phase domain structure is usually well ordered 
and periodic allowing them to be useful in applications of nano-patterning and templates.45'46 
One type of brushes that is receiving intense interest consists of an architecture in 
which one block serves as a backbone filled with initiators (macromonomer) from which 
other polymer chains can be attached to47 via a "grafting through" process48. These are 
known in the literature as comb-graft copolymers. The vast majority of research dealing with 
these molecules has been in solution where they adopt a cylindrical configuration, thus they 
are labeled as bottle-brushes, or cylindrical brushes. The interest here in taking this a step 
further and developing complex macromolecular architectures within grafted brush layers is 
related to the potential of controlled vertical gradients in brush composition and branching, 
and thus forward logic for nanomechanical design. Moreover, by using a macromonomer 
approach not only can extremely high branching densities be achieved, but also selective 
branching. Selective branching here implies attachment only at the top of the main backbone 
chain (not its entire length as in a cylindrical brush), leading to a brush-block-coil 
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copolymer.49 This can lead to uniquely enhanced backbone strengthening due to steric 
crowding, increased intramolecular interactions, and tailor-made chemical incompatibility 
between polymer segments.50 Not until very recently have such complex brushes been able 
to be grown from the surface of silicon substrates due to advancements in polymerization 
methods such as ATRP, and the breakthrough RAFT polymerization technique.51 '52 
Furthermore, dense, uniform grafted brush layers consisting of these molecules have yet to 
be reported in the literature. Luzinov et al. have grafted binary brushes to a PGMA layer that 
serves as a "carpet" of functional epoxy grafting sites.53 However, this is an extremely thin 
layer (monolayer, 1.5 nm thick) with a lack of physical properties and response mechanism. 
Sheiko et al. have established methods to graft side chains to a macroinitiator backbone with 
a gradient in spacing intervals along the backbone.54 The authors are not concerned with 
fabricating grafted layers of these molecules as they just deposit individual molecules on the 
surface and observe their structure.55,56 
Our aim is to build on this approach by fabricating novel polymer architectures in 
which one block is some environmentally responsive polymer (strong response to thermal or 
pH fluctuations) that is capped with a macroinitiator (macromonomer) in which other 
polymer chains can be grown from, or attached to. However, the intention here is to have a 
very asymmetrical backbone in terms of length of the surface block (very long), and the 
macroinitiator block (very short), which will result in a "palm-tree" like polymer (Figure 5-
1). The main points we address in this paper are: (1) To synthesize vertically-segregated 
brush layers using facile UV-initiated polymerization; (2) To characterize the morphology at 
each synthesis step, and the overall morphology of the complex layer; (3) To design a 
vertically graded nanomechanical response, which can be tuned by external temperature. 
With the "palm-tree" configuration, it is anticipated that due to the relatively high chain 
density at the top of the layer, a multi-layer type structure can result with varying degrees of 
vertical gradient. 
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Figure 5-1. Schematic representation showing overall layer construction and 
chemical structures starting with the SBDC monolayer, UV-initiated 
polymerization of pNIPAAM, UV-initiated polymerization of pGMA, and finally, 
grafting of COOH-PBA. 
5.3 Experimental 
Materials. N,N - (Diethylamino)dithiocarbamoylbenzyl(trimethoxy) silane (SBDC) 
was purchased from Gelest with 95% purity, and were further distilled. The monomers N-
isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAM), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) were purchased from 
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Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) with >99% purity. NIPAAM was recrystallized from hexane, and 
vacuum dried for 24 hours. GMA was distilled and stored under argon at -15°C. Carboxyl 
acid - terminated poly(butyl acrylate) (Mn: PBA = 42,500 g/mol with Mw/Mn=1.06) was 
obtained from Polymer Source, Inc. Anhydrous toluene and DMF were obtained from 
Aldrich, further dried with sodium, distilled off prior to use, and stored in a nitrogen-filled 
glovebox with relative humidity not exceeding 2%. All other solvents were used as received. 
The silicon wafer {100} substrates were first cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes, 
placed in a hot (90°C) bath (3:1 concentrated sulfuric acid: 30% hydrogen peroxide) for 1 
hour, and then rinsed with nanopure water (18 Mfi cm, Nanopure). 
Layer Fabrication. An overall schematic of multi-step layer fabrication is presented 
in Figure 5-1. The freshly cleaned silicon wafers were submerged in 4% toluene solutions of 
SBDC inside a nitrogen glovebox (RH < 1%) for 2 hours to form the UV-initiating self-
assembled monolayer (SAM). The wafers were transferred to individual custom-made 
rectangular quartz test tubes. NIPAAM (wtl0% in water) was transferred to the sealed test 
tube by syringe, and the solution with wafer was further purged with argon for at least 1 
hour. At the next step, NIPAAM was polymerized at room temperature by exposing the tube 
to UV irradiation at 5 mW/cm2. This was found to be optimal as higher power resulted in 
immediate crosslinking and gelation of the solution, while less power resulted in extremely 
slow or completely suppressed growth. The growth rate was found to be roughly lOnm/hour 
as verified by a series of data from ellipsometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM). After 
polymerization, the pNIPAAM layer was rinsed three times in ethanol, sonicated for 30 
minutes in ethanol, and rinsed three more times. At the next step, the wafer was put into a 
fresh sealed test tube, and GMA (wtl0% in DMF) was added by syringe. Polymerization 
took place after UV-exposure of 3mW/cm2 for 1 hour, which corresponded to l-2nm of 
pGMA as verified by ellipsometry and AFM. Afterwards, the sample was cleaned as in the 
previous step, except with DMF in this case. Finally, the PBA layer was added via a grafting 
to process with the available epoxy groups in pGMA. The PBA solutions were prepared in 
DMF at 5.0 wt% polymer, and spin coated onto the brush modified silicon wafers at 3000 
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RPM. The samples were then annealed to facilitate grafting between the epoxy and carboxyl 
acid groups 57, and rinsed and sonicated in the same fashion as described above with DMF. 
Characterization. All thickness measurements were obtained with a COMPEL 
Automatic Ellipsometer (InOm Tech, Inc.) with an incident angle of 70° at X=532nm.58 
Contact angle was measured with a sessile drop method using 2 piL droplets of nanopure 
water, which were captured with a custom-built digital microscope. XPS was done with a 
Perkin-Elmer Multitechnique Chamber, model 5500. The etching rate was measured to be 
lnm/min as measured against a SiOz. AFM (MultiMode and Dimension 3000, Veeco 
Metrology) was used for topographical and phase imaging in air according to the procedures 
adapted in our lab.59,60 Unless otherwise noted, all AFM images were obtained using the light 
tapping regime, governed by the setpoint ratio (rsp), which is defined as the ratio of operating 
setpoint (amplitude) to the free oscillating amplitude of the cantilever. The attractive regime, 
or light tapping, is characterized by an rsp of 0.9 - 1, while the repulsive regime, or hard 
tapping, has rsp of 0.4 - 0.7. AFM tips were MikroMasch (Talin, Estonia) V-shaped, contact 
tips with nominal spring constant ranging from 1-6 N/m. We used softer contact tips in the 
noncontact regime in order to get suitable scans of the soft NIPAAM surface at room 
temperature. The tips had radius less than 30 nm, which was determined by scanning a gold 
nanoparticle reference sample.61 AFM scratch tests at each temperature were conducted with 
a sharp needle. After the scan of the scratched area was obtained, the average thickness in 
fluid was obtained over a 10xl0/im area with height histogram distribution. 
Force volume mode, which utilizes the collection of the AFM force distance curves 
(FDC) over selected surface areas, was used for nanomechanical analysis of the brush layers. 
A single FDC obtains the forces acting on the tip as it approaches to and retracts from a point 
on the sample surface.62 Obtaining arrays of FDCs allows for the micromapping of the 
mechanical properties of polymer surfaces with nanometer scale resolution, while obtaining 
topographical information simultaneously.63,64 Typically, we collected 16x16 arrays over a 
3x3 gm2 surface areas to do micromapping. Data collected were processed using an MMA 
software package developed in our lab which provides means for calculation of localized 
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elastic modulus.65 The loading curves, the elastic modulus, reduced adhesive forces, and 
surface histograms of elastic moduli and adhesive forces were obtained from experimental 
images as described elsewhere.65'66 Spring constants of cantilevers were determined from the 
resonant frequencies and the tip-on-tip method according to the procedures described 
earlier.67,68 The tips used for MMA probing were silicon nitride with radius of 60 - 90 nm, 
and spring constant ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 N/m. 
Switching of the brushes. The brushes were switched to drive the strong 
collapse/swelling of NIPAAM sub-layer above and below LCST (32°). The brushes had to 
be placed in a fluid environment (water) to drive this phase transition. The samples were 
placed on a Peltier heating/cooling stage (Melcor Co.) that was heated to the desired 
temperature via the interfaced thermal controller (ILX Lightwave) with resolution of 
0.001 °C, and stability of ± 0.0005°C over 24 hours. The fluid (water) was injected into the 
system by taking advantage of capillary forces between AFM tip and sample. After adding 
water, the system was allowed two hours to reach equilibrium after temperature change. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
Study of layer growth. The foundation of the branched hierarchal polymer brush is 
the stable formation of the SBDC monolayer, which is the UV initiating SAM (Fig. 5-1). It 
should be noted here that this initiator is advantageous for a few reasons, the main reason 
being that is nonreactive with nearly all vinyl monomers.69 Furthermore, the "living" nature 
of the dithiocarbamyl radical has been well documented and shown to be reversible70, 
allowing easy reinitiation for polymerization of different monomers, making it ideal to use in 
these complex multicomponent brushes. Most importantly, this photoiniferter technique 
leads to the ability to conduct RAFT polymerization at room temperature without the need 
for an elaborate setup. 
The monolayer was optimized with several iterations of coating parameters 
(concentration and assembly time). Once the reaction was terminated with rinsing, the 
wafers were either kept in solution and protected from light, or immediately scanned with 
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AFM. AFM images of the SBDC monolayer reveal a highly uniform and clean layer 
formation on the large scale, with surface RMS roughness measured over a lxl jwm2 area of 
0.2 nm (Figure 5-2). Theoretical estimates SBDC SAM thickness for an ideal close-packed 
monolayer is about 1.4 nm.71 This thickness was confirmed with ellipsometry, which along 
with very smooth surface morphology indicated the formation of uniform SAM with up-right 
orientation of molecules (Table 5-1). This result is critical as it represents that this particular 
dithiosilane as been used in UV initiated RAFT polymerization. 
Table 5-1. Characteristics of the surface layers. 
Layer Thickness (nm) 
Microroughness 
(nm) 
Contact 
angle 
(°) 
Elastic 
modulus 
(MPa) 
SBDC SAM 1.4 0.2 60 NA 
pNEPAM 19 0.9 70 NA 
pGMA 2 0.3 54 NA 
PBA-COOH 5 0.6 75 NA 
Total film 
Dry state 
Water, 10°C 
Water, 50°C 
25 
34 
17 
0.6 
1.8 
1.3 
NA 60 
15 
45 
At a UV light intensity of 5mW/cm2, an optimal layer growth of roughly 10nm/hour 
was achieved. The process used here was more empirical; a suitable medium between 
gelation and reasonable layer growth, that was monitored at each iteration with ellipsometry. 
Higher intensities resulted in quick gelation in the system due to excessive crosslinking 
between side chains or formations in the bulk solution. On the other hand, lower intensities 
resulted in extremely slow and non-uniform growth. The kinetics involving the 
polymerization on a silicon surface from this iniferter monolayer are beyond the scope of this 
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paper and it had been studied before.69 It was instrumental to keep the initial pNIPAAM 
layer to around 20 nm in order to observe a vertical gradient. 
Figure 5-2. AFM tapping mode images (topography and phase) of the SBDC 
monolayer at 10xl0/tm (top) and lxl/m (bottom). Z-scale is 5nm for topography 
and 30° for phase. 
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The presence of pNIPAAM was verified with ellipsometry measurements, AFM, and 
XPS (see below). The pNIPAAM dry thickness of all samples was within 19 ± 1 nm (Table 
1). The dry state AFM images reveal a fine, contamination free morphology with surface 
RMS roughness around 1 nm (Figure 5-3). In addition, the light tapping regime during 
scanning was necessary to avoid instabilities while scanning the extremely soft pNIPAAM 
below LCST, another characteristic proving the presence of a strongly attached pNIPAAM 
layer.72 
Figure 5-3. AFM tapping mode images (topography and phase) at room temperature 
of the as grown first grafted layer (NIPAAM) by UV-RAFT polymerization. Top is 
10x10 /im and bottom is lxl/xm; Z-scale is 5nm for topography and 30° for phase. 
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The next step was deposition of GMA to act as a macroinitiator (Fig. 5-1). 
Polymerization was carried out below pNIPAAM LCST to keep the chains swollen in the 
solvent making them more accessible to GMA monomer. Figure 5-4 represents the brush 
after copolymerization of the GMA macroinitiator with pNIPAAM. As can be seen, 
although the surfaces remain relatively smooth on the large scale (RMS roughness is 1.2 nm), 
the morphology changes significantly from the pure pNIPAAM layer. In addition, contact 
angle dropped from 70° with the pure pNIPAAM layer, to 54° with the addition of pGMA. 
The thickness of 2 ± 0.5nm indicated that each pGMA chain attached to a pNIPAAM has 6-7 
grafting sites available for incoming polymer in the subsequent 'grafting-to' stage to 
complete the topmost layer (Fig. 5-1). Thus, an important aspect of these complex brushes 
realized by grafting onto a macroinitiator is that by incorporating a 2nm thick "grafting 
plane", the availability of grafting sires can be much better than that typical for a monolayer 
of anchoring SAMS on a stiff substrate.73,74 
The final fabrication step was to attach PBA to the available grafting sites (Fig. 5- 1). 
When preformed COOH terminated PBA polymer was grafted to the pGMA macromonomer, 
the measured thickness was 5 ±lnm (Table 1). This value is higher than the 3nm typical for 
this molecular weight PBA via the grafting to epoxy-terminated SAMs.75'76 An indication of 
having high neighboring chain interaction and potentially significant entropie effects is to be 
in the polymer brush regime, in which the interchain distance is substantially less than the 
radius of gyration of the corresponding free polymer chain.35 For the PBA used here, the 
radius of gyration has been calculated as 2.2 nm.75 Thus, the grafting distance was less than 
the radius of gyration of these PBA chains, indicating that the chains are indeed in a 
stretched, brush-like conformation. AFM images of the final topmost PBA layer shown in 
Figure 5-5 demonstrate a clean and homogenous surface with microroughness not exceeding 
1.5 nm, indicating extremely homogeneous and uniform grafting. 
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Figure 5-4. AFM tapping mode images (topography and phase) at room 
temperature of pGMA macromonomer. Top is 10x10 fim and bottom is lxl jim; 
Z-scale is 5nm for topography and 30° for phase. 
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Figure 5-5. AFM tapping mode images (topography and phase) at room 
temperature of the topmost grafted layer, COOH-PBA. Top is 10x10 fum and 
bottom is lxl/im; Z-scale is 5nm for topography and 30° for phase. 
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This data monitored at each grafting step clearly shows that a complex, 
multicomponent multilayered branched brush can be constructed, using "grafting from" and 
"grafting to" processes in series, and the overall dry thickness was around 25 nm (Fig 5-1, 
Table 5-1). To confirm vertical distribution of different layers, we conducted XPS surveys 
taken allow for depth profiling of the brush layer (Figure 5-6). At a rate of lnm/min, a 
signature from the full top two layers should be observed, as well as a fraction of the 
pNIPAAM bottom layer (Fig. 5-6). 
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Figure 5-6. XPS data on the overall branched polymer brush layer. At top is depth 
profiling results over the probing of the first lOnm of the layer, which is deep enough 
to probe all layers in this brush. The inset is the overall survey showing characteristic 
peaks. At bottom are extracted data showing specific group binding energies for the 
polymers making up the grafted brush layer. 
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This variation corresponds to the overall drop in oxygen concentration as the ratio of 
oxygen in pNIPAAM is much lower as compared with PBA and pGMA. The peak at 289 eV 
is a clear indication of the 0-C=0 bond in PBA and GMA, along with the shoulder at 286 eV 
(Fig 5-6).77,78 The peak at 285.8 eV can be assigned to the C-N bond, while the HNC=0 is 
represented at 287.4 eV.79 The sulfur peak represents residual initiator remaining from the 
SBDC. Therefore, XPS along with previously discussed AFM and ellipsometry results 
confirmed layered composition of the fabricated polymer films. 
LCST transition within grafted film. After layer fabrication, it was imperative to 
test the LCST phase behavior pNIPAAM confined within the layered structure. It is well 
known that pNIPAAM undergoes a strong response to temperature around temperature of 
32°C, and our hypothesis here is that this collapse/swelling will change overall vertical 
layering leading to distinct variation of elastic response. To monitor this, we measured 
thickness of the overall layer above and below LCST with in-situ AFM scratch tests. Initial 
AFM scratch tests done in air at 50°C and 10°C showed no change in thickness. In fact, 
several recent reports claim that pNIPAAM layers only respond strongly if they are also in a 
favorable solvent (such as water), and that the transition is not apparent in the ambient.80'81 
Indeed, the same measurements in water revealed significant changes (Figure 5-7). The layer 
reached an overall thickness of around 34 nm at 10°C and the layer thickness collapsed to 17 
nm above LCST (Fig. 5-7, Table 5-1). 
Along with this change in thickness, there is a marked change in the morphology of 
the topmost PBA layer at the different temperatures with the appearance of long, wavy 
surface at 50°C (Figure 5-8). Such a change can only result from variations in the underlying 
pNIPAAM layer because separate studies of PBA surface at these different temperatures 
resulted in no change of morphology. This is an important result revealing that at 10°C, with 
a swollen underlying brush layer, the PBA chains adopt a random structure. However, at 
50°C, where the underlying layer strongly collapses above LCST reducing overall thickness 
by 50%, the PBA top layer adopts a constrained morphology with distinct elongated cluster 
domains (Fig. 5-8). These types of change should be sufficient to induce distinct density 
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gradients within the layer and thus overall nanomechanical properties as was tested with 
MMA approach. 
Figure 5-7. AFM analysis 
of scratch tests of the 
overall layer done in water 
at different temperatures 
compared with the as 
grown, dry state condition 
(left). As can be seen, the 
layer undergoes dramatic 
changes in thickness going 
from 50°C (middle) to 10°C 
(right), as well as noticeable 
changes in overall layer 
morphology. 
As grown: davg = 25 nm 
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Figure 5-8. AFM tapping mode topography images in water of the overall brush at 
different temperatures. The top row is the brush layer at 10°C (at 5x5 and 2.5x2.5 /im), 
and bottom row is at 50°C (at 5x5 and 2.5x2.5 /xm). 
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Temperature-dependent nanomechanical properties. This MMA analysis can 
determine modulus of the surface layers with nanoscale resolution directly in fluid at specific 
temperature, at 10°C (below LCST) and at 50°C (above LCST) (Figure 5-9). The resulting 
surface histograms of the elastic modulus presented shows a unimodal distribution of the 
1 2 - ,  
Modulus Distribution at 10°C 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Elastic Modulus, MPa 
Modulus Distribution at 50 C 
20 30 40 50 60 
Elastic Modulus, MPa 
Figure 5-9. The left column represents force-volume resulting images with 16x16 
nanomechanical probing resolution mapping overall layer elastic modulus over a 3x3 fim 
area. Brighter areas correspond to higher modulus values. This mapping results from 
nanomechanical probing in water at 10°C (top) and 50°C (bottom). The right column is 
the resulting modulus histograms from the corresponding modulus maps. The elastic 
modulus is the average value for each data point over the entire indentation range, and 
the data are fitted with a Lorentzian curve. 
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elastic modulus that is expected for a surface with homogeneous top phase. The average 
value is close to 15 MPa which is lower than a modulus of 50 - 100 MPa for PBA in the 
collapsed state above Tg =-5°C.75,76 For temperature above LCST, the elastic modulus has a 
higher value around 45 MPa despite PBA (Fig. 5-9). 
Examination of individual FDCs show that the overall adhesion is very similar at both 
temperatures with slightly higher adhesion for 50°C, which is expected for a PBA top layer 
well above its glass transition temperature (Figure 5-10). The overall close of FDC at 10°C 
is slightly lower which corresponds to more compliant state as concluded from the elastic 
modulus histograms (Fig. 5-9). Conversion of the FDCs into load - penetration curves 
further confirms that a more compliant surface is associated with the 10°C state (Fig. 5-10). 
For 50°C the loading curve is virtually linear indicating a unform elastic compression for the 
penetration reaching 10 nm. However, below LCST (10°C) the loading curve shows two 
distinct regions of different slopes implying the AFM tip is feeling non-uniform compliancy 
from the brush layer related to its stratification below LCST. Very compliant behavior is 
observed for initial 8-10 nm of deformation with much stiffer response followed (Fig. 5-10). 
Approach 
Retract 
Displacement (nm) Load (nN) 
Figure 5-10. Typical force-distance curves (top) and resulting load-penetration 
curves (bottom) obtained at each pixel in the nanomechanical analysis at the 
indicated temperature in water. 
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Considering these results, we suggest the schematics of temperature-dependent 
vertical stratification in our surface film (Fig. 5-11). First, we suggest that at elevated 
temperature above LCST, the central, temperature-sensitive pNIPAAM layer is in its 
collapse state which results in compact 
overall structure with two major layers 
forming the 17 nm film. The uniform 
elastic deformation with relatively 
high elastic modulus, 45 MPa, is 
caused by comparable elastic 
properties of PBA above Tg (50-100 
MPa) and pNIPAAM above LCST 
(20 - 100 MPa).76'82 Below LCST 
when pNIPAAM chains become 
swollen in water, a completely 
different nanomechanical is 
observed. Here, the initial elastic 
modulus is much lower because of 
overall deformation of the film 
High T (50°C) 
Figure 5-11. Schematic depicting the structure reorganization of the overall branched 
polymer brush in water at the two temperatures indicated above and below LCST. 
Below LCST, pNIPAAM chains are highly swollen while PBA is collapsed (bad solvent 
conditions) while above LCST, NIPAAM is collapsed into tight clusters towards the 
substrate. As this occurs, due to the high density of PBA at the top layer, PBA is 
pulled into tighter clusters, because it is still in a bad solvent (water) as NIPAAM 
collapses strongly (more than 100% as indicated by scratch tests in water). However, 
because of this high grafting density of PBA, steric constraints limit this collapse and 
effective voids are formed at the PBA-pNIPAAM interface resulting in the observed 
depth profile. 
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under the AFM tip is controlled by the most compliant component, a highly swollen 
pNIPAAM layer with 30 nm thickness with the extremely low modulus around 1 MPa (Fig. 
5-11).82 Only at very high deformation, the overall resistance of PBA layer and compressed 
pNIPAAM layer becomes more significant with the elastic modulus increasing to 35 MPa. 
The overall behavior of the stratified polymer layer designed here reminiscents the non-linear 
elastic response of tri-layered surface film composed of soft, rubbery block-copolymer layer 
sandwiched between SAM and photopolymerized acrylate topmost layer reported previously. 
However, in the study, the peculiar elastic response is responsive and can be tuned by 
varying external temperature.83 Moreover, it is completely reversible and can be turned 
on/off on-demand by lowering/rising temperature in the vicinity of LCST point. These 
temperature-sensitive, adaptive polymer layers with pNIPAAM layer "hidden" beneath the 
rubbery hydrophobic PBA topmost layer represent and interesting example of the nanoscale 
engineering surfaces with their properties such as adhesion, and elastic modulus and multi­
level structural reorganization responsive to various fluidic and temperature fluctuations. 
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6.1 Abstract 
The elastic and plastic properties within a two-dimensional polymer structure with 
six-fold symmetry fabricated via interference lithography have been studied. We observed a 
non-uniform spatial distribution in the elastic modulus with higher elastic modulus measured 
for nodes and lower elastic modulus observed for beams of the photopattemed films. We 
suggest that such a non-uniformity and unusual plastic behavior observed are related to the 
variable material properties "imprinted" with interference pattern. 
* Reprinted with Permission of Advanced Functional Materials 
* M.C.L.: Assistant researcher, did AFM experiments, assistant writer of all drafts, revised final figures and 
final inside cover image 
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6.2 Introduction 
An epoxy-based negative photoresist from the Novolak-resin family, named SU8, has 
become a common material for the fabrication of complex microelectromechanical (MEMS) 
structures due to its mechanical durability, thermal stability, and dielectric properties 
combined with easy processability.'1,2,31 SU8 is easily solution spun to form a uniform glassy 
and transparent film on various substrates. Its chemical structure with eight epoxy-cycles 
allows fast thermal and light-initiated crosslinking resulting in a rigid network polymer with 
excellent chemical stability. Various MEMS devices such as micro gears, microcoils, and 
pumps,[4,5] microvalves and grippers,'61 microchannels and high-aspect ratio beams,[7,8'9] 
microcantilevers and tribological coatings,'10,11-1 phononic and photonic crystals and light 
waveguides'-12,13,14,151 have been recently fabricated from SU8. Yield strength and elastic 
properties of microfabricated structures are critical for reliable performance of these 
microdevices. The current design of MEMS assumes the preservation of mechanical 
properties of materials within microscopic parts of MEMS structures with the elastic 
modulus remaining close to that measured for the bulk state.1101 However, in practice, the 
damping of dynamic properties of some microfabricated devices points toward a more 
complex distribution of elastic and viscoelastic properties.'161 
To date only few studies address the question of the resultant mechanical properties 
of SU8 under complex micro fabrication conditions. Feng and Farris reported the value 3.2 
GPa for in-plane tensile elastic modulus and 5.9 GPa for out-of plane elastic modulus for 
UV-cured material with the ultimate strain reaching 8%.[17] Reducing the post-exposure bake 
time results in decreasing cross-linking density and, thus, a lower elastic modulus (down to 
0.7 GPa) with an increase in elongation to break (up to 30%).'7,18]. The glass transition 
temperature of SU8 is 55°C in the uncured state and increases to 230°C for fully cured 
material with a linear relationship found between glass transition temperature and 
crosslinking density and the degree of conversion of the epoxy groups reaching 90% for e-
beam curing.'18,191 
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The recent application of advanced optical microfabrication methods such as 
holographic or interference lithography (ITL) for the creation of complex 2D and 3D 
microstructures poses the question of the actual distribution of crosslink density and, thus, 
the corresponding spatial distribution of mechanical and thermal properties within these 
structures.'2'51 In accordance with usual consideration of MEMS structures, current 
approaches simply treat these complex porous microstructures as a two-phase (polymer-air) 
composite with properties of the epoxy material identical to that for the corresponding bulk 
state. 
In order to investigate the actual material properties of the complex photopattemed 
materials fabricated by interference lithography, here we focus on the elucidation of the 
spatial distribution of elastic and plastic properties of a relatively simple 2D microstructure. 
Using atomic force microscopy (AFM), we conduct high-resolution nanomechanical studies 
of the thin SU8 film having a hexagonal pattern of cylindrical air holes fabricated via three-
beam laser interference lithography. A spatial distribution of the local elastic modulus, 
which can be directly related to the symmetry of light intensity distribution within the 
original interference pattern in the photoresist, is found with higher elastic modulus observed 
for nodes. Extremely plastic behavior of the films in the course of their fracturing was 
related to the essentially composite nature of 2D perforated films with higher crosslink 
density of nodes and lowered crosslink density of the beams. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
Uniform thin films 
Uncured and cured uniform SUB films (laser exposure with a dose close to ITL 
conditions followed by development without thermal hardbaking, see Experimental) 
fabricated here for comparative purposes showed a very smooth surface topography with the 
RMS microroughness of 0.3 nm for uncured films and the 0.9 nm for cured films (measured 
within 3x3 jam2 areas). This similarity demonstrates a little surface alternation after laser 
beam expose and curing procedure used in this study (Figure 6-la and 6-2a). No significant 
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wrinkling of the polymer film after crosslinking procedure indicates very small shrinkage and 
insignificant residual stresses developing in the bilk SU8 material as was reported in previous 
studies.[20,21] 
Uncured SU8 
1040±180 MPa 
o  30 -
500 1000 1500 2000 
Elastic modulus (MPa) 
• • * i 
2500 3000 
Figure 6-1. AFM data for uncured SU8 film: a) AFM topography image; b) the 
surface distribution of the elastic modulus (3x3 fiml) and c) the histogram of the 
elastic modulus distribution. 
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The surface distribution of the elastic modulus data of the uncured SU8 film obtained 
with static AFM force volume micromapping with spatial resolution of below 0.2 p,m shows 
relatively uniform distribution and indentation depth not exceeding 3 nm (Figure 6-lb).'221 
The histogram of the surface distribution of the elastic modulus confirms the uniform spatial 
distribution with virtually all values obtained in the range from 500 to 1500 MPa and the 
average elastic modulus measured of about 1 GPa (Figure 6-1 c). This value is fairly close to 
that reported for bulk SU8 films from tensile experiments for bulk specimens and confirms 
virtually identical microscopic elastic response of thin films studied here and macroscopic 
elasticity of the bulk material.'181 
The surface distribution of the elastic moduli obtained with microscopic spatial 
resolution (below 0.1 pm) for cured SU8 films was very uniform as well (Figure 6-2b). The 
standard deviation for different surface areas was well below 20% indicating the absence of 
any significant spatial and chemical inhomogeneities at a microscale, which can be generated 
by light-initiated crosslinking and chemical developing (Figure 6-2c). However, the average 
elastic modulus after curing increased significantly as compared with the uncured film 
reached 3-4 GPa (Figure 6-2c). This value is fairly close to that obtained from macroscopic 
tensile experiment for the bulk SU8 material.'171 
The lateral compression of the films on an elastomeric substrate was used to generate 
the bucking instability and make independent evaluation of the in-plane macroscopic elastic 
modulus.'231 Such a deformation produced a very uniform buckling pattern with the spacing 
of 100-180 pm expanding over several squared centimeter of the SU8 films (Figure 6-3). 
This spacing of the buckling pattern obtained from the 2D FFT analysis of the deformed 
films was used for independent estimation of the elastic modulus of the films (Figure 6-3). 
The elastic modulus measured by the buckling method (2-3 GPa) was similar to but slightly 
higher of those obtained from both AFM and macroscopic tensile measurements which 
probably indicates differences related to measuring routine with in-plane compression of thin 
polymer films. Similarly, some higher elastic moduli have been recently measured for 
ultrathin multilayered polymer films in the buckling experiments.'241 However, despite some 
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discrepancies in the absolute values the buckling measurements confirmed significant (by a 
factor of 2-4) increase of the elastic modulus upon curing. 
500nm 
Cured SU8 
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Figure 6-2. AFM data for cured SU8 film: a) AFM topography image; b) the 
surface distribution of the elastic modulus (2x2 /im2) and c) the histogram of the 
elastic modulus distribution. 
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Figure 6-3. The elastic buckling instability measurement of the uncured SU8 film on 
the PDMS substrate. The buckling wavelength is 174 fim from the inset Fourier 
transform. 
Microscopic distribution of the elastic response. 
The interference pattern was designed to create a 2D lattice with hexagonal symmetry 
and pre-defined spacing and porosity level. The two-dimensional distribution of light 
intensity created by three-beam interference is presented in Figure 6-4a, along with a sketch 
of a unit cell and primary lattice vectors if the 2D lattice. The brighter spots present the 
nodes (N) with the highest intensity and the somewhat darker regions are called beams (B) 
(as marked in Figure 6-4a). The actual surface morphology of the photopattemed film 
showed a well-ordered, long-range, two-dimensional lattice with a hexagonal array of air 
holes closely resembling the theoretical light "template" as can be seen in SEM image 
(Figure 6-4b). The theoretical light distribution between nodes and beams is shown in Figure 
6-4c,d with one-dimensional distribution along the [11] direction and along the [10] 
direction. The intensity of light distribution along [11] direction is a simple periodic function 
although more complex intensity distribution is observed along the [10] direction with 
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intensity slightly lower for beams (marked B) between two neighboring nodes (marked N) 
(Figure 6-4c,d). 
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Figure 6-4. a) 2D light intensity distribution for three-beam interference used for 
the fabrication of the patterned specimen along with primary lattice vectors for 
corresponding 2D lattice; B and N stand for regions of beams and nodes of lattice, 
inset shows primary lattice vectors; b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image 
shows long-range ordered 2D hexagonal lattice; c) one-dimensional light intensity 
distribution along the [11] direction (y axis in arbitrary values, DC offset is removed 
by amine); d) one-dimensional light intensity distribution along the [10] direction. 
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The surface morphology of the 2D polymer films with higher resolution was obtained 
by applying the tapping mode AFM (Figure 6-5). The AFM images revealed a well-
developed topography with an array of round holes penetrating through the polymer film 
(Figure 6-5a). A porosity level of about 40% and a spacing of 1220 nm were estimated from 
the bearing analysis and 2D Fourier transforms of the AFM images, respectively. A diameter 
of the through, nearly cylindrical holes of 700 nm was obtained from AFM cross-sections 
(see Figure 6-5b, the shape is smeared by the convolution with the AFM tip). The polymer 
surface between these round holes was relatively smooth with the local microroughness not 
exceeding 1 nm within 500x500 nm2 surface areas. 
Figure 6-5. a) 3D surface topography of the specimen with the hexagonal pattern 
(4x4 nm2, the tapping mode); b) corresponding height profile along the [11] 
direction. 
The nanomechanical measurements were conducted in the elastic regime with an 
indentation depth of less than 2 nm allowing full elastic recovery of the tested surface areas 
after probing. The estimated contact area for a single nanoprobing experiment did not 
exceed 1 nm which is much smaller than the distance between two consequential 
indentations (80 nm) thus precluding interference related to stress generation. High-
resolution topographical images obtained simultaneously with nanomechanical probing 
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shown as a 32x32 array of small square pixel were very similar to those obtained with 
conventional tapping mode scanning (Figure 6-6a). Each pixel at this image with 80 nm x 80 
nm lateral dimensions represents the entire surface area for a single force measurement. In 
the course of AFM micromapping, the AFM tip indented the surface in the center of this 
area, pulled off, and moved to a neighbor surface area for the next nanoprobing. 
Elastic A 
Modulus.* " 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Distance (nm) 
0 280 600 760 1000 1260 1600 1760 
Elastic modulus (MPa) 
Figure 6-6. a) Top view 4x4 #tm2 AFM topography collected in force-volume mode 
with 32x32 resolution and b) corresponding height (compiled from topographical 
image of this area with obtained with higher resolution, left axis) and elastic modulus 
(right axis) cross-sections along the [11] direction (gray line in (a)). Dark line in (a) 
is caused by probing instabilities; c) 3D topography of the surface areas mapped 
with 32x32 force spectroscopy (2.5x2.5 #im2); d) The surface distribution of the 
elastic modulus obtained from (c) (1024 data points). 
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The force-distance data obtained were converted to the loading curve (indentation vs. 
load) for the evaluation of the surface stiffness and calculation of the elastic modulus by 
applying the Hertzian model of the elastic deformation by a semi-spherical indenter 
interacting with a planar elastic solid. This approximation is acceptable for small penetration 
depths and intermediate loading rates used in this work, as well as uniform surface 
morphology. Under these probing conditions, the viscoelastic contribution and auxiliary 
instrumentation contributions are negligible as was demonstrated for variety of polymers in 
our previous publications. '-25'26'27'281 The application of the Hertzian approximation to AFM 
nanoprobing is based on the relationship between normal pressure, P, and indentation depth, 
h, in the form [29]: 
4 - - , P = —R 2 h 2 E 
3 
where R is tip radius and E is the composite modulus of the two contacting bodies. Thus, the 
composite elastic modulus (which is identical to the elastic modulus of the polymer for 
silicon tips) at an incremental depth (between z-1 and i) can be derived from: 
Z7 _ Z1 , ,2 \ kn ^defl,i,i-\ 
1 - v  ) 7 7172 
JJ2 "-'-I 
where kn is the normal spring constant of the cantilever, v is the Poisson's ratio, Zdefi is the 
incremental vertical deflection of the cantilever derived from force-distance data and 
calibrated by the sensitivity measurement (since h=Zpos-Zdefl and Zpos is the displacement of 
the AFM piezoelement). 
The representative histogram of the elastic moduli for the surface area of the 
hexagonal patterned film (1024 force-distance curves collected over a 4x4 (j,m2 area) showed 
a clear bimodal distribution of the elastic response (Figure 6-6b). The spatial distribution of 
the surface stiffness (not shown) possessed very similar, bi-modal character. A broad 
distribution of moduli ranging from 300 MPa to 1.7 GPa corresponded to the wide 
distribution of the AFM probed locations (nodes, beams, sidewalls and slope regions). Very 
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low (close to zero) effective modulus values were detected for hole regions with almost no 
resistance to AFM tip. Underestimated values of "apparent" elastic modulus were also 
generated along the edges where actual slope of the surface corrupted force probing due to 
side contact, non-normal load, and tip sliding instead of indenting. However, this type of 
topological contribution was significant only in the vicinity of the holes and inside the holes. 
The surface distribution of the elastic moduli collected for larger surfaces areas of the 
patterned polymer film with lower resolution (130 nm x 130 nm per pixel) demonstrates the 
expected six-fold symmetry known from AFM imaging (Figure 6-6c). A regular variation of 
the "apparent" elastic modulus on this spatial scale is determined by the surface topography 
as clear from the corresponding height and elastic modulus cross-sections along the [11] 
direction (gray line in 6c) (Figure 6-6d). The value of the elastic modulus is high and close 
to 2 GPa between holes where relatively flat polymer surface area is probed but drops to near 
zero values inside the holes. 
To address the question of the elastic modulus distribution on polymer surface 
on/between nodes and far from the holes, the higher-resolution micromapping (pixel size 
down to 60 nm x 60 nm) was implemented (Figure 6-7). The selected surface areas which 
included a complete set of nodes and beams with six-fold symmetry were used to calculate 
elastic moduli separately for node and beam areas averaged over six locations (Figure 6-7a 
and 7b). A statistically significant difference in the average elastic modulus between nodes 
and beams was derived from this analysis. Considering that the selected surface areas very 
reasonably flat (maximum slope angle was within 10-20°) the topological contribution can be 
neglected within the areas of interest. Considering that the estimated contact area is only 
about 1 nm and potential tip downhill sliding should not exceed 20%, we can essentially 
assume spherical indenter on a plane with small correction on indentation, thus, applying the 
Hertzian model. Furthermore, adhesion histograms (not shown) did not show a significant 
gradient through this area, indicating the virtually constant contact area. 
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Figure 6-7. High resolution AFM 
micromapping of the photopatterned SU8 
film: a) 32x32 topography and b) elastic 
modulus collected during force 
micromapping of the 2.5x2.5 #im2 surface 
area (two designated areas are marked by 
squares of pixels (blue for nodes (N) and 
red for beams (B)). 
The difference between elastic 
moduli for different locations was 
consistently observed for multiple 
nodes and beams probed 
independently (see blue and red marks 
in Figure 6-7). On the other hand, we 
calculated histogram of the elastic 
modulus distribution for different 
smooth surface areas. We selected two 
surface areas representing beams and 
nodes which excluded the surface areas 
in the vicinity to the holes (Figure 6-
8a). For these areas, we calculated 
statistical distribution of the elastic 
moduli (Figure 6-8b). The average 
elastic modulus obtained from these 
histograms for the nodes was 1480 ± 
460 MPa, which was higher (beyond 
standard deviation) than that calculated 
value for the beam areas, 1120 ± 590 
MPa. 
We suggest that the observed 
location-dependent variation of the 
elastic moduli is caused by the spatial 
variation of the material properties 
"templated" by the light distribution 
within the interference pattern.[30] The 
variable light distribution results in 
variable crosslinking density and hence 
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corresponding materials properties 
such as elastic modulus, glass 
transition, or plasticity 
behavior.[17'31 '321 In interference 
lithography, crosslinking density 
depends on both dose and the 
distribution of the amine 
compensator. In fact, the close to 
linear relationship between the 
illumination dose and the 
crosslinking density above the 
dissolution threshold is confirmed in 
this study by microprobing SU8 
materials exposed to light doses 
from 0.38 to 3.8 J/cm2 (not shown). 
The 2D interference pattern produces 
higher intensity in the spots of 
constructive interference (nodes) 
with a decrease of intensity down to 
the zero level in the spots of 
destructive interference (holes) 
(Figure 6-4c). Regions with the 
highest intensity define lattice nodes 
with the highest crosslinking density 
(marked as N in Figure 6-4). The 
locations of holes (air holes after 
removing uncured material) 
correspond to the intensity minima 
confirming close correlations 
between spatial distributions of 
I 
0 500 1000 1800 2000 2500 3000 
Elastic modulus (MPa) 
Figure 6-8. a) 32x32 high-resolution AFM 
topography during force micromapping of 
the 2x2 fim2 surface area and b) combined 
surface histograms collected for selected 
surface areas (500x500 nm2) for nodes (black 
boxes) and beams (gray boxes). 
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intensity and the elastic modulus distribution. Less dramatic but still significant variation of 
the elastic modulus observed here for the beams and nodes of the photopatterned films also 
follows closely the light intensity distribution in the interference pattern can reflect a 
complex combination of spatial variation of crosslinking density, local glass transition 
temperatures, and amine compensator distribution. The precise nature of the behavior 
observed should be addressed in future studies. 
The 2D photopatterned films fabricated here can be also considered as "natural" 
composite networks with potentially peculiar properties associated with non-uniform 
distribution of internal elastic properties. In fact, in our preliminary studies, we observed 
very peculiar deformational behavior of these perforated films (Figure 6-9). The SU8 film 
was fractured with external stresses by 
pulling the grafted film with a sticky 
tape and a variety of deformational 
modes was observed by applying 
SEM. In two selected images 
presented here, one can see that the 
perforated SU8 are capable of highly 
plastic behavior with significant local 
deformation of individual cells and 
Figure 6-9. SEM micrographs of 
stretched and twisted polymer 2D 
hexagonal pattern demonstrating 
extreme plasticity and unique 
fracturing behavior. 
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large-scale deformation of the whole net (Figure 6-9). High shearing and bending was 
observed for large film regions, which is completely uncharacteristic for glassy polymeric 
materials. Although this unusual behavior requires further investigation, we can speculate 
that the precise control of the non-uniform internal elastic properties within ITL 
microfabricated polymer structures makes these structures highly deformable and opens 
potential paths for the photopatterned polymeric materials with efficient energy absorption 
on a submicron scale. 
6.4 Experimental 
2D patterns were fabricated using multi-beam holographic interference lithography 
that allows generation of periodic structures over large areas with high resolution.[33'34] The 
fabrication procedure involved the interference of three equal intensity laser beams and the 
transfer of the resultant intensity pattern into an SU8 photoresist platform via laser-initiated 
cationic polymerization.[ 35 ] The materials platform consisted of Epon-SU8 (Shell) as a 
photoresist (a multifunctional epoxy derivative of a bisphenol-A Novolac), cyclopentanone 
(Aldrich) as a solvent for spin-on of the film, rubrene (Aldrich) as a photosensitizer which 
absorbs the visible light and electron transfers to an onium salt, octoxyphenylphenyliodonium 
hexafluoroantimonate (OPPI) (UCB Radcure) as a photoacid generator, and tributylamine to 
compensate the non-zero background of the interference intensity. These compounds were 
first dissolved in cyclopentanone and then mixed with SU8 in a weight ratio of 
rubrene:C)PPI:SU8=0.2:2:100, respectively. To increase the adhesion between the glass 
substrate and SU-8 layer, a 1 jam thick buffer layer of SU8 was spin-coated (2,000 rpm, 1 min) 
and baked (5 min, 95°C). It was then flood-exposed under the UV lamp and hard-baked at 
180°C for 15 min. This layer effectively improved adhesion of the patterned SU-8 layer to 
the substrate and prevented delamination during the developing process. Next, the SU-8 
solution in cyclopentanone was spin-coated on top of this existing SU-8 film at a spin speed 
of 1000 rpm. The coated photoresist was then soft baked at 95°C for 10 min. The exposure 
was done using a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser with an intensity of 0.3 W for 10 seconds to give a 
total exposure dose of 5-10 J/cm2 over areas with diameter larger than 4 mm. After baking 
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the 6 jam thick film at 65 °C for 5 min, the resultant cationic photopolymerization only takes 
place in regions that were exposed to high intensities of light. The uncured regions were 
developed away in PGMEA (propyleneglycol monomethylether acetate) and the film was 
finally rinsed with isopropyl alcohol to yield the 2D porous photopatterned structure. 
AFM studies were performed on a Multimode Nanoscope IV microscope (Digital 
Instruments, Inc.).[36] Probing of the surface nanomechanical properties was conducted with 
static surface force spectroscopy using cantilevers with independently characterized spring 
constants (from 6 to 30 N/m) and tip radii (from 40 to 200 nm). Force-Volume mode was 
applied to selected surface areas by collecting 32x32 point arrays of force-distance curves. 
The cantilever calibration, data processing and the evaluation of the loading behavior 
(indentation depth vs normal load), calculation of the surface stiffness and the elastic 
modulus by fitting loading curves, and the evaluation of the surface distribution of the elastic 
moduli were carried out in accordance with the usual approach by using the Hertzian contact 
mechanic model as described in detail previously.[37,38] Briefly, the AFM tip with known 
shape (deconvoluted by scanning a gold nanoparticles reference specimen) indents the 
polymer surface with probing frequency of 1 Hz. The indentation depth is selected to avoid 
any plastic deformations (within 2-4 nm for SU8 material). The nanoscale contact diameter 
within 1-2 nm limits stress field distribution to only several nanometers in the vicinity of the 
probed point, thus preventing influence of consequential measurements and the hole 
presence. The known bulk Poisson's ratio was used for these calculations and possible 
deviation would not affect significantly the outcome of calculations. The nanoscale structure 
of the SU8 films is considered to be uniform and thus the model with local uniform 
distribution of the elastic modulus was applied for a single indentation within the 60 nm x 60 
nm surface area. More complex models can be applied if evidences of the non-uniform 
nanoscale distribution will be available as discussed in a separate publication.[37] SEM 
images were obtained with a JEOL-6060 microscope. The strain-induced elastic buckling-
instability measurements were carried out of uncured and cured SU8 films spun-on the 
oxygen treated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate.[21,39] 
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7.1 Abstract 
Holographic interference lithography is used to create a 3D polymer microframe with 
submicron periodicity, low density and 200 nm feature size. Due to their length scale 
dependent mechanical behavior these structures exhibit interesting deformational 
characteristics with ultimate strains reaching ~ 300 %, much higher than the strains attainable 
in bulk films of either the fully crosslinked solid polymeric material or the uncrosslinked 
glassy monomer precursor. 
* Reprinted with permission of Advanced Materials 
* M.C.L.: Assistant researcher, did AFM experiments, assistant writer of all drafts. 
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7.2 Introduction 
Materials science, especially metallurgy has long exploited the relationship between 
microstructural scale arising from various processing routes and resultant properties with 
increasing emphasis on the benefits of ultra-fine scale structures. Critical elements for the 
design of lightweight materials for mechanical applications include means for stiffening, 
strengthening as well as providing energy absorption and controlled crack propagation [1'2,3, 
4\ Combinations of hard and soft components, control over component size, shape, and 
arrangement, and attention to interfacial strength are widely used to design composite 
materials with superior properties. Man-made ordered composites are typically assembled via 
machine or hand lay-up and generally rely on macroscopic components. On the other hand, 
load bearing structures in nature are much more complex, often using a combination of hard 
(e.g. calcite) and soft (e.g. proteins) components and importantly, feature elegant self 
organized hierarchical designs extending from the nanometer to the mm scale [5]. Moreover, 
nature has evolved certain structures into nearly optimized mechanical designs [6]. Most 
current man-made sub-micron scale composites provide little control over the detailed 
microstructure of the respective components [7L 
For example, recent efforts with polymer-carbon nanotube composites currently lack 
the processing ability to pattern the components at various length scales to create optimally 
designed materials. Patterning by self assembly is one means to mimic nature but at present 
most ordered structures occur more by happenchance than by purposeful design and the 
pattern is achieved normally only at one length scale. Taking advantage of length-scale 
dependent mechanical properties is another strategy used by nature to tailor mechanical 
behavior [5]. Polymeric materials in particular are also sensitive to the influence of sample 
dimensions on properties, for example, below a critical film thickness, brittle polymers can 
exhibit increased strain to break and improved toughness [8'9]. 
Lightweight micro frame structural materials possessing load bearing capabilities 
approaching theoretical limits have recently been constructed from millimeter size metallic 
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assemblies [10]. Their open architecture provides for a density well below 10 % of that for the 
corresponding bulk materials [11]. Several structures have been fabricated, tested, and 
theoretically analyzed. However, for feature sizes at the millimeter scale, the material's 
mechanical properties are not size dependent, indeed, theoretical models that rely only on 
inputting a constitutive equation based on bulk material behavior along with the particular 
truss geometry do a very good job of capturing the experimentally observed behavior. 
Designs that provide conditions such that beams are under compression or tension while 
avoiding bending are desired. In particular pyramidal and octahedral frame structures 
provide maximum stiffness and strength at a given density [12]. In addition to outstanding 
specific mechanical properties, the open structure and high surface area ( ~ m2 g"1) of 
microframes add additional functionality such as the ability to cool by flowing a continuous 
fluidic phase through the structure [13]. 
Recent developments in laser interference lithography (IL) demonstrate the ability for 
fast fabrication of complex polymeric structures with long-range periodic order [14'. LL can 
create connected sub-micron sized elements in complex 2D and 3D networks [15] with micron 
to sub-micron spacings. Such periodic structures created with IL are being pursued for 
photonic [14'15,16] and phononic [17] applications. Periodic high porosity polymeric structures 
are also attractive candidates for mechanical applications, provided the polymeric material 
used for the "skeleton" network of members exhibits appropriate mechanical properties, and 
the chosen geometry of the 3D structure provides proper mechanical load distribution. 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
Here, we report the use of holographic interference lithography to create a 3D 
polymer microframe having a four-functional network geometry with submicron periodicity, 
low density (~ 0.3 gm cm"3) and 200 nm feature size. These large area, periodic, porous 
polymer/air structures are fabricated from negative Novolak-resin photoresist and due to their 
length scale dependent mechanical behavior, exhibit interesting deformational characteristics 
(e.g. necking of crosslinked struts and their evolution into long fibrils) with ultimate strains 
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reaching ~ 300 %, much higher (~ 10X) than the strains attainable in bulk films of either the 
fully crosslinked solid polymeric material or the uncrosslinked glassy monomer precursor. 
The unique deformation and fracture behavior of the polymer networks reported here 
demonstrates the promise of rational design and fabrication via interference lithography of 
lightweight bicontinuous network nanocomposite materials. 
As a first attempt to fabricate and mechanically test a 3D polymer microframe, we 
used multiple interference lithography to pattern Novolak-resin (SU8). This cross-linkable 
material is widely used as a robust negative photoresist for microelectromechanical devices 
[18]
. Fabrication involved the interference of four laser beams and the transfer of the resultant 
intensity pattern into the photoresist via laser-initiated cationic polymerization [19]. The 
Gaussian output from the laser was converted into a top hat function using a refractive beam 
shaper. The light intensity distribution throughout the photoresist depends on the relative 
directions and polarizations of the interfering beams. The 3D microstructure targeted here is 
an elongated IL variant of the classic Yablonovite photonic structure [20]. The final directions 
and polarizations of the beams inside the photoresist are given by: 
k
° = [0.0112, 0.0112, 0.0112] E° = [0, -5.74, 5.74] 
= [0.0164, 0.0073, 0.0073] ^ = [0, -2.45, 2.45] 
k2 = [0.0073, 0.0164, 0.0073] E* = [0.97, -1.75, 2.97] 
k* = [0.0073, 0.0073, 0.0164] = [-0.97, -2.97, 1.75] 
The structure is a four-functional network and can be envisioned as a type of 
continuously joined set of polymer nodes and members, having a basic unit comprised of a 
thick vertical post (L/D ~ 2.3) supporting three thinner struts (L/D ~ 3.2) where L is the 
length and D is the diameter (see Fig. 7-1) This modification, we believe, could provide 
for better compressive stability to normal loads. The structure is defined by the distribution 
of crosslinks in the photoresist arising from the light intensity distribution determined by the 
laser beam parameters (directions, polarizations, amplitudes and phases). For the present IL 
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defined network members having aspect ratios of only 2-3, transverse loads create shear 
stresses across the members in addition to bending. 
To gain a better understanding of our structure, the theoretical light distribution at 
different sections of the unit cell as well as the corresponding schematic views of different 
orientations of the theoretical 3D structure are presented in Fig. 7-1. The highest intensity 
regions of the interference pattern result in regions with the highest crosslink density, while 
the darker regions correspond to regions with the lowest crosslink density. The non-zero 
background of generated acid due to the non-zero background of light intensity is offset by 
fine-tuning of beam polarization and small amount of additional base[19]. During the 
development process, the weakly crosslinked material is removed, leaving a connected pore 
space between the more highly crosslinked epoxy regions. 
The unit cell of our structure is comprised of three layers illustrated by the different 
colors in Fig. 7-lc. The section at 2c/3 shows the successive lateral shift of the basic motif. 
The view along [0 0 0 1] shows a 3-fold pattern of members and nodes with the color 
indicating the height in the unit cell (see Fig. 7-lb). SEM images of planes perpendicular to 
[1 1 2bar 0] and [0 0 0 1] show good correspondence between the SU8 structure and the 
theoretical model (compare Figs. 7-lb, lc with the insets in le). The overall 8.5 jam-thick 
microframe polymer film includes 2 unit cells with six sub layers composed of staggered 
vertical posts with average height of 1400 nm, diameter of 500 nm and spacing of 980 nm as 
evaluated from the side view (Fig. 7-le). We estimate sample porosity at about 70 % by 
comparison of SEM images with various level set representations of the structure and from 
assigning sizes to the struts and computing the volume fraction occupied by the epoxy 
network in the unit cell. 
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Figure 7-1. Microframe polymer structures fabricated by 3D interference lithography, 
(a) Theoretical 2D light intensity distributions at various heights within the unit cell 
(the middle image is binarized to correspond to the final developed structure). The 
triangles are for locating the same region in each image (b) View normal to the (0001) 
plane of the microframe structure. The colors correspond to struts at c/3, 2c/3 and c. 
(c) Views normal to the (1 1 bar2 0) and (1 0 barl 0) planes of the microframe 
structure, (d) Perspective view of the structure with the basic four-functional element 
as the inset. The sub cell dimensions are ~ 1400 nm x 1000 nm x 870 nm. The three 
thinner struts have a diameter about 200 nm and length of 640 nm and the thicker 
vertical post has a diameter of 500 nm and length of 1100 nm. (e) SEM image of the 
3D-microframe fabricated in SU8. The insets show magnified views of the top and 
cross sectional surfaces corresponding to the schematic views in b and c. 
In order to make a preliminary assessment of the deformation behavior of the 
microframe film, we employed a simple peeling process that involves adhering adhesive tape 
to the structure and peeling off a portion of the film. The remaining film is then transferred 
onto carbon tape and mounted in a SEM holder. Peeling involves a complex interplay of 
forces and allows us to observe the mechanical response of the microframe structure in a 
wide variety of deformational modes. We thus see the effect of tension, bending, 
compression, and shearing on our sample. Inspection of the film (see Fig. 7-2, 7-3) reveals a 
host of interesting morphologies related to fracture and various types of deformation. 
Features associated with failure include long, straight, micron-wide cracks following 
high symmetry, easy fracture directions (Fig. 7-2a, 7-2b) and penny shaped cracks extending 
inwards from the surface towards the substrate (Fig. 7-2c). The planes of easy fracture are 
parallel to the direction of the thick posts and always involved the failure of the thin, 
transversely oriented struts in accordance with the 3-fold symmetry normal to the (0 0 0 1) 
planes (e.g. see boxed region in Figure 7-2a and facets visible in Figure 7-2b). 
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Figure 7-2. SEM images of fracture within the polymer microframe. (a) Region where 
cracks are guided by planes of easy fracture, (b) View showing a region with 
intersecting {11 2bar 0} facets with an apex angle of 60 degrees. The inset is the low 
magnification picture, (c) Region where surface-initiated cracks penetrate towards the 
substrate. 
Unusual behavior is observed while examining the modes of failure of the thin 
members. Here we observe portions of microframe bridging across wide cracks (Fig. 7-3a), 
highly stretched members in front of arrested cracks (Fig. 7-3b), and crushed and densified 
areas in regions of compression (Fig. 7-3c). The diameter of the most highly stretched 
members decreases to approximately 70 nm. By comparison, of the strut length in 
unperturbed unit cells with those in deformed regions, member strain can be estimated and is 
upwards of 300 % (see elongated members in Fig. 7-3b). The strain to failure of the 100 nm 
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features is about an order of magnitude higher than that observed for uncrosslinked monomer 
films (Sf ~ 30 %) and for fully crosslinked (exposed plus a hard bake) Novolak resins (Sf ~ 8-
10 %)[22]. The plasticity of the fine scale structure is further evidenced in the formation of 
fibrils in regions of high extension, due to pull out and alignment of posts and struts (see Fig. 
7-3d, 7-3 e). 
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Figure 6-3. SEM images of microframe structure showing large amounts of plastic 
deformation, (a) Area with a microframe bridge extends from one side of a crack to the 
other. The inset shows extensive shear, bending, and microplastic deformation of the 
structure near the left terminus of the bridge, (b) Evidence of tensile deformation and 
fracture of transverse struts with up to several hundred % strain (e.g. circled strut) in 
the vicinity of a crack. The local strain can be estimated based on the departure of the 
strut and node pattern from the initial undeformed unit cell structure (right side of 
image), (c) Portion of film that was compressed, showing the collapsed microframe 
region at left, (d) (left) Cross section of a region of the film where the structure has 
been plastically deformed (right). Fibrils formed due to peeling of microframe from 
substrate, (e) Schematic depicting how long fibrils form via stretch-alignment of 
vertical and transverse struts. 
We can explain the unusual highly ductile failures of the normally brittle SU8 epoxy 
primarily as a result of two effects: the creation of the very small diameter epoxy members 
and attainment of an intermediate crosslink density. Kramer's group has shown for glassy 
amorphous polymers that below a critical film thickness (~ 100 nm-1000 nm), the strain to 
break can approach the maximum expected draw ratio of the entanglement network [8] or 
crosslinked network [23]. Van der Sanden and Meijer [24- investigated a thermosetting 
polymer and found a similar critical ligament thickness, below which the strain to failure 
greatly increased. For highly crosslinked SU8 material, the glass transition temperature is 
230 °C [25], compared to 55°C for the uncured, uncrosslinked monomer [22l The glass 
transition temperature determined by DSC of our structured polymer film was approximately 
100°C consistent with partially crosslinked material. In order to eliminate the possibility of 
the behavior being due to the presence of solvent, we conducted FTLR studies, which 
revealed no detectable residual solvent after developing and drying (supercritical CO2). The 
nature of the crosslink gradients in the structure can be understood by examining the intensity 
variation used to expose the photoresist. The intensity pattern that is created by IL is a sum of 
a few Fourier terms. In the case of a negative photoresist such as SU8, the resultant crosslink 
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density follows this same intensity variation. We compensate for the DC IL signal by 
addition of a base. 
A previous study of the localized small strain mechanical properties via 
nanoindentation experiments of 2D structures created by IL in SU8 has established this 
correlations between the spatial distribution of the light intensity and the distribution of the 
crosslinking density'26 The elastic modulus for the nodes (brightest regions in the 
interference pattern) was 1.3X that for the beams (darker regions in the interference pattern). 
To access a greater span of mechanical properties, additional types of microframe 
materials other than photoresists can be made by infiltration of these polymeric templates 
with for example, a sol-gel to create polymer-ceramic composites, or after a suitable etch, 
air-ceramic structures. Alternatively, photoetchable glasses may in the future be directly 
patterned to create micro frames '27 \ Periodic microframe structures can direct crack 
propagation along certain crystallographic directions and also exhibit enhanced plastic 
response. The remarkable high plastic deformation exhibited in our microframe structure 
derives from the hundred nm length scale of the individual members, facilitated by crosslink 
density gradients in the epoxy, with the more highly crosslinked nodes being less deformable 
than the less densely crosslinked struts. Deformation mechanisms characteristic to a 
nanoscale structure combined with a purposeful mechanical design suggest a pathway for 
creating new ultra light, mechanically dissipative structures. 
7.4 Experimental 
3D microframe structures with four-functional topology were fabricated using multi-
beam holographic interference lithography according to the procedure described in detail 
elsewhere [28l The glass support was treated with a thin (700 nm) buffer layer of pre-
crosslinked SU8 material to assure firm attachment of the structured polymer film to the 
substrate via chemical grafting to enable subsequent mechanical peeling experiments. The 
exposure was done using a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser and the Gaussian output was converted 
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into a top hat function using a refractive beam shaper. By post exposure bake of the 8.5 jj.m-
thick film, the resultant cationic photopolymerization takes place in regions that were 
exposed to high intensities of light. To avoid collapse of the 3D microframe structure, CO2 
supercritical drying is applied after developing the uncured region to yield the final 3D 
porous microframe structure over areas as large as 5 mm in diameter. Sample morphology 
was analyzed with SEM (JEOL 6060 and FESEM JSM-7401). The modulation of the frame 
structure evident in the lower magnification SEM images is due to the slight noncoplanarity 
of the (0001) plane of the interference pattern and the upper surface of the photoresist. 
Thermal properties and average extent of crosslinking were evaluated by a TA 
instruments Differential Scanning Calorimeter (Q 1000) by scanning from 30 °C to 250 °C 
with a heating rate of 20 °C min"1 under a nitrogen purge. Samples for DSC were collected 
by scraping the crosslinked film from the substrate. 
Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra (ATR FT-IR mode) was 
obtained from SU8 structure on glass substrate using NEXUS 870 FT-IR (Thermo Nicolet). 
The film thickness was measured with a profilometer (P10 Tencor Surface Profiler). 
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Chapter 8 
Trilayered Ceramic Metal-Polymer Microcantilevers with 
Dramatically Enhanced Thermal Sensitivity 
A paper published in Advanced Materials * 
By Y-H. Lin, M. McConney, M. C. LeMieux*, S. Peleshanko, C. Jiang, S. Singamaneni, and 
V. V Tsukruk* 
Materials Science & Engineering Department, Iowa State University, Ames, LA 50011 
8.1 Introduction 
The highly sensitive microcantilever sensors have a broad range of applicability for 
detecting diverse physical phenomena such as temperature, heat, magnet fields, mass, and 
stress.1-1'2'3'4'5-1 The applications of microcantilever sensors exploit the advantages which are 
offered by their microscopic dimensions, high sensitivity, easy fabrication, batch processing, 
and direct transduction.16 '71 Although microcantilevers themselves are fabricated via 
conventional photolithography from silicon and silicon nitride, to assure specific chemical 
and biological interactions, surface modification is required to detect and absorb appropriate 
chemical groups. At present, different techniques have been reported to modify silicon-based 
microcantilevers with an organic or polymer coating for different sensing capabilities. For 
example, microcantilever modification was conducted by using spin coated films[8] self-
assembled monolayers,[9] layer-by-layer assembly'10,111, hydrogel layers112'13-1 and polymer 
brush layers'14-1. 
* Reprinted with permission of Advanced Materials 
* M.C.L.: Directed research, co-advisor in all drafts of paper, revised final version of paper 
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Microcantilever sensors designed for thermal detection have been recently introduced 
for IR detection and imaging.'15,16,17,18,191 The design uses the well-known phenomenon of 
temperature-induced bending of bilayered beams composed of two materials with very 
different thermal expansion coefficients. The most common approach utilizes a silicon-based 
substrate with a metallic coating (bimetallic beams), which is usually gold or aluminum, as 
these materials are readily processed with microfabrication assemblies.'20,211 Thermally 
induced stresses result in reversible bending of microcantilevers with measurements of 
cantilever deflections detected via various readout schemes such as laser beam deflection 
(Fig. 8-1). '4] Previous studies have reported that bimetallic microcantilevers had high 
sensitivity to ambient temperature changes as well as to absorbed IR photons.'22,231 These 
bimetallic microcantilevers are considered to be a promising platform for the 
microfabrication of highly sensitive uncooled IR detectors.'201 Polymers as layer with high 
thermal expansion have been considered but not applied because their perceived low 
mechanical strength and poor chemical affinity to metal surfaces. Moreover, polymer 
processing of cantilevers leads to damage, and large stresses within the polymer-silicon 
beams. 
With sensitive optical or electrostatic readouts, the microcantilever-based devices can 
show resolution of several tens of mK with thermal sensitivity, S, (beam deflection per K) 
reaching hundred nm/K for microcantilevers with the length around hundred microns. These 
characteristics are sufficient for the fabrication of medium resolution uncooled IR imaging 
arrays with promising spatial, thermal, and temporal characteristics.'24,251 However, to make 
significant progress in the miniaturization of these devices and, most importantly, increasing 
their sensitivity below the limits of modern cooled solid state sensors (below 10 mK), 
thermal sensitivity should be increased significantly. Considering that the difference of 
thermal expansion coefficients between the two materials constituting the bimorph is limited 
and the thickness of metal layer cannot be increased significantly without compromising 
sensitivity and uniformity, other materials should be envisioned to enhance thermal bending 
ability of metal-silicon beam microstructures. 
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Therefore, we suggest a novel approach to design thermally-sensitive 
microcantilevers by fabricating trilayer ceramic-metal-polymer beams with enhanced 
thermal bending ability by adding the topmost strong polymer nanocomposite layer 
chemically grafted to original silicon nitride-gold microcantilever (Fig. 8-1). The topmost 
polymer nanocomposite layer with thermal expansion about two orders of magnitude higher 
than that for the gold layer in conjunction with its low thermal conductivity should provide 
for enhanced thermal sensitivity according to theoretical estimation.21 To increase 
mechanical strength of this layer beyond usual limits, it has been reinforced with silver 
nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes and to increase stress transfer to underlying beam 
polymer nanocomposite nanolayer was chemically grafted to the gold surface via a bi-
functional self-assembled monolayer (SAM) as discussed in literature.'26'27'28,29,30-1 
8.2 Results and Discussion 
For this study, we utilized rectangular and V-shaped silicon nitride-gold 
microcantilevers with the length 200 and 310 |j,m and spring constants in the range 0.02-0.03 
N/m (as measured by thermal tuning) coated with the gold layer (Table 8-1). As polymeric 
materials we used end-functionalized poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) and polystyrene (PS) with 
the thermal expansion coefficient of 68-100 xlO"6/K grafted to the gold layer via the 
cysteamine SAM and reinforced with highly dispersed single-walled carbon nanotube 
(SWCNTs) bundles and Ag nanoparticles (see Experimental, Fig. 8-1). PAN with high 
chemical and solvent resistance is commonly used with activated carbon for variety 
applications with the enhanced interaction with SWCNTs.[31] 
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Table 8-1. Characteristics of microcantilever sensors studied. 
Sensor Layer 
composition 
Cantilever 
shape 
Cantilever 
dimensions 
(L/W/T) 
fim 
Spring 
constant 
(N/m) 
Resonant 
frequency 
(kHz) 
Sensitivity 
before 
modification 
(nm/°C) 
Sensitivity 
after 
modification 
(nm/°C) 
Theoretical 
sensitivity 
after 
modification 
(nm/°C) 
A PAN/Ag rectangular 200/20/0.6 0.031 14.1 65 73 132 
B PS/Ag/PAN rectangular 200/20/0.6 0.028 13.3 102 140 174 
C PAN/SWNT rectangular 200/20/0.6 0.027 15.6 93 193 220 
D SWNT/PS/Ag 
/PAN V-shaped 320/22/0.6 0.016 6.5 86 417 452 
E Gold/Si3Ni4 
(Unmodified) rectangular 200/20/0.6 0.027 13.0-14.8 67-107 N/A 110 
F Gold/Si3Ni4 
(Unmodified) V-shaped 320/22/0.6 0.017 6.1-7.3 73-103 N/A 117 
Figure 8-1. A schematic of a microcantilever array with optical readout and 
trilayered composition. Silicon nitride-gold microcantilever cantilevers modified 
with thin polymeric film reinforced with silver nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes, 
producing enhanced thermal bending of the cantilevers. 
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Figure 8-2 shows AFM topographie images of different nanocomposite layer directly 
scanned on the chip part of the microcantilevers. The microroughness of the topmost gold 
layer for uncoated microcantilevers was 3 nm (within a 10x10 pm surface area) and the 
microroughness of the polymer modified microcantilever increased to 10-12 nm but the 
surface morphology remained uniform with fine grainy nodes caused by Ag nanoparticles 
aggregation (Fig. 8-2b). SWCNT formed dispersed aggregates at SAM surface the final 
nanocomposite layer showed relatively smooth and uniform morphology (Figs. 8-2c,d). The 
thickness of the polymer nanocomposite layers was obtained from micropattemed layers and 
was found to be in the range of 10-14 nm for all polymer layers fabricated here. 
Figure 8-2. AFM images of (a) gold surface of an unmodified microcantilever 
(b) Ag/PAN layer (c) Cysteamine/SWNT layer (d) SWNT/PS/Ag/PAN layer. Z-
scale is 60 nm. 
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Raman spectroscopy with a confocal microscope conducted for the polymer composite 
layer was used to confirm independently the chemical composition of the topmost layer. As an 
example, we present a Raman image for the polymer layer containing SWNT on the triangular 
microcantilever with optical contrast caused by strong Raman scattering from the carbon 
nanotubes (Fig. 8-3). Raman micromapping was conducted by integrating intensity at 1590 
cm"1 (a G-mode and a main resonance peak for carbon nanotubes) (Fig. 8-3c).[32'33] The 
footprint shows the triangular shape caused by the surface distribution of the SWNTs 
embedded in the polymer matrix in the vicinity of the microcantilever end. 
10 fim 
ah Resolution 
1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 
Raman shift (cm"1) 
Figure 8-3. (a) Raman mapping of microcantilever end area as marked on an 
SEM image of silicon nitride-gold microcantilever (b); (c) Raman spectra of carbon 
nanotubes embedded into the microcantilever. 
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The microcantilever deflection as a function of the temperature variation for four 
different microcantilevers is presented in Fig. 8-4 and corresponding characteristics are given 
in Table 8-1. First, it is worth to note that the grafting procedure and added topmost polymer 
layer do not compromise the general microcantilever characteristics. E.g., for the rectangular 
cantilevers a spring constant stays within 0.027-0.031 N/m, resonance frequency varies 
within 13.3-15.6 kHz, and the quality factor is within 23-26 (Table 8-1). However, thermal 
bending ability changed dramatically after adding the polymer composite layer (Fig. 8-4). 
In fact, the silicon nitride-gold microcantilever bends downward by about 100 nm due 
to mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient of gold (14 xlO"6K-1) and silicon nitride (0.8 
xlO"6 K"1) (Fig 8-4a). The deflection of the microcantilever end versus temperature is linear, 
reversible, and can be repeated hundreds of cycles with identical results. The thermal 
sensitivity calculated from the linear fit of the data was in the range 65-105 nm/K for 
microcantilevers presented depending upon specific characteristics of individual 
microcantilevers which is within the typical range reported for gold-coated microcantilevers 
(Table 8-l).[23,34] Considering this microcantilever-specific variations, we conducted thermal 
sensitivity measurements for each individual microcantilevers initially and repeated them 
after modification. 
Adding the PAN-Ag nanocomposite layer as the topmost layer (microcantilever A) 
changed thermal bending behavior insignificantly (Fig. 8-4a). Much larger effect was 
observed for microcantilever B with PAN-Ag embedded in a PS matrix (Figs. 8-4b, Table 8-
1). 
However, the largest increase in the thermal sensitivity was achieved for the 
microcantilevers C and D with the topmost coating containing carbon nanotubes (Figs. 8-4c, 
d, Table 8-1). Two-fold increase was observed after adding carbon nanotubes to the PAN 
matrix and even higher, four-fold increase was observed for the microcantilevers with a 
polymer nanocomposite layer containing both carbon nanotubes and silver nanoparticles 
embedded into PS matrix (Table 8-1). All bending cycles were reproducible and similar 
bending behavior was obtained for other temperature intervals (not shown). 
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The thermal sensitivity for the microcantilever D reached 400 nm/K, which is a very 
high value for biomaterial microcantilever sensors. This suggest that in fact the 
nanocomposite layers of PAN/Ag/SWNT with high elastic modulus (estimated to be 50 GPa 
and higher for the carbon nanotubes with random in-plane orientation) are firmly grafted to 
the metal surfaces to transfer thermally induced stresses and enhance bending ability despite 
slightly reduced thermal expansion coefficient due to negative thermal expansion of carbon 
nanotubes in axial direction. 
The thermal bending scenarios for various polymer composite nanolayers was 
modeled with finite element analysis simulation accounting for the thermally-induced 
stresses caused by mismatch in thermal expansion of different layers and full stress transfer 
across the interfaces (see a representative example in Fig. 8-4e). For silicon nitride and gold 
layers we used standard literature values for the thermal expansion coefficients and elastic 
moduli and for the polymer composite layer we evaluated the corresponding composite 
values from chemical composition (volume fractions of polymer, carbon nanotubes, and 
silver nanoparticles) assuming isostrain conditions.[35,36] The thermal sensitivity for different 
microcantilevers obtained with FEA showed excellent agreement with experimental 
observations for microcantilevers B-D as well as for un-modified microcantilevers E and F 
with difference within 20% (Table 8-1). Only in the case of the microcantilever A with 
PAN-Ag layer we observed lower experimental value which can be related to poor adhesion 
between gold and PAN matrix. 
In summary, we have presented a novel trilayered (ceramic-metal-polymer) approach 
for designing thermally sensitive microcantilevers with the topmost polymer nanocomposite 
layers chemically grafted to the gold layer reinforced with carbon nanotubes and metal 
nanoparticles. Such a combination of materials with the strong polymer composite topmost 
layer provides for high bending stresses developed as a result of large thermal expansion of 
the polymer nanocomposite layer that results in significant (up to fourfold) increase in the 
thermal sensitivity as compared with conventional ceramic-metal bilayered microcantilevers. 
These trilayered microcantilevers with dramatically enhanced thermal sensitivity can serve as 
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basis for the next generation of un-cooled IR sensor arrays with the thermal and spatial 
resolution manifold higher than those currently available. 
8.3 Experimental 
A. Modification and characterization of microcantilevers 
We used commercially available of six similar (one rectangular and five V-shaped) 
bimaterial S13N4-AU cantilevers with a 60 nm gold layer sputtered on a 600 nm thick silicon 
nitride beam (Veeco, CA). PAN with carboxylic terminal groups was synthesized according 
established procedure, reported by Matyjaszewski et al.[37] , but using S-1 -dodecyl-S'-(0,0:'-
dimethyl-a"-acetic acid) trithiocarbonate[381 as the RAFT agent. The Mn measurements were 
performed with a Varian 300MHz at 25 °C using dimethylsulfoxide-c? (DMSO-tifo) as the 
solvent and tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal reference. The experimental molecular 
weight of PAN, Mn(NMR)=3 500, was calculated by comparing the area of peak 
corresponding to polymer backbone -CH2 protons with those corresponding to -CH3 protons 
from dodecyl of RAFT group , similar to procedure describe in literature.[39] Cystamine and 
o,o)-dicarboxy terminated PS, (93.8K) were used as received from Aldrich and Polymer 
Source Inc. 
The polymer composite nanolayer was immobilized via a self-assembled monolayer 
of cystamine-functionalized Au surface.[40,41] Single-walled carbon nanotubes (Carbolex, 
Texas) produced by the arc discharge method with COOH groups achieved by oxidation in 
nitric acid. Casting was conducted by drop drying of nanotube solution on cystamine-
functionalized Au surface of microcantilever for about 24 h dried in air, and then rinsed with 
Nanopure water. The solution of 2% (w/w) of a,co-dicarboxy terminated PS, in toluene were 
used for "grafting to" modification of the cantilever surface from melt.[27] The coated 
microcantilever were annealed at grafting temperatures ranging from 120°C to 130°C for 8 
hours to enable the end groups to graft to the microcantilever. The un-grafted polymer was 
removed by multiple washings with toluene. Amine terminated silver nanoparticles 
(diameter of 10-20 nm, Nanohorizons) were cast onto the modified microcantilever over 
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night before the last polymer layer build up. The last polymer layer of PAN in N,N-
dimethylformamide were grafted to from melt to coated microcantilever by using spin 
coating followed by gentle thermal backing and drying with the same condition of grafting 
PS. The overall layer microstructure is described as (A) PAN/Ag (volume fraction 70:30) (B) 
PS/Ag/PAN (43:14:43) (C) PAN/SWCN (90:10) and (D) SWNT/PS/Ag/PAN (5:40:15:40) 
(Table 8-1). 
B. Sensitivity measurements and thermal tune 
The thermal sensitivity of microcantilevers was measured by utilizing the AFM 
optical detection system with angstrom resolution (Dimension 3000). The microcantilevers 
with spring constant 0.016-0.031 N/m was brought into within lp,m of the surface of the 
thermal stage (a Peltier heater, lxl cm, ±0.001°C). An acoustic/isolation hood was placed 
over the entire set-up to block out outside fluctuations. A laser beam was be focus on the end 
of the microcantilever and reflected onto the AFM photodiode detector. The deflection of 
microcantilever was obtained with precision of 0.3 nm (limited by the amplitude of thermal 
vibrations) after the sensitivity of the photodiode detector of the AFM was independently 
calibrated. At each temperature step (usually, 0.04-0.05C°), the microcantilevers were kept 
for about a minute to reach an equilibrium. 
The cantilever spring constants were measured using a Multimode AFM equipped 
with a Picoforce module, which used the well-known thermal tuning.' Before each 
measurement the tip was allowed to equilibrate before the photodetector was carefully 
calibrated. Then, after taking precautions to minimize environmental noise, the 
photodetector signal was sampled at frequencies from 0-35 kHz. The signal was filtered with 
a lock-in amplifier to optimize the signal to noise ratio. Then using the Picoforce software a 
Lorentzian equation was used to fit the power vs. frequency curves and to obtain the spring 
constant value.[42] 
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C. Finite Element Analysis 
Theoretical values for the deflections of the cantilever have been estimated with 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using Structural Mechanics module of a commercial package 
COMSOL Multiphysics 3.2.[43] A typical FEA involves the reduction of the Energy 
Functional (is) of individual elements of the model. The minimization is attained by setting 
the derivative of E with respect to the displacement of the mesh element (Z>) to zero. 
Principle of Virtual work has been opted as the implementation method for minimizing the 
E. The FEM was solved in non-linear mode to account for the probable pinch-off effects in 
the deformation. The structure was meshed into -40,000 elements. The ultra thin polymer 
layers and the gold layer have been mesh more finely compared to the thick S13N4 so that the 
number of elements in each layer closely matched. The finer structure (increasing the 
element number twofold) caused less than 1% change in the deflection. Critical areas of the 
structure like the interfacial boundary between different layers and the edges were meshed 
finely to ensure small convergence parameter. The model accounts the material properties 
including Poisson's ratio, elastic modulus, thermal expansion coefficient, and density. 
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9.1 Introduction 
After several decades of research and development, improving the sensitivity of 
infrared (IR) detectors now by more than an order of magnitude seems almost improbable. 
However, this technology, critical for many civilian applications such as medical imaging 
and environmental surveys, as well as human or weapons sensing/tracking for military 
related purposes, has reached a plateau due to intrinsic limitations in the current design. 
Irregardless of signal transduction type and detection schemes, the heart of any infrared 
sensor is the sensing element, and improving the overall sensitivity involves a change at the 
most fundamental level: altering the materials design of the sensing element itself. Here, we 
introduce polymeric nanolayers into bimaterial microcantilevers (BMC), as BMCs are the 
typical sensing element in uncooled IR detectors. Due to manufacturability considerations, 
BMCs, which rely upon mismatch of materials properties to induce thermal stresses that 
result in bending, have been designed with a ceramic-metal combination. With a microfab-
* M.C.L.: Primary researcher, did all sample prep and most characterization, writer of all drafts. 
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compatible process that deposits polymer (plasma polymerization) with controllable residual 
stresses, the result here is an organic-inorganic hybrid BMC with a maximized bimaterial 
bending effect. In fact, the sensitivity of our polymer-ceramic BMC approaches 0.2 mK, 
which is about two orders of magnitude better than the current metal-ceramic design. This 
new hybrid platform suggested here overcomes the inherently limited sensitivity of current 
sensor designs, and provides the basis to develop the ultimate uncooled IR sensor with 
unsurpassable sensitivity. Furthermore, due to the unique physical properties of the plasma 
polymers here, the sensors also exhibit remarkable response to humidity at a sensitivity of 
400 ppt (parts per trillion), more than three orders of magnitude better than current humidity 
sensors. Dual ultrasensitive thermal and humidity sensing combined with supreme ease and 
flexibility in fabrication makes these BMC with nanoscale hybrid structures the ultimate 
multifunctional microscale sensor. 
IR detectors1 may be sorted into two general classifications based on the detection 
mechanism: photon detection and thermal detection. Typical IR sensors employing cooled 
photon detectors whereby the radiation is absorbed by the sensing element (typically a 
semiconductor material) and the observed output arises from a change in the electronic 
energy distribution, exhibit excellent performance with sensitivities that are very high2'3. 
Unfortunately, they require cryogenic cooling to around 80°K to eliminate thermal 
generation of the charge carriers, and the bulky cooling unit drives up the cost of IR devices 
and severely limits portability. On the other hand, for IR sensors based on uncooled thermal 
detectors, the noise varies as V(kyT), so cooling does not significantly enhance performance, 
and thus they are operated at room temperature4. 
The mechanism behind the operation of uncooled IR detectors is absorbed incident 
radiation changes the sensing element temperature, which changes some physical property 
that is detected and displayed through a desired transduction mechanism. Essentially, we are 
constrained by the sensing element choice of a microcantilever beam, which is acceptable as 
it is the simplest and least expensive approach for large-scale implementation5. However, the 
sensitivity of current uncooled IR sensors are not only lagging well behind their cooled 
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counterparts, but also inherently limited due to the design approach of the materials platform 
for the sensing element. The design suggested here, which is fabricating bimorph 
microsensors comprised of plasma polymer nanolayers on hard ceramic substrates, is 
inspired by an existing efficient and ultra-sensitive thermomechanical transduction found in 
nature. Indeed, the best example of an IR 'eye' comes to us from the jewel beetle 
(Melanophila acuminata), which can sense heat from a forest fire 80 km away6. The beetle 
accomplishes this through micron scale thermal sensors comprised of alternating 
hard/compliant nanolayers exploiting a thermomechanical mechanism7'8. Ideally, man-made 
IR sensors should be miniaturized and uncooled, with an efficient thermomechanical signal 
transduction mechanism similar to those in nature. 
Long perceived to possess poor sensitivity compared to cooled units, uncooled IR 
technology has only received appreciable attention in the past 10 years because it is now 
recognized that to be practical for advanced applications, IR devices need to be compact and 
batch processed for cost reduction. However, it also needs to possess extreme sensitivity, 
and this is the obstacle that must be overcome. Theoretical studies based on current 
technological limitations predict that the sensitivities of uncooled thermal based detection 
can approach that of cooled photonic detection.9'10'2 Primarily, this equivalency has been 
facilitated in the last decade by microfabrication technology advances, and there has been a 
recent trend to implement uncooled IR sensors onto microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) chips, resulting in unprecedented and traditionally unexpected opportunities for IR 
technology.11 Such optical MEMS are focal plane arrays (FPAs) of IR sensing pixels. 
Uncooled arrays are based on several different types of thermal detection. Currently, 
changes in electrical conductivity (bolometer), by gas expansion (Golay cell), pyroelectricity 
(pyroelectric detectors) are used in various versions of IR detectors.10 Obviously, shrinking 
the pixel size thereby increasing the array size will increase sensitivity, but this is finite, and 
the key towards advancement of IR technology is to maximize the sensitivity of each micro 
sensor, or pixel, in uncooled micro IR devices. 
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Figure 9-1. Schematic of the PECVD chamber showing the downstream position of 
the wafer. The microsensor was mounted on the corresponding wafer so that only 
one side was coated. This wafer was then mounted inside the chamber such that the 
sensor was directly perpendicular to the flow, being constantly rotated to ensure a 
uniform deposition. The SEM image is of the original microcantilevers before 
modification. 
9.2 Results and Discussion 
Here, we attack this issue by using microcantilever beams as model sensing elements, 
or 'pixels' in IR sensors. The cantilevers to be modified, initially composed only of 
polysilicon, possess a simple rectangular geometry (Figure 1, Table 1) and are extremely 
flexible (nominal spring constant around 0.01 N/m) to ensure extreme sensitivity. The 
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measured Brownian amplitude of these microcantilevers is around 2 nm, which thus is the 
fundamental limit of deflection sensitivity. This model was used for a couple of reasons. 
First, considering signal detection methods, mechanical deformations of a microcantilever 
beam can be detected optically down to 0.1 À of deflection (in ambient or fluidic 
environments), as in an atomic force microscope (AFM). Compared to other detection 
methods, the optical route is optimal, combining low noise and lowest fabrication costs, both 
of which are negative aspects of electronic detection schemes.12,13 Secondly, the most 
promising design choice for each pixel is the easily accessible and miniaturized 
microcantilever similar to those used in AFM.14,15 In fact, microcantilever sensors are now 
being heavily exploited as miniaturized sensors 16 in gas monitoring 17 '18, explosive 
detection19,20, and biological21,22 and chemical sensors23 based on the signal transduction 
method of bending (deflection). Very often, to increase bending sensitivity, a sensing active 
layer is typically coated onto the silicon based microcantilever. The principal behind this is 
that the bending of the microcantilever originates from differential surface stress generated 
between the active layer and substrate. In the case of gas, biological, and chemical sensors, 
for example, the absorption of target molecules will cause the differential stress, inducing 
cantilever bending. 
Table 9-1: Microcantilever properties 
Tip Dimensions (LxWxT) K (N/m) F (kHz) Ad/°C 
ppPAN 300jitm x 20/rai x 700nm 0.058 17.1 1800nm 
ppPS 300jU.m x 20fim x 700nm 0.061 17.6 900nm 
ppPSF 300/rni x 20/xm x 700nm 0.058 16.8 600nm 
This bimaterial effect can be exploited for IR detection by fabricating 
microcantilevers whereby bending of a cantilever upon incident IR radiation results from a 
mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients (a) of the materials.24'25 This approach was 
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pioneered by Barnes and Gimzewski when they coated microfabricated cantilevers with a 
metal (as the sensing active layer) to form the bimorph24. Later, Datskos et al. made the 
point that 2D arrays of these heat sensitive cantilevers can serve as thermal imaging 
devices.26'27 The ideal bimaterial properties for IR sensing include: large mismatch of a and 
thermal conductivity (X) between the two materials, one of the materials needs to have 
extremely low X, there must be low residual stresses to eliminate non-thermal bending, and 
one of the materials may have to absorb in the infrared, depending upon the design. Quate et 
al. used silicon cantilevers exotically shaped in a flat spiral with an aluminum coating to 
complete the bimorph.28 Datskos et al. developed a microcantilever bimorph with silicon as 
substrate, and a 150 nm gold layer coating as the high a component that exhibited 
temperature sensitivity of 0.4°C.29 Majumdar et al. applied bimaterial cantilevers of silicon 
nitride and gold into a complicated comb-like MEMS structure, which resulted in sensitivity 
of 3 - 5° K.30 Sarcon Microsystems in combination with Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) have developed bimaterial cantilevers with sensitivity approaching 5mK, which is 
the lowest value reported for uncooled IR detectors based on bimaterial cantilevers.11 In 
their design, SiC was the low (a) component, again being combined with gold as the high (a) 
layer. 
Rather than continually tweaking the shape of the microsensor or optimizing the 
metallic coating, we introduce polymers, or at least soft matter, into the mix, fostering the 
opportunity to reach unprecedented sensitivities with a new design paradigm. Common, 
industrially important polymers were used as the sensing layer: polystyrene (PS), fluorinated 
polystyrene (PES), and acrylonitrile (PAN). Amazingly, until now, polymers have not been 
exploited in this critical application, and we immediately understood why this is the case. 
Traditionally, polymer coatings are implemented via "wet" deposition techniques, as in self-
assembly, spin coating, or grafting. Such a deposition, especially when speaking in terms of 
large-scale processing is extremely expensive, requires high purity, is time consuming (often 
with several steps). Furthermore, wet processing of microdevices renders them unusable due 
to stiction, and casting/spin coating methods can easily cause micro fractures in the silicon31. 
However, diverse and elaborate coatings can be deposited in this way, made up of 
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multicomponent polymer and polymer nanocomposite layers, such as nanoparticles and 
carbon nanotubes that are known to enhance IR absorption.32 This work was undertaken in 
our lab, and while the results published33 show both the excellent proof of principal that 
complex layers can in fact be infiltrated into microsensors, as well as a strong response to 
temperature change, it is difficult to imagine large scale implementation of such a coating 
process in batch fabricated MEMS sensors. 
Another matter impeding the exploitation of hybrid cantilevers becomes apparent 
upon realizing that the thermal sensitivity of such bimorphs, S, defined as a beam deflection 
(<5) per a temperature difference depends upon geometrical parameters and, most importantly, 
difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the two materials, as well as elastic 
modulus30'24 (eql): 
Sra=-^ = 3K.„„ - a^y^y^L) Eq. 1 
Ar K d
,ub 
where L, n, d are parameters related to beam geometry and K is a structure factor accounting 
for mechanical properties.: 
K = 4 + 6n + 4 n2  +én3  + — 
and: n = à = 
z/ F 
sub sub 
Clearly there is a tradeoff as the modulus of the coating needs to be high enough to bend the 
substrate and generate high enough stresses, but materials with high elastic modulus typically 
have low thermal expansion. Eq. 1 is plotted in Figure 2 where the thickness and modulus of 
our microcantilever substrate is kept constant at 700nm and 160 GPA, respectively. In the 
hybrid regime, with modulus ratio </> roughly 0.03, it seems evident that the polymer/ceramic 
bimorph cannot compete, although key issues not taken into account in this equation is the 
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effect of controllable residual stresses (discussed below), and thermal conductivities, which 
are extremely low in soft matter enabling more absorption of the thermal energy. 
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Figure 9-2. Theoretical bending sensitivities versus thickness ratio of the coating 
(bimaterial) and substrate at different modulus ratio. Our coatings averaged 
about 200nm thick on a roughly 700nm - 1/tm thick substrate (~0.28) represented 
by the dashed line. The modulus ratio of our hybrid ceramic-polymer cantilevers 
corresponded to (j) = 0.03. 
With this in mind and considering especially in a technological field not well-
represented by materials engineers, it is clear why bimaterial microcantilevers for IR sensing 
have been predominately comprised of a ceramic-metal combination of materials. On the 
other hand, this approach of using soft matter should not be abandoned, but refined since 
organic or polymeric layers have the potential to increase the sensitivity of IR detection 
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because there thermal expansion coefficient is more than two orders of magnitude higher 
than the current high a components in these bimaterial cantilevers. Considering that the 
difference in a (Aa ~ 20 xlO"6 K"1) for current metal-ceramic bimaterial designs is inherently 
limited29, the novel design of polymer-ceramic microcantilevers is suggested here with 
dramatically enhanced thermally induced bending. The strongly adhered polymer nanolayer 
on ceramic, with Aa ~ 500 x 10"6 K"1 combined with low thermal conductivity allows for the 
ultimate sensitivity of uncooled thermal microsensors. However, by definition, to create the 
differential stress, absorption can take place only on one side of the microcantilever or this 
bimaterial effect will be cancelled. 
To overcome these issues and be compatible with microfabrication techniques34, an 
unexplored route of building IR responsive polymeric coatings using plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)35 is studied here. PECVD provides excellent control 
over polymer film parameters such as uniformity, density, thickness (10 nm - several micron 
thick films have been produced), and composition, as well as allowing high adhesion 
between polymer and any substrate.36 '37 '38 A main advantage of PECVD, especially 
considering polymeric systems and potential unwanted stresses in microcantilevers, is that 
the deposition can be done at room temperature. In addition, PECVD polymer films will 
result in films with a high degree of cross-linking leading to higher modulus values than 
typical polymers, ideal for enhancing bending of the microcantilever.39 
The monomers to be plasma polymerized were chosen for their IR absorption range 
and mechanical properties (Table 2), and we refer to these as plasma polymerized PAN 
(ppPAN), PFS (ppPFS), and PS (ppPS). In terms of absorption bands, cyano groups strongly 
absorb in the black body NIR (3-5pan), while fluoro groups strongly absorb in the hot body 
MLR (8-12jHm).40 Both of these ranges are especially interesting for military and civilian 
applications, since these are the two atmospheric windows of IR radiation. The sensors 
where mounted inside the chamber in such a way so that only one side would be coated 
(Figure 1) on top of a larger silicon wafer so that XPS, AFM, and FTIR measurements could 
be done to examine the exact same coating on the sensor, which is too small to get suitable 
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data from. This is critical because plasma polymers often are very different structurally than 
their bulk linear counterparts. In this case, FTIR spectra (Figure 3) reveal that the 
characteristic cyano group stretching mode (2250 - 2230 cm"1) in ppPAN remains40. For 
ppPFS, the peaks at 980 and 1550 cm"1 correspond to CF stretching modes40. Furthermore, 
XPS measurements (Table 2) obtained from the wafers indicate a compositional ratio close to 
the bulk monomer value (excess oxygen results from impurities) indicating the plasma 
polymers should have reasonably similar physical properties as their linear counterpart. 
Table 9-2: Physical properties of the plasma polymer coating. 
Material Modulus (GPa) «(lO^K
1) AFM RMS 
roughness (nm) 
Silicon 160 2.6 0.1 
ppPAN 4 -310 2 
ppPS 2 190 2 
ppPSF 3 90 2 
The electronic energy generated in the plasma afterglow (around 1 leV), is suitable to 
break most organic bonds and produce plasma polymerized film.41'42 Depending upon the 
vapor pressure of the monomers, deposition rates varied from 3 to 90 nm/min, as verified by 
ellipsometry (Table 3). The resulting layers, as measured by AFM, were quite smooth (RMS 
roughness less than 2nm, Table 3) with uniform topography (Figure 4). The morphology 
displayed here indicates a fine granular surface, with small variations distinct to each 
monomer, and it is well known that the chemistry of plasma polymers can effect the 
morphology of these films.43 Because "after glow" (downstream) PECVD was used, the 
plasma density is lower, and thus the final polymerized polymer very much resembles the 
chemistry of a conventional polymer (as verified also by FTIR and XPS). Consequently, 
there is a lower degree of cross linking, longer polymer chains, and the granular topography 
is due to actual polymer chain aggregation.44 
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Figure 9-3. FTIR spectra of the 
plasma polymerized polymers 
deposited in this study. Top is 
ppPAN, middle is ppPFS, bottom is 
ppPS. 
We aimed for coating thickness of 
about 200 nm that corresponded to a time of 
less than 10 min for the entire deposition. 
To verify, SEM images clearly show the 
level of thickness to be close to 200nm on a 
typical coated cantilever along the entire 
length (Figure 4), and demonstrate the 
uniformity and large-scale smoothness of 
the PECVD coating, and the thickness of 
the coatings is exactly what was anticipated 
based on our calculations of the deposition 
parameters. Thus, we have proven that we 
can easily control the PECVD deposition 
process to fabricate smooth, uniform, thick, 
robust, and most importantly, one-sided 
coatings, on these microcantilevers. And 
this is an important point for the 
microelectronics community, as well as 
towards the design of multifunctional 
sensors. As mentioned, while organic 
layers have been used in microcantilever 
bio/chemical analyte sensors as described 
above, limited work has been 
accomplished incorporated highly sensitive 
polymer molecules as the high a 
component in IR/temperature sensing due 
to processing conditions. Furthermore, 
examples of analyte microsensors using 
organic sensing layers are based on 
silane/thiol grafting methods where a very 
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thin polymer layer or monolayer is deposited by wet grafting techniques.45 However, the thin 
layer is not optimal for maximized bending deflection (Figure 2), and the wet grafting 
techniques will be detrimental to MEMS devices.31 Other dry methods such as the "airbrush 
technique" or polymer "spray coating" are not compatible with MEMS fabrication (requires 
additional steps off the "assembly line"), offer poor adhesion to the substrate, as well as high 
porosity within the coating, and are material limited.46 
Table 9-3: Structure Properties of the Plasma Polymers 
Tip 
Wafer 
PSF 
Styrene 
Acrylonitrile 
Monomer 
Structure 
H2C. % CH 
F' "Y' ~F 
F 
H2c. 
CH 
C 
XPS Data 
Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen Fluorine 
51% 
87% 
3% 
3% 
4% 42% 
10% 
77% 20% 3% 
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Figure 9-4. 5x5 fim tapping mode AFM topography images of the plasma 
polymers with z range = lOnm. Top left is ppPAN, top right is ppPS, bottom left is 
ppPFS. At bottom right is 10,000X SEM image of the modified cantilever showing 
a roughly 200nm thick uniform coating on one side of the microsensor. 
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The hybrid sensor response versus temperature is summarized in Figure 5, along with 
a bare Si control sensor, as well as a gold-coated sensor (60nm coating as stated by 
manufacturer) as a reference for the current design standard. Upon heating, the polymer-
polysilicon hybrid beams bend downward, reaching a planar state around 40°C as 
demonstrated in side-view optical images (Figure 5). Evidently, an initial pre-bent state is 
introduced (Figure 5, at ~25°C) in the course of plasma polymer deposition due to the 
chemical cross linking in the glassy state (as discussed above) inducing the usual 
compressive residual stresses of PECVD polymers on one side (bottom in Fig. 4) of the 
microsensor which favorably creates additional tensile stresses. Such a phenomenon leads to 
a pre-bent and pre-stressed bimorph beam with the initial parameters controlled by deposition 
conditions.47'48 
To quantify this deflection, we conducted precise measurements of the 
microcantilever deflections (with accuracy ± 0.05 nm) within a narrow temperature interval 
and small temperature increments of 50 mK (Fig. 5). We compared these data to the 
reference ceramic-metal microcantilever. As obvious from this plot, the thermomechanical 
bending of the hybrid microsensors are many times higher than the deflection of the reference 
ceramic-metal microcantilever due to thermomechanical induced stresses (Figure 6). The 
thermal sensitivity approaches 2 nm/mK, which is far higher than that for the corresponding 
gold-polysilicon microcantilever (0.056 nm/mK). The ppPAN modified microsensor 
exhibits the best sensitivity at over 1800nm/K (slope in Fig. 5), followed by ppPS (900nm/K) 
and ppPSF (600nm/K). The thermal sensitivity achieved here for the polymer-polysilicon 
bimorph is an order of magnitude beyond the value 0.12 nm/mK achieved for the best 
published uncooled IR detector employing microcantilevers.11 Moreover, for all 
microsensors reported here, the direction of thermally initiated deflection is opposite to that 
detected for the gold-polysilicon reference microcantilever, which points out the complex yet 
remarkable nature of bending of polymer-silicon composite beams as will be discussed below. 
For any discussion of results, the modulus and the (a) of the plasma polymers ideally 
should be quantified, and unfortunately, not only are these types of values lacking in the 
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Figure 9-5. At top is a series of superimposed optical images taken at the indicated 
temperature showing the large magnitude of bending for ppPS and ppPAN modified 
hybrid microsensors. Bottom left is an overall deflection versus temperature 
compilation of the three plasma polymer hybrid sensors compared to a control bare Si 
sensor, along with the gold-ceramic bimaterial sensor reference standard. Bottom right 
is deflection versus temperature of the three plasma polymerized sensors at high 
resolution (50mK). 
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literature for plasma polymer films, but they can be very different depending upon deposition 
conditions. For this testing, we focused on the best two results ppPAN and ppPS, and 
discarded ppPSF. The modulus and (a) of the plasma polymer deposited on the microsensors 
was determined by measuring these values on the corresponding "tip wafer". AFM based 
nanomechanical measurements49 revealed an elastic modulus of 2-4 GPa (Table 2, Figure 6) 
for ppPAN that is much higher than the bulk values of the corresponding conventionally 
polymerized material, and this is due to the higher crosslinking. The average value of 
modulus for ppPS was 1-2 GPa (Table 2, Fig. 6), which is close to conventionally 
polymerized PS. However, the modulus vs. temperature curve for ppPS is very different than 
for ppPAN, and it actually resembles conventional PS below Tg. This is an indication that 
the level of cross-linking is much lower in the ppPS than ppPAN, reflected in the modulus 
disparity. The FTIR data further supports this claim as the ppPS trace (Fig. 3) is very similar 
to bulk PS50. The ppPAN spectrum (Fig. 3) shows the characteristic C stretch at 2240 cm" 
1 corresponding to the cyano group. The spectrum also displays a much stronger C=N 
stretching mode at 1650 cm"1 and N-H stretching at 3300 cm"1 suggesting a much higher 
degree of cross linking in the polymer film. 
With these higher than typical values of modulus, the (a) values would be expectantly 
lower than bulk values. The linear expansion coefficient was measured by taking 
ellipsometry measurements at increasing temperatures, before and after annealing (results did 
not differ with annealing). These measurements were done on slightly thinner films under 
the same deposition conditions in order to get better accuracy. Remarkably, the (a) values 
consistently ranged between 200 - 400 xlO^K"1 for ppPS and ppPAN, which is even higher 
than bulk polymers, a bonus as we obtain the best trade off between modulus and (a). 
However, most astounding is the highly negative value for ppPAN. This is a very puzzling, 
yet exciting result, and emphasizes the potential of plasma polymers in advanced applications, 
especially functional surfaces, because such a vast array of properties is possible via a 
relatively simple deposition procedure in which almost any organic precursor can be used. 
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Figure 9-6. At top is the AFM measured elastic modulus of ppACN (left) showing a 
very non-linear response with temperature. At top right is the modulus vs. 
temperature of ppPS with linear fit. Bottom row is ellipsometry measured thermal 
expansion showing the highly negative expansion of ppACN (bottom left), while 
ppPS is at right. Error bars are averaged from three separate cycled experiments. 
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A full discussion of the negative expansion phenomenon is given in a separate 
forthcoming publication. Briefly, this is due to metastable states caused by a high degree of 
cross-linking and trapped free radicals in the plasma polymer being 'frozen' into the layer 
due to the room temperature deposition.51 This leads to a level of residual stresses during the 
deposition procedure, and it has been recently suggested that these 'favorable' residual 
stresses can lead to non-equilibrium conditions in a polymer layer leading to unusual 
physical properties such as negative thermal expansion.52 In general, the overall high values 
of these plasma polymers results from the layer essentially being composed of oligomers of 
polymer like chains or charged organic oligomers depending upon the plasma deposition 
procedures'53,54 
The fact that the ppPAN cantilever bends down upon increase in temperature is 
primarily from the negative thermal expansion. On the other hand, for ppPS, this 
phenomenon is due to residual stresses and thermal relaxation as discussed earlier55 and 
touched upon below. The residual stresses can be seen in Figure 5 for ppPS clearly; however, 
there is a very minimal prebent state associated with ppPAN indicating a much lower level of 
residual stresses associated with the acrylonitrile deposition than the styrene deposition. 
In fact, the presence of the polymer layers generates a bending stresses (os) given by 
a modified Stoney's Equation56,57: 
j E - t *  
6R(\ -  v)t f  E q '2  
where E is the elastic modulus, ts is the substrate thickness, R is the radius of curvature, v is 
Poisson's ratio, and tf is the polymer layer thickness. This equation is valid for bicomposite 
beams and describes interfacial stresses in bent beams. To expand upon this, we look at the 
case specific to the ppPS modified microsensor as PS layers are readily comparable in the 
literature. The PECVD-deposited polymer layer creates intrinsic stress associated with 
grafting, chemical reaction, and growth of a polymer layer, a„ which is always 
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compressive.58 At room temperature, the microcantilevers is in stable pre-bent (non-
equilibrium) state with balanced stresses: 
<J S  -<J i -G T =§ Eq. 3 
where ot is the thermal stress (generating additional compression on polymer layer) caused 
by mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients of polymer and silicon layers. 
Considering that ctt = 0 at room temperature (PECVD was conducted at room temperature), 
we can conclude that CTs = cti, and thus use Eq. 2 for the estimation of the intrinsic 
compressive stresses. This estimation gives a; = 85 MPa which is a very high value 
indicating high compression of the polymer layer at room temperature caused by preparation 
conditions. 
Restoring the planar shape of the microcantilevers at elevated temperature (40°C for 
the microcantilever in Fig. 5) indicates balanced stresses (Eq. 3) with cs = 0 (no bending in 
this state) but non-zero thermal stresses ctt. This result leads us to the conclusion that the 
intrinsic stress at the elevated temperature should compensate for both initial intrinsic stress 
and thermally induced stress. Considering that both stresses are compressive in nature and 
act in the same direction, we must conclude that the intrinsic stress within the polymer layer 
actually reverses sign at elevated temperature and becomes tensile, a very intriguing 
phenomenon. 
In Figure 7, the bending of the cantilever upon change in 1°C was simulated using 
FEA. The best result of the ppPAN hybrid microsensor is compared to the reference gold-
silicon bimaterial sensor. The model was set with values of modulus, a, thickness from 
values that are well know, or in the case of ppPAN, values that we measured independently 
as discussed above. As shown, the ppPAN hybrid sensor is expected to deflect nearly 
1400nm/°C. Although this is very large, the observed value is much higher, and thus the 
added deflection experimentally observed is due to a small residual stress component 
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associated with the ppPAN. The larger theoretical bending of the gold-silicon sensor is 
because we modeled both coatings here with 200nm coating, even though the gold-metal 
sensor in the experiment had a 60nm layer. Analysis of the cross-sectional stress through the 
thickness of the cantilevers (Fig. 7) shows similar values for ppPAN and gold meaning that 
indeed the resulting huge sensitivity of the ppPAN layer is due to the huge negative thermal 
expansion combined with high modulus (thermomechanical effect), with the remaining 
amount (around IMPa) due to intrinsic stress in the cantilever. However, for the ppPS, much 
higher values are observed in accordance to the above equation. Overall, typically with 
plasma polymers a higher level of intrinsic stress coincides with a higher degree in cross-
linking. However, this also depends upon chemical nature of the monomers, and consider 
that ppPS is composed of large bulky units. Combine this with the fact that the construction 
of plasma polymer layers can be summarized as a wedging process of reactive species 
(oligomers of excited molecules and free radicals) to a nascent layer, and thus it is feasible to 
conclude that the wedging of these particles containing large phenyl groups will cause much 
higher intrinsic stress. The internal compressive stress is directly dependent upon the size and 
steric factors of the 'wedging' species.59 Furthermore, it is well know that in plasma 
polymerization, a higher deposition rate generally means lower internal stress60, and here 
ppACN was deposited at 90 nm/min, while ppPS was deposited at a rate of 50 nm/min. 
Although a full understanding of this complex thermomechanical behavior requires 
further detailed studies, it is worth noting that, indeed, a similar phenomenon of changing 
from compression to tensile stress was observed for PECVD layers and was associated with 
the changing radical density within the layer leading to material contraction at elevated 
temperatures.58 However, in our case, the phenomenon observed is completely reversible as 
will be demonstrated below. 
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Figure 9-7. Stress analysis of the bending in response to a 1 degree temperature 
change using FEA. At top right is the bending comparison in a 200nm ppACN and 
gold coated cantilever with the resulting simulated image at top left (ppACN bending 
up, gold coated cantilever bending down) with color brightness corresponding to 
relative deflection. At bottom right is the stress comparison from a cross-sectional 
analysis of the indicated cantilevers. Notice the much larger stresses involved with 
the ppPS case (bottom left) due to the intrinsic stresses (larger pre-bent). 
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For reliable use in a MEMS based IR sensor application, the microcantilever 
deflection must be reversible through the course of cycling. This test was done over a large 
temperature range to ensure the device could sustain large, repeatable deformations. Due to 
the large bending, the deflections were out of the AFM detector range and were monitored 
with a home built video system. The reversibility and limits of the polymer-ceramic 
microcantilever performance measured by multiple thermal cycling tests were done with the 
ppPS hybrid microsensor over the large temperature range with the microcantilevers 
subjected to 100 heat-cool cycles (Fig. 8). Real-time video of microcantilever deflections in 
the course of thermal cycling presented in the Supporting Information demonstrates a high 
level of reversible bending across a wide temperature range with 50 |J.m reversible deflection 
occurring. The reproducibility of thermal bending under these conditions was quite 
convincing, as the overall fluctuation between the first and last (100th) cycle was less than 
5%. The overall thermal sensitivity (slope of the plot in Fig. 4) remains constant within 1%. 
This stability is excellent considering that the total microcantilever deflections reached nearly 
50 /tin, corresponding to a 1.1% strain that is quite high for silicon. Remarkably, over this 
temperature range, the thermal sensitivity was found to be 1.86 nm/mK. This sensitivity 
value is more than 30 times higher than for the reference gold-silicon microcantilever. 
Moreover, the temperature resolution or minimum detectable temperature difference of these 
microcantilevers is 0.2 mK, which is an order of magnitude better that of the best uncooled 
IR sensors.2'11 The sensitivity is limited by thermal vibrations, which have amplitudes of 
0.4±0.1 nm as measured by thermal tuning in air.61 
Owing to the stimuli responsive nature of polymeric materials, another potential 
advantage of organic/inorganic hybrid sensors is the ability to possess multi-sensing 
capabilities. Indeed, if a sensor with a simple design such as that proposed here composed 
with a micro fabrication compatible single active organic sensing layer could transduce two 
distinctly strong signals to very different physical conditions of the local environment, such a 
sensor would be quite valuable. The same microcantilever sensors showing unprecedented 
thermal response also show humidity response on the order of parts per trillion (ppt), or three 
orders of magnitude better than results reported in the literature.62'63 This value is found with 
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the ppPAN hybrid sensor, while ppPS showed a much lower sensitivity. Based on the FTIR 
analysis and modulus results described above, it was concluded that ppPS had a more 
regularity structure correlation with conventional PS, thus, ppPAN has a more cross-linked 
structure. Furthermore, it has been clearly demonstrated that a more tightly cross-linked 
plasma polymer will also have a higher number of free radicals trapped in the network.64,65 
Water will absorb stronger on the hybrid sensor with a larger density of free radicals66, and 
this explains the superior performance of the ppPAN in this case. 
Humidity sensors are important for measuring the relative humidity in a variety of 
environments, and our critical in biomedical analysis and medical equipment such as 
respiratory devices.67 Currently, capacitive sensors are the most commonly used with 70% 
of the current sensors relying on capacitive transduction.68 The water vapor of the 
environment is absorbed or desorbed causing a change in the capacitance. Capacitive sensors 
are suitable for applications requiring a high degree of sensitivity at low humidity levels, 
where they will provide a relatively fast response. However, one of the common problems 
with the capacitive sensors is the tendency to saturate and become non-linear at higher RH. 
In terms of sensitivities, Salonen et al have reported a capacitive sensor based on carbonized 
porous silicon with a sensitivity of 0.2 ppm.69 Chakraborthy et al have demonstrated a FET 
based humidity sensor with a sensitivity of ~1 ppm.70 Decres et al have demonstrated an 
optical humidity sensor based in Nafion crystal violet films with a sensitivity of 4.37 ppm.71 
In this case, the hybrid sensor was exposed to a RH range of 6-66%, and assuming a 
linear variation over the entire range the sensitivity was calculated to be 1.6 |im/%. With 
assumptions of Brownian motion, we assumed a smallest detectable change of 3nm, and thus 
a change in humidity of 2.0x10"3 RH. Since the experiment was performed at room 
temperature (25 °C) from the saturation vapor pressure the 1% RH corresponds to 0.23 g/m3 
of absolute humidity. The detection resolution of the cantilever was estimated to be 400 ppt. 
To our knowledge, there is no technique with such high sensitivity. 
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Figure 9-9. Optical images (top) of the deflection of ppPAN cantilever in 
response to humidity from 6 - 66%, and corresponding plot (bottom). 
In summary, the focus of the work is to show that polymer coated microcantilever 
hybrid sensors can be produced undamaged, with remarkable thermal sensitivity (amount of 
deflection/temperature change) compared to similar bimetal cantilevers, and to establish the 
concept that this type of design approach can lead to a new class of uncooled IR sensor 
arrays surpassing the ultimate sensitivity offered by even cooled photon detectors. The 
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approach described here clearly opens the way for the micro fabrication of highly sensitive 
microscale thermal arrays for miniature thermal imagers with record thermal sensitivity of 
about 2 nm/mK, and the lowest limit of temperature detection of about 0.2 mK. As it turns 
out, the unique process of PECVD nanolayers unexpectedly led to peculiar properties, such 
as the high modulus/high thermal expansion combination, as well as enhanced bending due 
to a pre-bent state, which essentially implies residual stresses can be tuned based upon 
deposition parameters. To this end, we believe PECVD polymers is the optimal route for 
such sensor applications because almost any monomer can be easily deposited with 
controllable stresses (and thus chemical structure) in a dry, micro fabrication friendly 
procedure leading to further chemical modification towards multifunctional chemical-thermal 
microsensor arrays with tunable spectral response, as well as unprecedented humidity sensors 
as demonstrated here. 
9.3 Methods 
PECVD polymer materials and coating. 
Styrene, acrylonitrile, and pentafluorostyrene were purchased from Aldrich (purity 
greater than 99%), and were directly used for the plasma polymerization. Because it is 
impossible to characterize the polymer sensing layer while on the cantilever, both 
microcantilevers and a corresponding large silicon wafer were coated simultaneously for 
each deposition condition. The microcantilevers (MicroMasch USA) were rectangular 
shaped with the following dimensions: L = 300ju.m; W= 20/tm; T = 0.7 - 1.3/zm as verified 
by SEM. The tips were uncoated silicon, or silicon with a 60 nm Au layer. Spring constants 
varied from 0.01 to 0.2 N/m, measured by the thermal tune method.61 The cantilevers were 
reversibly mounted on the corresponding wafer, and placed in the PECVD reaction chamber 
so that only one side of the cantilever was coated. The PECVD chamber is custom built, and 
schematic is presented in Figure 1. Details of the system are published elsewhere.72 Briefly, 
Argon (50-200 cmVmin, 99.999%), used as the noble gas for generating a plasma, flows into 
a 10-cm diameter reactor at 0.02-0.5 Torr vacuum through a capacitively coupled radio 
frequency (RF, 13.56 MHz) discharge of 20 to 45W power. The plasma density is controlled 
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to approximately 108 cm"3 in the afterglow region. The precursor gas/vapor is added 10 cm 
downstream from the plasma generation zone. The substrate is located about 1-3 cm further 
downstream from the precursor inlet. The distance between the substrates and the inlet of 
precursor materials can be changed as the requirements of the resulting films change. 
Precursor flow rates of 0.5 and 1.125 cm3/min were utilized for the coatings. Films of each 
polymer were deposited on the microcantilevers, silicon wafers (for ellipsometry, XPS, and 
AFM characterization), and IR transparent salt plates for FTIR measurements. 
AFM topography and roughness characterization was carried out on a Dimension 
3000 Nanoscope (Veeco) in usual tapping mode.73 Ellipsometry, FTIR, and XPS analysis 
were done according to previous protocols.74 
Sensitivity Testing of the microcantilevers. 
The response to thermal flux was monitored using a custom built heating stage to heat 
the mounted tip, and the corresponding deflection was measured by the AFM optical system. 
The tip was brought into a grooved Peltier heating element (Supercool, Gôteborg) that was 
1.2 cm2. This was controlled by an ILX Thermo-Controller (ILX, Bozeman, MT) that had 
0.001 °C resolution, range of -50°C to 250°C, and 24 hour thermal stability of ± 0.005°. The 
entire setup was enclosed in a small (5 x 5 x 10 cm) plastic enclosure to prevent heat 
dissipation, and to shield against wind forces and noise. The corresponding deflection was 
measured in voltage deflection on the photodiode, and converted into nanometers after the 
sensitivity of the system (tip, piezo, photodiode) was measured in contact mode AFM. The 
effect of the laser beam was tested on an unmodified microcantilever and only long-time 
random deflections on a nanometer scale have been observed confirming minimum influence 
of the laser beam. On the other hand, all deflection measurements have been taken at a given 
temperature after several minutes of equilibration and even long (hours) waiting did not 
affected deflection despite exposure to the laser beam. Theoretical thermal deflections have 
been estimated with Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using Structural Mechanics module of a 
package COMSOL Multiphysics 3.2.[75] A typical FEA involves the reduction of the Energy 
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Functional (E)  of individual elements of the model. The bimaterial structure was meshed 
into -40,000 elements. 
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10.1 Introduction 
Plasma polymers are very unconventional and should be viewed as an entirely new 
class of materials. With the complex chemistry and volatile nature of plasma polymerization, 
it is reasonable to expect very remarkable physical properties Owing to the increasing 
applications of ultra thin polymer films with nanoscale thickness, it is imperative to 
characterize the physical properties in these films, which would be significantly different 
from the bulk properties due to the surface and interfacial effects. Several factors such as 
interactions with the substrate, significant volume at the interface (film/ air and 
* M.C.L.: Primary researcher, all sample preparation, setup experiment, assisted with analysis and writing of all 
drafts 
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film/substrate) can cause the deviation of the properties of the ultrathin polymer films from 
those of the bulk films.1'2 In a recent study the glass transition of a free standing PS film was 
found to be very different compared to the substrate supported film.3 Other studies have 
unveiled several interesting phenomena such as the depth dependent glass transition 
temperature and thickness dependent thermal expansion coefficient.4,5 It has been reported 
that substrate interactions alter the thermal properties (transition temperature and thermal 
expansivities) of ultrathin poly-(2)-vinylpyridine films with a reduction in the thermal 
expansion.6 A non monotonie thermal expansion was observed in ultrathin polycarbonate 
films with a negative and positive thermal expansion below and above glass transition 
temperature respectively.7 
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) one of the popular nanoscale 
film fabrication techniques involves the creation of plasma at low temperatures and pressure. 
Plasma polymerization is a solvent less (dry) process that results in organic films with high 
solvent resistance, pinhole free surfaces, scratch resistance, corrosion resistance, and 
excellent thermal and chemical stability.8 Plasma polymerization allows the deposition of 
ultra thin polymers films compatible with lithographic fabrication methods, finding 
applications in sensing devices, MEMS, and optical devices.9'10'11 In fact, the growth of 
plasma polymers exploded during the early development of the microelectronics industry in 
the late 60s inspired by the goal of incorporating organic materials and dielectric films into 
these devices.12 The chemical reactions involved during the plasma polymerization are 
significantly different from those observed in conventional polymerization reactions.8 
Excited organic species, free radicals and ions react with each other to produce high 
molecular weight and highly crosslinked chains resembling polymers. The technique offers a 
unique advantage of the ability to polymerize almost any organic molecule, some of which 
are difficult or impossible otherwise. This has led to plasma polymers being increasingly 
used as an alternative material in applications such as nanoscale photonics11' 13 to 
biocompatible interfaces.14 
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The high energy induced fragmentation of the monomer might result in a polymer 
whose physical and chemical properties are significantly different compared to the 
conventional polymers.15 Due to the missing groups and lack of repeat units, physical 
organization of the polymer chains which can completely dictate the properties, and with 
high degrees of branching and cross-linking, plasma polymers are essentially a novel (and 
largely unexplored) class of materials.16 Along with these unique characteristics in an 
organic film, an additional aspect of plasma polymers is that when deposited as thin films, 
they have some intrinsic level of residual stresses due to their fundamental growth 
mechanisms.17 Overall, the relatively little research of plasma polymers has been on 
understanding their chemical structure as a function of deposition conditions, with almost no 
work regarding the actual determination of physical properties.18 
In this communication, we report on the thermal expansion properties of ultrathin 
plasma polymerized polymer films. An intriguing hysteresis behavior was observed between 
the heating and cooling cycles in these films. Remarkably, a large, reversible negative 
thermal expansion of ultrathin plasma polymerized Polyacrylonitrile (ppPAN) and plasma 
polymerized Polytrimethyl silyl acetonitrile (ppPTSA) in the film normal direction was 
observed. The polymer films were deposited by PECVD technique with styrene, 
acrylonitrile, trimethylsilyl acetonitrile as precursors in custom built PECVD reactor and 
throughouly characterized with FTIR, AFM, and XPS according to the procedures described 
in detail elsewhere (see Supporting Information for some technical details).11'19'20'21'22 (Table 
10-1). 
10.2 Results and Discussion 
The chemical structures of the monomers used as precursors for the plasma 
polymerization are shown Figure 10-1(a). FTIR analysis was used to identify the chemical 
composition of the polymer films under investigation. The FTIR spectra of the plasma 
polymer films of PAN, PTSA and PS are shown in Fig. 10-1. The FTIR of the PS (Fig. 10-
1(b)) was characterized with aromatic ring stretching mode (1600 cm"1 and 1450 cm"1), 
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aliphatic C-H stretch mode (2930 cm"1), C-H out of plane vibration (760 cm"1) and ring out-
of-plane deformation (690 cm"1).23 However, it is interesting to note the absence of =C-H 
aromatic ring vibrations between 3000-3100 cm"1 which indicates that the double bonds of 
the phenyl ring underwent dissociation leading to a high cross-linking in the polymer. The 
PAN spectrum (Fig 10-1(c)) shows the characteristic C #1 stretch at 2240 cm"1 corresponding 
to the cyano group. The spectrum also displays a strong C=N stretching mode at 1650 cm"1 
and N-H stretching at 3300 cm"1 suggesting a high degree of cross linking in the polymer 
film. The spectrum displays other characteristic bands such as -CH2- stretch (2920 cm"1), C-
C stretch and C-H bending (1450 cm"1). The FTIR spectrum obtained from PTSA (Fig 10-
2(d)) shows the representative -Si-(CH^- band (770- 860cm".1), -Si-CH^R- group (1250 cm" 
!), cyano group (2220 cm"1) and CH3 stretch (2960 cm""1). The interesting aspect is the 
presence of a strong band at 1050 cm"1 which corresponds to C-N indicating the cyano group 
dissociation causing a highly crosslinked network. A relatively weak band corresponding to 
C=N stretch (1650 cm"1) also indicates cross linking of the polymer. Several other weak 
bands correspond to the small amount of oxygen impurity the presence of which is confirmed 
with XPS (not shown here). 
Table 10-1. Thermal characteristics of nanoscale polymer films 
Polymer 
Ultrathin films from present study 
Bulk Material Plasma polymerized Wet deposited 
a (K"') t 
(nm) 
R 
(nm) 
C 
(deg) 
« (K"') t 
(nm) 
R 
(nm) 
a(K"7) Tg(°C) 
PS 1.9X10"4 148 1.5 69 1.7x10-4 169 0.25 (0.8-2.8)xl0"4 * 
[Ref. 4,241 
65-100 * 
[Ref. 4,251 
PAN -3-lxlO"4 95 1.7 55 1.6x10"* 20 0.20 l.OxlO"4 
[Ref. 261 
85-104 
[Ref. 261 
PTSA -2.5* 10"4 97 0.5 75 NA** - " 
a: Linear thermal expansion coefficient below Tg 
t: Thickness 
R: RMS roughness over lxl jj.ni2 area 
C: Contact angle 
* Thickness dependent 
** Cannot be polymerized by conventional techniques 
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Figure 10-1. (a) Chemical structures of various monomers under study. FTIR 
spectra of pp PAN, pp PS and pp PTSA showing the characteristic bands. 
AFM images of the polymer films under investigation are shown in Fig 10-2. The 
plasma polymerized (ppX) polymer films exhibited a significantly different surface 
morphology compared to the spin deposited counterparts. While the wet deposited films 
exhibited a uniform surface (micro roughness shown in Table 10-1) with no specific features 
(not shown here), all the pp films had a granular morphology a characteristic pinhole free 
surface. Figure 10-2(a) depicts the AFM image of the ppPS and Figure 10-2(b) shows the 
high magnification image of the same. It can be observed from the AFM image that the 
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sample had uniform granular features of size ranging from 40-50 nm. The surface 
morphology of the ppPAN closely resembled that of pp PS except for slight difference in the 
grain size (Fig. 10-2(c) and (d)). The RMS surface microroughness was found to be 1.5 and 
1.7 nm for pp PS and ppPAN respectively. ppPTSA had an extremely smooth morphology 
with almost no obvious features except for occasional small bumps and the surface roughness 
was found to be 0.5 nm, significantly smaller compared to pp PS and ppPAN (Figure 10-2(c) 
and (d). 
Thermal expansion of spin coated PS films (Mw = 2.5 x 105 g/mol) used as a 
reference sample was measured and the thickness vs. temperature is plotted in Fig 10-3(a). 
The thermal expansion coefficient was found to be 1.7 ± 0.3 xlO"4 K"1. Figure 10-3(b) shows 
the thickness Vs Temperature plot of two consecutive heating and cooling cycles for ppPS 
and the linear thermal expansion coefficient was found to be 1.9 ± 0.3xlO"4 K"1. In all the 
experiments the first heating and cooling cycle were disregarded and not used for the 
computation of the thermal expansion coefficient. It can be noted that the expansion 
coefficient of ppPS is very close to that of the spin coated sample. The linear thermal 
expansion coefficient observed here in spin coated and plasma polymerized film is slightly 
higher than that of bulk polystyrene (1.0 xl0~4 K"1). It has been previously reported that 
linear thermal expansion of PS films is thickness dependent exhibiting increase of a with 
decrease in thickness below Tg and a decrease of a with decrease in thickness above Tg.4 
They have proposed a three layer model in which they assume that the thin polymer film on a 
substrate can be divided in to three regimes: layer very close to the substrate (dead layer), 
layer at the air interface with higher mobility compared to the bulk (liquid like layer) and the 
layer between these two layers (bulk layer). They have proposed simple analytical relation to 
estimate the thermal expansion coefficient in substrate normal direction which can be 
significantly different (—100 %) from the bulk films due to the non trivial contributions from 
dead and liquid like layers as opposed to the bulk films where these effects become 
insignificant. The other interesting aspect one can observe from Figure 10-3(b) is the 
contraction during the reduction of the temperature in ppPS films followed a significantly 
different path compared to that during expansion. 
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(a) ppPS (b) ppPS 
P(d) ppPAN (c) ppPAN 
(f) ppPTSA (e) ppPTSA 
Figure 10-2. AFM images showing the surface morphology of pp PS (a) and (b), pp 
PAN (c) and (d) and pp PTSA (e) and (f). The z range is 20nm for images (a) (b) and 
(c), lOnm for image (d), and 5 nm for images (e) and (f). 
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In the cooling cycle all the plasma polymerized polymers exhibited a significantly 
non-linear variation of thickness with temperature and final thickness at the completion of 
the cooling cycle was 0.3-0.5 nm smaller than the initial. Since cycle 2 and cycle 3 were 
performed consecutively the initial thickness of cycle 3 was smaller by 0.3-0.5 nm. For 
clarity purposes the thickness values of cycle 3 were offset to make the initial thickness equal 
to that of the cycle 2. However, the film restored to original thickness after long relaxation 
time (~ 8 hours). This behavior was observed for all the plasma polymerized films 
(including ppPAN and ppPTSA) while the wet deposited films exhibited no such hysteresis. 
Variation in thickness between heating and cooling cycles has been reported in ultra thin 
(52.8 nm and 29 nm) PS films with the thickness during heating always more than that 
during cooling followed by slow recovery.27 We suggest that the observed hysteresis in 
thermal expansion might be due to the stresses developed in the polymer during the 
deposition process. A hysteresis behavior of residual stresses in plasma deposited 
amorphous thin films during thermal cycling was previously reported and accounted to 
different rates of relaxation and stress release.28,29 
Spin coated films of PAN (3500 g/mol) had a smooth surface morphology with RMS 
microroughness of 0.2 nm (Table 10-1). Thermal expansion of the spin coated PAN during 
(3500 g/mol) of thickness 20.5 nm is shown in Fig 10-3(c). Thermal expansion coefficient 
was calculated to be l.ôxlO"4K"1 which is slightly higher than that for the bulk film (l.OxlO"4 
K"1) for the same reasons discussed earlier. Fig. 10-3(d) shows the temperature Vs thickness 
during cycle 2 and 3 for PAN film with a thickness of 96 nm. We have observed thermal 
contraction of the film in substrate normal direction. Furthermore, the negative thermal 
expansion was found to reversible with an increase in the thickness for decreasing 
temperature. One can observe that the thickness Vs temperature during heating and cooling 
cycles exhibited significant nonlinearity and the thermal expansion was computed over the 
initial linear region from 30°C to 50°C of the heating cycle. The thermal expansion 
coefficient was calculated to be -3.1 ± 0.2><10"4 K"1. Similar thermal contraction of ppPTSA 
(with a thickness of 97.5 nm) is shown in Fig. 10-3(e) and the linear thermal expansion 
coefficient was found to be -2.5 ± 0.2x10"4 K"1. As mentioned earlier, ppPAN and ppPTSA 
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films also exhibited a hysteresis behavior in thermal expansion followed by a slow relaxation 
process with complete reversibility. This non linearity in thermal expansion can be 
associated with glass transition which introduce change in slope indicating a higher thermal 
expansion coefficient. The transition temperature observed for ppPAN was -55° C within is 
lower than for bulk PAN (85°C, Table 10-1) and can be caused by significant amount of 
unreacted monomers and oligomers present in the film. 
To explain negative thermal expansion here we suggest that the unusual thermal 
expansion behavior is due to the presence high residual stress in the polymer film common 
for PECVD materials. The presence of residual stress in the polymer films was also 
confirmed by the bent state of the microcantilevers which were coated with plasma polymer 
films along with the samples (silicon wafers) investigated here. From the radii of curvature of 
the cantilevers the residual stress in the polymer films was estimated using Finite element 
Analysis (FEA) and theoretical calculations (stoney's equation) to be as high as 50 MPa.9 
Negative thermal expansion (NTE) has been previously observed along the chain direction 
for fully aligned linear chain polymers. 30 For example, polyethylene exhibiting 
orthorhombic crystal structure showed a small negative thermal expansion in the axial 
direction of the chains and variable positive thermal expansion is observed in the transverse 
direction. A different effect exhibited by thermal stresses and elasticity in the negative axial 
thermal expansion of crystalline polyethylene has been discussed by Lacks and coworkers.31 
Several other models have been proposed to explain the NTE and zero thermal expansion 
(ZTE) observed in ultrathin polymers films. Recently, it has been proposed that a decrease in 
the entropy associated with expansion in some systems makes thermal contraction 
thermodynamically favorable.27 
Although the residual stresses occur for all the plasma polymerized polymers the 
magnitude depends on other factors such as the chemical nature of the monomer and 
conditions of deposition. Both the NTE polymers (ppPAN and ppPTSA) have a C#î group 
which leads to a high degree of crosslinking. As discussed earlier, FTIR analysis of the 
polymer films also confirms the high level of cross linking in these films. The highly cross 
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linked polymer film is frozen in a metastable state with high residual stresses. The residual 
stresses arise due to the wedging effect during the deposition process where the high energy 
fragments wedge in the existing film. The polymer globules (as seen in the AFM images) 
can be considered as the wedges in the polymer film. Figure 10-4 shows a schematic 
(a) 
Substrate 
(b) 
pp film ~ 100nm 
Substrate 
Contraction 
(c) É 
Expansion Expansion 
T 
Substrate f 
Figure 10-4. Schematic representation of (a) Plasma polymerized film with high 
intrinsic residual stress (red arrows indicate intrinsic compressive stresses from 
deposition) due to wedge effect into the nascent film (b) Final structure of the pp film 
with high residual stress and asymmetrical structure (c) Thermal expansion in plane 
of the film and contraction in substrate normal direction on heating. 
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representation of the plasma polymer films with individual grain in highly compressive state. 
Increase in the temperature causes these polymer grains to expand laterally and a 
simultaneous contraction of the entire film in substrate normal direction. It has been 
previously reported that high tensile or compressive stresses comparable to the yield stress of 
the polymer can significantly alter the thermal expansion behavior of the polymer films.32 
The residual stress in the polymer films can cause rupture in thin polymer films weakly 
adsorbed on the surface and thereby playing an important role in the dewetting process.33 
We believe that due to the small thickness and highly crosslinked state of the films 
investigated in the present study, high stress developed in the polymer films during the 
deposition process control the thermal expansion behavior in polymers films. 
The physical phenomenon of NTE in nanoscale polymer films may find important 
applications in technologies requiring strong organic/dielectric coatings with zero thermal 
expansion. Apparently, while high residual stresses are typically unfavorable aspects in a 
thin film, this represents an example where this quality can be advantageous by leading to 
unexpected properties32'33, especially if they can be tuned and controlled, such as in a process 
of plasma polymerization where the deposition conditions are easily changed. Harnessing 
these residual stresses will be key issue for hard organic coatings either by refining the 
deposition procedures, or by 'freezing' in non-equilibrium conformations in the plasma 
polymer by excessive crosslinking. By designing composite materials with positive and 
negative thermal expansion the effective structural variations in the composite material for 
temperature changes could be minimized or eliminated. Due to the simple and efficient 
deposition method to fabricate them, these materials have excellent potential for applications 
in MEMS, IC, and optical devices as means to control and compensate the conventional 
materials which expand on heating. 
10.3 Experimental 
The polymer films were deposited in a custom built PECVD chamber described in 
detail elsewhere.34 All of the PECVD polymer films were deposited on freshly cleaned (100) 
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three inch silicon wafers. Argon (20 cm3/min, 99.999%), used as the noble gas for 
generating a plasma, flows into the 10-cm diameter reactor at 0.02-0.5 Torr vacuum through 
a capacitively coupled radio frequency (RF, 13.56 MHz) discharge of 45 W power. The 
plasma density is controlled to approximately 108 cm"3 in the afterglow region. The 
precursor gas/vapor is added 10 cm downstream from the plasma generation zone. The 
substrate is located about 2 cm further downstream from the precursor inlet. The precursor 
flow rate of 1.125 cm3/min was employed during all the depositions. 
Wet deposited ultrathin films of polystyrene (PS) (Mw = 250,000 g/mol) were spin 
coated (3000 rpm) on freshly cleaned35 (piranha solution) silicon substrates from 3% solution 
in toluene while poly acrylonitrile (PAN) films (Mw= 3,500 g/mol) were spin coated from 
2% solution in DMF. The spin-casting was carried out in a class 100 clean room condition. 
PAN was polymerized according to established procedure, reported by Matyjaszewski et 
al.36, but using S-1 -dodecyl-S ' -(a,a' -dimethyl-a' ' -acetic acid) trithiocarbonate37 as the RAFT 
agent. Acrylonitrile monomer, PS, DMF, and toluene were purchased from Aldrich and used 
as received, except that toluene was distilled prior to use. 
Chemical compositions of the plasma-polymerized films were identified through 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis. FTIR was performed on a Perkin-Elmer 
Spectrum 2000 FT-IR spectrometer in the transmission mode. A range of 400 to 4000 cm"1 
was scanned 128 times with 1 cm"1 resolution and averaged. 
The surface morphology of polymer films was studied in the light tapping mode in 
the range of magnifications (from lxl to 30x30 Dm) with a Dimension 3000 (Veeco) Atomic 
Force Microscope (AFM) according to the procedure adapted in our lab.38 AFM scratch test 
was used as an independent technique to confirm the thickness of the polymer films obtained 
from the ellipsometry with the refractive indices from independent measurements.22 The 
thickness of the polymers films at various temperatures was measured using COMPEL 
automatic Ellipsometer (InOmTech, Inc.) equipped with a He-Ne laser with collimated beam 
of 1 mm diameter. The thickness at different temperatures was computed using a two-layer 
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model (polymer film on 1.4 nm SiCh layer). The refractive indices of the plasma polymer 
films used for computing thickness were obtained using Woollam variable-angle 
spectroscopic Ellipsometer system including a VB-200 ellipsometer control module and a 
CVI Instruments DigiKrom 242 monochromator with a 75-W xenon light source. The 
reflected polarization states were acquired over the range of 300-900 nm at 1-nm intervals 
and at angles of incidence equal to 53°, 55°, and 57°. 
To study thermal expansion the samples were heated using a Nanoscope heater 
(Veeco) and the sample temperature was controlled with a precision of ± 0.1 K. The sample 
located directly on the ellipsometry stage was held for 10 min at each temperature and the 
thickness recorded. The heating-cooling cycles (each about 6 hrs long) were repeated 3-4 
times. Prior to the thermal expansion measurements the polymer films (both plasma 
polymerized and wet-deposited) were annealed at 50° C under vacuum for 15 hours to 
remove any residual solvent and allow stress relaxation. 
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Chapter 11 
General Conclusions 
The significance and impact of this research is wide-ranging because it offers design 
considerations and presents results and very potential technology to advance key components 
of nanotechnology, a frontier that is increasingly changing society. Specifically, surface 
responsive organic materials designed and implemented here as nanoscale modifying layers 
of inorganic surfaces and silicon based microdevices in the form of multifunctional coatings 
and active layers in sensors. 
Scientists researching nanoscale systems are control freaks. Prime goals include 
being able to control the surface properties, or controlling an interface, or controlling 
specific interactions, or controllable physical properties. Polymeric surfaces, because of 
their dynamic nature, more often than not, are exploited for these applications as ultrathin 
nanoscale layers on typically inorganic substrates. However, this development is not simple, 
and there are three general stages to tackle: 1) the layer needs to be successfully fabricated, 
which is not a trivial task to get ultra-clean, uniform nanolayers with molecular roughness 
(i.e. close to the cross sectional area of the polymer chain). 2) Their properties fully 
characterized, and 3) finally it should be proven that they can possess controllable properties. 
Very little research gets to stage 2 because stage 1 cannot be accomplished. As shown in this 
work, significant results are presented that characterize the nanomechanical properties of 
these layers. Very few research groups have been able to develop techniques and procedures 
that allow for AFM to obtain nanomechanical properties of these layers. Through the work 
in this research devoted to characterizing polymer brushes at the nanoscale, quantitative 
values of elastic modulus, as well as mechanical behavior are verified. Theoretical papers 
are published constantly inquiring how nanoscale polymers will react in different 
environments, and what the corresponding mechanical properties will be, because to develop 
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working NEMS devices, the physical properties at this scale need to be known. Not only are 
complex techniques developed here to directly probe and interpret mechanical behavior at 
this scale and get quantitative results, but intricate experiments are done also in fluidic 
environments and different temperatures because these will be the real working conditions of 
next generation NEMS. 
Throughout the course of this work, several important innovations and significant 
contributions were made for the development of surface responsive materials applied to 
inorganic surfaces, which can be divided into three categories: fabrication, understanding of 
nanoscale/molecular properties and, most importantly, integration into working hybrid 
sensors. 
Fabrication: For reversibly switchable surfaces, the absolute easiest way to design 
such surfaces is through binary brush surfaces in which two different monomers are attached 
to the same surface randomly. Many researchers believe that when you graft a single 
polymer to a surface and expose it to different environments resulting in different 
morphologies, this is a switchable surface. Technically, this is correct, and many claim this 
because they are easy to fabricate. However, the diversity of morphologies and properties is 
vastly enhanced if two polymers are grafted to a surface and can each occupy the topmost 
layer in different conditions, and that this topmost chemical composition can be switched 
(binary brush). This is a true reversibly switchable surface, and these are immensely difficult 
to fabricate with factors such as dewetting and kinetics (which are affected by factors like the 
molecular weights, glass transition temperature of each component, van der Waals radius, 
affinities to substrate, etc.) that must be accounted in order to have active complete switching. 
To date, this issue has not been addressed in sequentially grafted mixed (binary) brushes with 
total thickness less than 10 nm. In this work, we go far beyond this, and achieve a record of 
designing and conclusively showing the reversible switching of binary brushes grafted to a 
silicon surface with total layer thickness only 1-3 nm (Chapter 4). This in of itself is 
significant for the fact that these coatings offering powerful interfacial control can be 
implemented in the tightest spatial constraints of NEMS devices. Moreover, these layers 
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were comprised of polystyrene and poly (butyl acrylate) for strong mechanical disparities, as 
well as PS and poly (acrylic acid). The PS and PAA layer was designed for two reasons: 1) 
to produce an switchable amphiphilic surface less than 3 nm thick, as well as for 2) to 
amplify this switching in surface wettability which serves a purpose to verify the switching 
directly. 
The brush system in Chapter 5 represents the only research in assembling complex 
molecules into true brush structures with the idea to act as responsive and load bearing 
surface nanolayers in engineered devices. The logic behind this work is as follows: it is 
unfortunate that many polymer chemists are synthesizing extravagant complex molecules just 
for aesthetics. Why not do some engineering with these complex molecules and integrate 
them into true brush layers where their unique structure-properties relationship can be taken 
advantage of? This is the first work to characterize the nanomechanical behavior of these 
complex branched-brushes. Importantly, these "complex" structures were fabricated by 
facile UV-polymerization by literally flipping a switch on and off. UV-grown branched 
brushes with unique nanomechanical response represents a major breakthrough in SRMs, this 
work will stimulates further development of this field, and it is just a matter of time before 
SRMs in the form of brush layers comprised of these complex molecules are the mainstream, 
and the next step beyond linear binary brushes. 
The fabrication of plasma polymers here resulted in polymeric materials with 
significantly new properties. For example, not only did these materials result in high thermal 
expansion combined with high elastic modulus, a combination impossible to achieve with 
conventional polymers, but some of the plasma polymers exhibited large negative thermal 
expansion (Chapter 10). While such a phenomenon has been observed in ultrathin polymers 
due to confinement and entropie effects, such negative expansion has never been recorded in 
polymer coatings thicker than the radius of gyration, and here, this is observed in layers 100+ 
nm thick. Furthermore, plasma polymerization is advantageous because any monomer can 
be deposited in a dry process. There is very little research on the properties of plasma 
polymers, and while beyond the scope of this work, several significant properties were 
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discovered such as negative refractive index, that will be explored in the future in our lab. 
The significance of plasma polymers is that by adjusting deposition conditions, intrinsic 
aspects such as residual stresses, cross-linking density, and charge concentration can be tuned 
and 'freeze' in metastable states (because it is a room temperature deposition) that lead to 
amazing values of modulus, thermal expansion, etc. 
In Chapters 6 and 7, a significant deviation of fabrication is embarked upon here in 
which 2D and 3D structures are carved out of polymer layers using interference lithography. 
While such structures have been fabricated previously, the novelty here is to use these 
structures in load-bearing applications with extremely high specific strength (modulus of 
3GPa for a coating with 80% of the material removed). Owing to the fact that lithography 
variances can lead to gradients in cross-linking density, this leads to gradients in modulus, 
and thus the ability to control and direct crack propagation and failure mechanism. 
Probing nanoscale/molecular properties. The most direct and powerful approach to 
this is by directly measuring interactions forces between single molecular groups/entities 
with AFM. In Chapter 3, significant work is done in this regard. Here, the interaction force 
of a single functional group with a single wall carbon nanotube was measured (SWCNT). 
This is the first time the interaction force of single molecules with a SWCNT was measured, 
and this is very critical breakthrough in nanotechnology because SWCNT are viewed as the 
most important material in this frontier. Understanding how molecules interact with them 
will lead to their application in everything from nanoscale sensors to composite materials. 
This study conclusively showed that functional groups will bind through either a H atom, or 
through a lone electron pair, depending upon nanotube charge. The fact that this could be 
done with clean AFM measurements is absolutely remarkable, and will motivate researchers 
to use the relatively easy AFM technique for fundamental studies such as this. 
The context of Chapter 5 deals with complex brushes with unique nanomechanical 
response. In this chapter, the nanomechanical properties of these SRMs where characterized 
in fluidic environments with variable temperature. These results are significant for a couple 
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of reason: 1) this is the first study to give quantitative results of modulus of complex 
brushes under these varying experimental conditions. 2) Such experiments in varying 
fluidic/temperature environment with nanoscale resolution is only attainable with AFM, and 
it is imperative for more of these types of studies to appear in the literature because the 
properties of these materials need to be absolutely understood in these types of environments 
that will likely mimic application conditions. Only until now, however, these experimental 
variables have yet to be adapted for AFM nanoprobing experiments for complex cases of 
layered surface coatings, compliant binary layers with vertical and lateral phase separation, 
and switchable nanostructured layers. 
Hybrid sensors. The significant contribution of this research is the actual integration 
of carefully designed nanoscale SRM into inorganic microscale structures (Chapters 8 and 9) 
to produce hybrid microsensors with unprecedented sensitivities. Inorganic (silicon) 
microfabricated devices are readily available and cheap to make. When 'crossed' with 
polymeric surface responsive materials, the result here are hybrid sensors that are 
economically produced and provides a platform for the ultimate sensor. The results produced 
in this research show thermal sensors with more than two orders of magnitude better 
sensitivity then what is attainable currently, as well as a humidity response on the order of 
parts per trillion, which is vastly more sensitive than current designs. Therefore, this work 
represents a complete and successful effort to develop working sensors with nanoscale 
dimensions: Specific SRM are designed and fabricated, carefully integrated into sensors as 
active nanolayers, and the response to various environments is fully proven, and thus the 
working sensor is conceptualized. The fact that these sensors have unprecedented 
sensitivities with microfabrication compatible active sensing layers will prove to be 
instrumental to the sensor community. 
Clearly, nanotechnology is changing our lives, and the impact is just being felt. 
Nothing emphasizes this more then when in 2000, the United States government developed 
the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) by devoting extensive funding to 
understanding and developing working structures in the nanometer range (actually, NEMS 
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are an official part of this program). The result of the research in this thesis forwards the 
foundation in perhaps two of the most critical broad areas of nanotechnology: ultrathin 
multifunctional polymer coatings and miniaturized sensors. 
This work represents a broad effort, covering all scales. To complete this research, 
nature has put nine orders of magnitude between me, and the nanoscale SRM developed here 
that must be linked, interestingly enough, at intervals of three orders of magnitude. 
Molecular interactions and forces are characterized at the picoscale to optimize nanoscale 
layer design that in turn optimize and lead to microscale sensors with unprecedented 
sensitivities. 
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Appendix 1 
A Champion Material 
Throughout this research, several different monomers were initially screened for their 
performance in responding to thermal flux. The initial screening began by looking at close to 
1000 monomers. The initial goal of this project was to produce IR sensors that absorbed 
very strongly in atmospheric windows (Figure Al-1). The main windows of interest are 
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Figure Al-1. Atmospheric windows for IR radiation. 
black body radiation (3-5/xm, near IR) and hot body radiation (8-12/xm, mid IR), mainly for 
defense related applications. Many functional groups partially absorb within these windows, 
but there are two that are nearly specific to these windows. Cyano groups are known for 
their strong absorption with 3-5/un, while fluoro groups are known for strong absorption at 
8-12/xm. Thus, FTIR traces of nearly 1000 monomers were analyzed for potential PECVD 
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onto microsensors to fabricate hybrid IR sensors. While nearly all monomers can be vapor 
deposited, some are more practical and others, and so the prospective monomers were 
narrowed further based on molecular weight, vapor pressure (higher is better), pricing, and 
toxicity. Finally, for the first two rounds of deposition, roughly 20 'final' prospective 
monomers were deposited on microsensors, and their thermal response was tested. 
The following monomers displayed the best response in combination with best 
properties: 
Styrene 
(Aldrich) 
W323306 
100-42-5 Liquid 104.15 12.4 
BP=145°C 
MP=-31°C 
p=0.909 
1L = $19.30 
Acrylonitrile 
(Aldrich) 
110213 
107-13-1 Liquid 53.06 86 
BP = 77°C 
MP=-83°C 
p=0.806 
500ml = $12.70 
1L = $20.60 
Pentafluoro 
styrene 
(Aldrich) 
196916 
653-34-9 Liquid 194.1 1 
BP = 139°C 
MP=na 
p=1.406 
5g= $42.20 
25g = 140.50 
MMA 
(Aldrich) 
M55909 
80-62-6 Liquid 100.12 29 
BP = 100°C 
MP=-48°C 
p=0.936 
500ml=$20.10 
1L= $36.20 
Methacrylonitrile 
(Aldrich) 
195413 
126-98-7 Liquid 67.09 48.3 
BP=90°C 
MP=-35°C 
p=0.8 
100mL=$26.00 
Benzonitrile 
(Aldrich) 
294098 
100-47-0 Liquid 103.1 1.00 
BP=191°C 
MP=-13°C 
p=1.01 
100mL=$66.40 
Trimethylsilyl 
acetylene 
(Aldrich) 
218170 
1066-54-2 Liquid 98.22 216 
BP=53°C 
MP=na 
p=0.709 
lg=$14.60 
(Trimethylsilyl) 
acetonitrile 
(Aldrich) 
295965 
18293-53-3 Liquid 113 5 
BP=65°C 
MP=na 
p=0.83 
lg=$20.60 
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The chemical structure for each of these monomers is given in Figure Al-2. 
CH=CH 
Styrene 
h2c=chcn 
Acrylonitrile 
(ACN) 
Pentafluorostyrene 
(PSF) 
HnC — C — C —OCHo 2 | 3 
ch3 
Methyl methacrylate 
(MMA) 
ch3 
I 3 
H2C =CCN 
Methacrylonitrile 
(MT) 
CN 
CH. OH, 
I 
CH3-Si -C = CH CHq  - Si -  CHXN 
Benzonitrile 
(BT) 
CH3  
Trimethylsilyl acetylene 
(TA) 
ch3 
Trimethylsilyl acetonitrile 
(AT) 
Figure Al-2. Chemical structures of best monomers for PECVD onto hybrid 
sensors. 
All of these monomers were then subjected to thermal sensitivity tests, as well as 
characterized by AFM, and thermal expansion measurements by ellipsometry. The results of 
most of these monomers deposited onto microsensors, i.e. the properties of the overall hybrid 
sensor are listed in the table below. 
PFS(#1) (Waferl) 200 nm 3.8 Huge (180°) Large (+30pm) Up (relaxation) 133 
PFS (#2) (Waferl) 200 nm 3.8 Huge (180°) Large (+30pm) Up (relaxation) 133 
PFS (#3) (Wafer2) 150 nm 3.8 N/A N/A N/A 133 
PFS (#4) (Wafer2) 150 nm 3.8 N/A N/A N/A 133 
PFS (#5) (Wafer3) 50 nm 1.5 Large (50°) Large (+50pm) Up (relaxation) 133 
PFS (#6) (Wafer3) 50 nm 1.5 Large (50°) Large (+50pm) Up (relaxation) 133 
ACN (#7) (Wafer4) 50 nm 0.9 Minimal (5° at most) Small (10 pm) Up (relaxation) -18 
ACN (#8) (Wafer4) 50 nm 0.9 Minimal (5° at most) Small (10 pm) Up (relaxation) -18 
• • 
• • 
ACN (#11) (Wafer6) 101 nm (AFM) 1.7 Minimal Large (40pm) Up (relaxation) -18 
ACN (#12) (Wafer6) 101 nm (AFM) 1.7 Minimal Large (40pm) Up (relaxation) -18 
MT (#13) (Wafer?) 50 nm 0.9 Minimal Small (10pm) Up (relaxation) 19 
MT (#14) (Wafer?) 50 nm 0.9 Minimal Small (10pm) Up (relaxation) 19 
••• • ••• • 
• • 
BT (#17) (Wafer9) 340 - 390 nm (AFM) 2.5 Large (50°) HUGE (100pm) Up (relaxation) 31 
BT (#18) (Wafer9) 340 - 390 nm (AFM) 2.5 Large (50°) HUGE (100pm) Up (relaxation) 31 
WÊÊÊÊ^^ m • WÊM MÊ^m • 
• • 
TA (#21) (Waferl 1) 100 nm (AFM) 0.6 Minimal Large (30pm) DOWN 4.7 
TA (#22) (Waferl 1) 100 nm (AFM) 0.6 Minimal Large (30pm) DOWN 4.7 
AT (#23) (Waferl 2) 95 nm (AFM) 0.5 Minimal Large (40pm) Up (relaxation) -52 
AT (#24) (Waferl 2) 95 nm (AFM) 0.5 Minimal Large (40pm) Up (relaxation) -52 
AT (#25) (Waferl 3) Very thin (~20nm) 0.4 Minimal Small (10pm) DOWN -52 
AT (#26) (Waferl 3) Very thin(~20nm) 0.4 Minimal Small (10pm) DOWN -52 
MMA (#27) (Waferl 4) 101 nm (AFM) 0.4 Minimal Fluctuation N/A ? (NEGATIVE n!) 
MMA (#28) (Waferl 4) 101 nm (AFM) 0.4 Minimal Fluctuation N/A ? (NEGATIVE n!) 
MMA (#29) (Waferl 5) 300 nm 0.4 Minimal Small (20pm) DOWN ? (NEGATIVE n!) 
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As seen form the chart, several monomers had extraordinary response to thermal flux, 
with the best candidates highlighted in green. In general, the nitriles performed very well. 
However, late in the last deposition, it was realized that the best response was with 
Methacrylonitrile (MT). It was found that the PSF generally had far too much residual 
stresses to be useful, and would only damage MEMS devices. Furthermore, PSF is unstable 
(see below). Although styrene would be a good material for hybrid sensor, it was eliminated 
from further studies because of its absorption window (does not contain a cyano or a fluoro 
group). The huge response of MT to thermal flux is shown in Figure Al-3. 
Figure Al-3. The response of the MT modified hybrid sensor to temperature. The 
overlayed images are taken at 0°C, room temperature (25°C), and 60°C. The 
overall length of the cantilever is about 350 [im. 
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This material (MT) is clearly a 'champion' monomer for thermal response. However, 
what makes this a true champion is that this monomer also exhibited the best, by far, 
response to humidity, as shown in Figure Al-4. 
Figure Al-4. The response of the MT modified hybrid microsensor to humidity 
at room temperature (numbers indicate % relative humidity). Clearly, the huge 
response over the wide range indicated makes this an excellent choice for a 
humidity sensor. 
Upon varying the humidity inside the testing chamber, the polymer on the surface of 
the cantilever absorbs or desorbs water vapor from the ambient. This reversible mechanism 
causes the polymer to undergo swelling and thus cause a bending of the polymer coated Si 
cantilever due to the bimaterial effect. 
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The deflection of the cantilever showed a small non-linearity (R2 = 0.97730) and 
almost no hysteresis (<2%) as can be noticed from Figure Al-5, and which is actually 
typically common for organic materials as humidity sensors, but is advantageously avoided 
here. Any hysteresis is a result of absorbed water molecules failing to completely free 
themselves of the polymer network upon drying, and this can be improved upon by adding 
hydrophobic components in the layer. And herein lies one of the unique aspects of plasma 
polymer films that make them excellent humidity sensing materials: while its well-known 
that they have a high concentration of trapped radicals and ionic charges that act to strongly 
absorb large quantities of water that makes them hydrophilic in nature, they also have a high 
degree of cross-linking leading to large areas of CH2 and CH3 hydrophobic moieties 
randomly spread out in the network. 
From the optical images the deflection of the cantilever for a variation of humidity 
from 6% to 66% (ARH= 60%) at room temperature (25 °C) was found to be 214 gm. 
Assuming a linear variation over the entire range, the sensitivity was calculated to be 3.5 
p,m/%. For comparison, 
the response of 
uncoated silicon 
cantilevers, with the 
same exact geometry 
and specifications, to 
humidity was recorded. 
Within the resolution of 
the optical detection 
scheme, we observed no 
change (zero deflection) 
in the cantilever 
position between 7% 
and 66% humidity. 
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drying. 
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The thermal vibrations of the cantilevers used here were determined to be to roughly 
1 nm. Therefore, the smallest detectable deflection was assumed to be 3nm, which is safely 
higher than the thermal noise (essentially, we are calculating lowest possible sensitivity). 
With these assumptions, the smallest detectable change in the humidity was calculated to be 
8.9x10-4 % RH. Since the experiment was performed at room temperature (25°C), from the 
saturation vapor pressure, the 1% RH corresponds to 0.23 g/m3 of absolute humidity. 
Remarkable, the detection resolution of the cantilever was estimated to be 200 Parts per 
Trillion. To our knowledge there is no technique with such high sensitivity, either available 
commercially, or reported in the literature earlier. Apart from the unprecedented sensitivity 
of the sensor, there are several other attributes which makes the technology viable for 
numerous applications. 
In addition to this, there is strong push to develop sensors to detect toxic chemicals 
and vapors. The response of the MT hybrid sensor was monitored in response to various 
organic solvents, and while this will be the subject of future work, depicted below (Figure 
Al-5) is the response to acetone vapor. The response here is nearly 50 fini, but the 
concentration of the vapor was not calibrated, and in the future, these tests will be 
systematically done to obtain 'toxicity plots', which are response of one microsensor to an 
array of vapors. 
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Figure Al-5. Response of the MT microsensor to acetone (top and ethanol 
(bottom) vapors. 
These results are summarized in the chart below. As can be seen, the MT hybrid 
sensors exhibit the best overall response to temperature, humidity, and organic solvent vapor, 
making this material a true champion 
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40 |xm 50 |im 3-5 |im Forms cracks 
TA 
50 (xm 
30 |im 
50 p.m 5-8 |im 
Swells and 
removed from the 
substrate 
Stable 
5-10 ^m None Stable 
AT 30 pim 35 (im None Dissolves locally 
BT 
MMA 
100 |im 
<5 gm 
30 ^m 
3-5 jim 
None 
None 
Swells and 
removed from the 
substrate 
Stable 
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Appendix 2 
Supplemental Experiments 
While the physics of plasma polymer are beyond the scope of this research (and 
certainly could easily be an additional thesis project all by itself), some supplemental 
experiments were attempted to give some insight to these properties to further explain the 
very strong response to certain stimuli observed, as well as peculiar properties such as high 
thermal expansion/high modulus combination. One theory for the response to humidity is the 
concentration of trapped radicals and charges within the network. Furthermore, the fact that 
most of the cantilevers bend down upon heating could be due to a couple affects: 1) Radicals 
that obtain mobility upon heating and interact stronger with each other, forming a stronger 
plasma polymer layer (similar to temperature responsive ionic gels with reversible charge 
density in a polyectrolytic polymer network1). 2) High intrinsic residual stresses as a result 
of metastable states being frozen into the layer during deposition. Two experiments to 
potentially elucidate these two items, respectively, are electric field testing and pi-Raman 
analysis that can directly quantify stresses in these structures. 
Electric field tests. Using the electric field experimental setup described in Chapter 2, 
the sensors were brought into the field, and their deflection was monitored versus applied 
voltage. From Figure A2-1 below, clearly the electric field has a huge effect presumably on 
the plasma polymers, as their deflection is well beyond electrostatic force effects (see Fig. 
A2-1 control). From the data (Fig. A2-1), clearly ACN has the strongest shift, which seems 
to agree with the previous finding that the polymer with higher cross-linking, as directly 
evidenced by elastic modulus data (Chapter 9) will have a higher concentration of free 
radicals.2 Another interesting point is that some of the monomers seem to exhibit a small 
degree of cycling or fluctuations. Indeed, some of the microsensors tested could have the 
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deflection measured by AFM because of huge oscillations in the electric field (see movies in 
presentation). This may be attributed to électrostriction3, but this needs further analysis. 
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Figure A2-1. At top is the response of the indicated hybrid microsensor to 
electric field with the deflection monitored by AFM. At bottom is the control 
cantilever magnified to show the perfect square relationship expected. 
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Clearly, the microsensors are sensitive to electric field, with monomer-specific 
variations. The reasons for this at this time are not completely known, although certainly, the 
high concentration of free radicals and charges within the plasma network is a factor. 
Electrostriction may be occurring as well: upon feeling the electric field, the high 
concentration of ionized moieties and free radicals will try to align through the cross-linked 
network, and this alignment can cause a change in the mechanical properties, inducing stress 
and strain response to the electric field. If this is indeed électrostriction of these plasma 
polymers, this would make them ideal materials for nanoscale actuation applications. 
Raman stress measurements. (0,-Raman was employed to map the stress in silicon 
based microsensors coated with plasma polymer. The Raman spectrum is a plot of the 
scattered (stokes-shifted) intensity as a function of the Raman shift and contains information 
about the physical and chemical characteristics of the analyte. The Raman scattering 
frequency of Silicon is at 521 cm™1, which is very sensitive to mechanical strain, thus making 
this technique one of the few that can directly measure residual stresses with sub-micron 
resolution. A shift of only 0.02 cm"1 corresponds to a stress of 10 MPa.4 By monitoring this 
frequency at different positions on the sample, a "stress map" can be obtained with 
micrometer spatial resolution. In the present study, Raman peak position along the length of 
the cantilever was obtained to attempt to discern the exact residual stresses within the 
polymer layer, as well as to compare this with modeling results. 
Initially, the stresses were mapped in the uncoated cantilevers as control for further 
measurements. Surprisingly, a huge stress in uncoated cantilevers was recorded. The peak 
position varied along the length of the cantilever as shown in Figure A2-2. A representative 
spectrum of Si obtained from the cantilever is shown in Figuré A2-3. As one can observe, 
the peak is split into two components indicating the stress in the silicon as reported earlier.5 
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Figure A2-2: Si peak position along the length of the cantilever. The 'position' is 
a relative value as these 10 locations are divided equally over 350 pim. 
The stress at the free end of the cantilever was found to be 1.75 GPa. Several 
uncoated cantilevers were tested to obtain similar results and this stress was considered as the 
baseline. Stress in two different cantilevers coated with ppPMAN and ppPMMA with pre-
bending of 200pm and 10(am was mapped. 
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Figure A2-3: High resolution Raman spectrum of uncoated Si cantilever. 
Figure A2-4 shows the Raman peak positions along the length of the cantilever for 
cantilevers coated with ppPMAN, ppPMMA compared with an uncoated control cantilever. 
It can be observed that the cantilever coated with ppPMAN with 200jj.m pre-bending 
exhibited a shift of 1.7 cm"1 with respect to the control cantilever which corresponds to a 
stress of 850 MPa, 
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Finite Element analysis was used to theoretically estimate the stress in the pre-bent 
cantilevers. Figure A2-5 shows the stress along the length of the cantilever at the silicon 
surface. It can be noted that stress along the length of the cantilever is uniform except for the 
edge effects at the constrained edge and is equal to 160 MPa. 
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Figure A2-5: Stress along the length of the cantilever with a pre-bending of 200pm . 
While the Raman stress mapping shows a gradient stress distribution along the length 
of the cantilever no such gradient was observed in the FEA results. Here, the speculation is 
that the gradient stress is inherent in the cantilevers from the micro fabrication and the plasma 
polymer coating causes the bending resulting in a uniform stress along the cantilever. One 
can also note that the magnitude of stress obtained from the Raman measurements (850 MPa) 
is significantly higher compared to that obtained from FEA (160 MPa). This can be due to 
the fact that the plasma deposition process additionally introduced stress in the silicon which 
is not captured in the FEA. 
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